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Preface

Variability in language invariably attracts attention of linguists, particularly those 
for whom the use of language remains the core of linguistic enquiry.  Whether 
viewed from a diachronic or synchronic perspective, the variable use of language 
provides insights into the formation, evolution and dynamism of the language 
system. In the case of English, the observed variability seems to be inexhaustible. 
The language with so many native and non-native varieties, spoken by millions of 
people as a modern Lingua Franca offers endless possibilities for research into its 
numerous manifestations. The studies collected in the present volume bear wit-
ness to the wealth of problems and approaches that can be used in the search for 
variability patterns in the development and present-day usage of English. Adopt-
ing various methodological approaches, the young researchers from the Gavagai 
Student Society, whose studies have been collected here, take the challenge of 
describing the variability in the use of English across space and time, from Mid-
dle English to present-day English, used by native and non-native speakers.    

In the first contribution Adamczyk, presents an in-depth analysis of two com-
peting spelling variants of dental fricatives in the Northern dialect of Late Mid-
dle English. The study shows that the so-called Northern system, in which the 
choice between the two variants was supposed to reflect difference in voicing, 
can be traced in the analysed data but it was not consistently applied. The study 
focuses on function words, because this is the area in which spelling variability 
has been found, and it is based on a large corpus of Middle English legal docu-
ments. Thanks to a well-thought-out methodology and scope, the results of the 
study are an interesting contribution to the study of Middle English dialectology 
and spelling.

http://dx.doi.org/10.18778/8088-065-8.01

http://dx.doi.org/10.18778/8088-065-8.01
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The next study investigates the same period in the history of English, but the 
variability examined there is syntactic in nature. In his study, Grabski aims to check 
whether the choice between single and multiple negation patterns in The Canter-
bury Tales is – at least partly – related to sociolinguistic factors. The study shows that 
Chaucer seems to have used negation as marker of the social status of his characters, 
with highly-educated speakers preferring single negation and speakers with lower 
status using negative concord relatively more often. This in itself is an interesting ob-
servation since single negation is supposed to have developed in the (Early) Modern 
English period during the process of language standardisation, and multiple nega-
tion became generally stigmatised long after the Middle English period.

The study by Matysiak analyses variability in English from a modern perspec-
tive, focusing on Polish users of English. The most interesting aspect of the study is 
that the informants are Polish immigrants living in London, surrounded by people 
using English natively and communicating in English on a daily basis. Recently, 
this group has become very numerous and its linguistic behaviours are an extreme-
ly interesting area of study. The aim of this investigation is to check to what extent 
the level of proficiency in English on arrival in the UK and the quality of English 
input afterwards influence the use of English by Polish speakers. The linguistic 
variable selected for the purpose of the study is aspiration of voiceless plosives. The 
study shows that previous language experience is of crucial importance and de-
termines success in the acquisition of L2 pronunciation in the investigated group.

In the next study, Rajtar examines the degree of formulaicity of native and non-
native English used by Polish learners. The aim of the investigation is to determine the 
most frequent two- and three-word sequences from both samples and compare the 
occurrence of silent pauses within them. The study is based on the British National 
Corpus and PLEC corpus (PELCRA Learner English Corpus) created at the Univer-
sity of Łódź. The study shows that native and non-native speakers use almost com-
pletely different sets of formulaic phrases (the only exception is I don’t know) while 
the distribution of silent pauses is very similar in both samples, which proves that 
formulaic expressions demonstrate similar behaviour regardless of language (variety). 

With the study by Rybińska, the volume moves back to the Middle English pe-
riod. This contribution focuses on lexical variation and it aims to establish regional 
differences in the distribution of Late Middle English lexicon. The study is limited 
to verbs and the material selected for the purpose of the analysis are two distinct 
versions of Mandeville’s Travels: one manuscript was produced in the Northern 
dialect while the other comes from the south of England. The regional differences 
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established on the basis of this text are verified by the author on the basis of a larger 
sample of Northern and Southern Middle English texts. The study shows that the 
differences in ME dialects are not only phonological or syntactic but also lexical, 
which is often disregarded in historical studies of this period.

The investigation carried out by Szczytko is also historical, but based on a col-
lection of letters coming from the Late Middle and Early Modern English period. 
The investigated variable are forms of address, with special attention paid to the 
choice between two competing second person pronouns thou and you in private 
correspondence. The aim of the author is to establish which sociolinguistic factors 
are decisive in the selection of forms of address. Quite surprisingly, no instances of 
thou have been identified in the analysed sample, which shows that letters are clearly 
different from drama from the same period, where variability in second person pro-
nouns does exist. The author suggests that this result may be related to the epistolary 
conventions of the period. The investigation proves that the choice of nominal forms 
of address was determined by two main factors: social position and family relations.

The last contribution in this volume is a study of phonetic imitation by Zając 
who analyses the linguistic behaviour of Polish learners of English. The study aims 
to show to what degree the informants imitate the native or non-native model. The 
linguistic variable analysed in the study is the duration and quality of vowels. The 
analysis suggests that phonetic imitation does have an impact on L2 pronunciation 
because the informants showed a tendency for convergence towards the native Eng-
lish speaker and divergence from the Polish speaker. This result seems important 
from the point of view of phonetic training and shows that attitude towards native 
and foreign-accented speech have an impact on L2 pronunciation.

The studies presented in this volume reflect but a fraction of variability present in 
historical and contemporary English. However, the very fact that they are so varied 
shows how stimulating the wide range of possible venues to be taken within this 
area of research can be. This collection of papers bears witness to the effect of coop-
eration and discussion within a student society environment. We hope that it will be 
both interesting and stimulating for other young scholars interested in English lin-
guistics. Finally, we hope that our contributors will never stop being curious about 
language and out of this curiosity they will keep asking questions and will continue 
to explore various aspects of variability in English and other languages.

Ewa Waniek-Klimczak
Anna Cichosz
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Realisations of the Word-initial 
Variable (th) in Selected Late 
Middle English Northern Legal 
Documents

Michał Adamczyk 

University of Lodz

Abstract

This paper is a study in Late Middle English orthography and its relationship with the 
phonological system. The study was conducted on a representative sample of legal docu-
ments from all core northern counties. The analysis concerned the variable (th) that stands 
for a systemic distinction between /ð/ and /θ/ by means of two graphemes:  <þ/y> and <th> 
in the north of England. The results of the quantitative analysis confirmed the existence of 
the Northern System, however, in its decline. The analysis of discrete grammatical words 
proved that the, that and they were the most conservative words showing a significantly 
higher preference for <þ/y> than the remaining grammatical words examined in the pre-
sent study.

1. Preliminary remarks

The study was conducted on a representative sample of texts from the Middle 
English Grammar Corpus (Stenroos et al. 2011) (later MEG-C). This recently de-
veloped corpus has proven to be a commendable source of data in the area of 
historical dialectology, and due to its accessibility it enabled the author of the pre-
sent paper to conduct a modest study of the variable (th). According to Stenroos 
(2004: 257), the term variable (th) combines all Middle English spelling conven-
tions of representing a dental fricative in writing, with the exclusion of those cases 
in which a graph corresponds to a word-medial /ð/ developed from earlier /d/. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18778/8088-065-8.02

http://dx.doi.org/10.18778/8088-065-8.02
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Word-initially, the variable (th) has two possible spelling variants found in the 
Middle English period: <þ/y> and <th>. On the basis of this orthographic vari-
ance, a system distinguishing between the voiced dental fricative and its voiceless 
counterpart is thought to have developed in the north of England. The presence of 
the systemic distinction known as the Northern System is worth investigating on 
a representative sample of documents from all core northern counties and areas 
of transition between dialects: Lancashire and West Riding of Yorkshire. For this 
reason, the aim of the paper was to investigate the presumed relationship between 
the spelling variants and the voicing of word-initial fricative on a representative 
sample of 126 Late Middle English legal documents from Cumberland, Durham, 
Lancashire, Northumberland, Westmorland and Yorkshire. Legal documents 
used in the study were selected from the subset of the MEG-C. Documents were 
searched for grammatical words with word-initial /ð/ and lexical words with /θ/ 
in the onset. The results of the quantitative analysis of two variants of the variable 
(th) were subjected to statistical analysis, plotted on a map in order to account for 
a possible pattern of spatial distribution, arranged chronologically and divided 
into particular words in order to gain some insight into differences between sepa-
rate grammatical words distinguished in the design of the study. Multidimension-
al analysis of the data was then used to support the view suggesting the existence 
of the separate Northern System, which distinguishes between /ð/ and /θ/ using 
two variants of the variable (th): <þ/y> and <th>.

2. Variable (th)

The Middle English phonetic inventory included two phonemic dental frica-
tives: /θ/ and /ð/, which in most cases, descended directly from the Old English 
/θ/. However, in the Old English phonological system, the distinction between 
voiced and voiceless fricatives was allophonic, hence, the allophones appeared 
in complementary distribution with the voiced sound occurring word-medially 
between vowels or voiced consonants and its voiceless reflex in the remaining 
positions: initially, finally and when double medially. The latter developments 
occurring in the Middle English period resulted in the formation of pairs of 
fricatives distributed contrastively. 

Although dental fricatives in Middle English developed the phonemic contrast 
of voice similarly to other pairs of fricatives (aside from /ʃ/ and /x/), the reason be-
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hind the change differed significantly. In pairs /s/ : /z/ and /f/ : /v/ the development 
of the phonemic contrast of voice around the year 1250 occurred as a result of the 
large amount of borrowings with word-initial /z/ and /v/ from French, degemina-
tion of word-medial /s:/ and /f:/, the loss of final /ə/, and finally voicing of word-in-
itial fricatives in many southern dialects of Old English (Lass 1999: 59). Though in 
the case of /θ/ : /ð/, voicing of word-initial dental fricative appeared in low sentence 
stress words such as deictic expressions the, this, that, these, there, then and some 
conjunctions like through. A parallel process altered some other weakly stressed 
words: is, of and was by voicing word-final consonants (ibid.: 59–60). Because of 
the difference in the development of /θ/ : /ð/ compared to other pairs of fricatives, 
the phonemic distinction of voice between the two fricatives in the onset, however 
at no time discriminated totally, was reduced to a limited number of minimal 
pairs such as thy and thigh.

Old English, having [z], [v] and [ð] only as allophones of /s/, /f/ and /θ/, did not 
distinguish between voiced and voiceless sounds by the means of different graphs; 
<s> was used for both [s z], <f> for [f v] and <þ ð> for [θ ð]. The emergence of the 
final two graphs used interchangeably for a single dental fricative, however, is 
worth exploring for the purpose of the study. According to Quirk & Wrenn (1957: 
8), in the earliest surviving Old English texts, bilateral <th> borrowed from Irish 
(Hogg 1992: 77) was used for [θ] and [ð]. In texts from the later eighth century, one 
may also encounter <d> used for a dental fricative. Some scholars claim that the 
use of <d>, similarly to <th>, may be a result of a borrowing from Irish scribal tra-
dition since in Irish <d> was sometimes used to signify a voiced fricative (Quirk 
& Wrenn 1957: 8). As Christianity became firmly established, the previously used 
graphs were replaced by <þ>. It is argued that the signs of runic alphabet, especial-
ly <þ>, started to be widely employed at the time when the elements of the pagan 
Germanic culture stopped being viewed as a potential threat to the position of the 
Christian Church (ibid.). The use of the three graphs mentioned so far might be 
clearly seen in different spellings of the word thought in Cædmon’s Hymn: modg-
idanc (Moore Bede), modgithanc (Leningrad Bede) and modgeþanc (West Saxon 
version, first half of the tenth century) (Hogg 1992: 76–77). By the beginning of 
the ninth century, the graph <þ> known by its runic mnemonic name thorn from 
futhorc was being used alongside with the new graph <ð>. Although it is consid-
ered uncertain (ibid.: 75), some scholars claim that <ð> is once again a borrowing 
from the Irish-Latin alphabet formed by drawing a line through the upper part 
of <d> (Quirk & Wrenn 1957: 8). The name of the graph, eth or edh is thought to 
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be a nineteenth-century coinage originating in the name of the corresponding 
Modern Icelandic letter eð (ibid.: 8; Fulk 2012: 23). Originally, in the Old English 
period, the graph was known as ðæt (Hogg 1992: 75). Although the interchange 
between <þ> and <ð> in some Old English texts seems to be regular, for example, 
in some of the most carefully written MSS of Ælfric where <þ> is used word-
initially and <ð> word-medially or word-finally (Quirk & Wrenn 1957: 9; Upward 
& Davidson 2011: 56), in a broader perspective, these two graphs appeared in free 
orthographic variation.

While <ð> had been lost in the beginning of the fourteenth century (Jensen 
2012), the graph <þ> continued to be widely used to represent both /θ/ and /ð/ 
throughout the Middle English period. However well-established the graph <þ> 
was, reintroduced <th> started to appear in writing from the beginning of the 
twelfth century onwards. <th> took over the role of <þ> altogether by the end of 
the fifteenth century (Lass 1999: 36). The modified version of <þ>, which virtually 
merged with <y>, was, however, still in use even in Early Modern English in forms 
such as ye or abbreviated yt.

According to Jensen (2012), the usual explanation for the loss of the graph <þ> 
that is the introduction of print may, actually, prove to be quite inadequate. It is 
argued that the replacement of <þ> with <th> was a gradual process that had be-
gun long before the arrival of the first printing press to England. The emergence 
of <th> in the twelfth century in the southern part of England and its steady grow 
in use argued by Lass (1999: 36) seem to confirm this view. Furthermore, it is 
claimed that printing facilities and different scribal practices existed in isolation 
even as late as in the end of the Early Middle English period (Scragg 1974). Finally, 
Jensen (2012) argues that first of all thorn was included in a number of types used 
in England, and secondly the graph <y> may have been easily employed by the 
printing industry in order to avoid the introduction of <th>.

In the course of time, <þ> and <th> were established as the two Late Middle 
English variants of the variable (th). In the South, the two variants appeared in 
free variation with <th> getting the upper hand over <þ>. In the North, however, 
the distribution was constrained by the systemic factors addressed later in this 
section. The distribution of  <þ> and <th> was further confused by the fact that 
<þ> and <y> merged into a single y-shaped letter in many scribal hands well be-
fore the end of the fourteenth century (Fulk 2012: 23). As it was suggested (Ben-
skin 1982: 21 ff), the merger originated in textura scripts and was graphic in na-
ture. What is more, the merger may have been subjected to a spatial distribution, 
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with the coalesced <y> occurring, especially, in the North and in large parts of 
Northeast Midlands and East Anglia (Fulk 2012: 23). As a result of the change, 
the northern orthographic system contained one graph less when compared to 
its southern equivalent.

Apart from the sole number of letters available, some scholars noted that an-
other systemic dissimilarity differentiated the two systems. Stenroos (2004: 267) 
argues that some Middle English texts exhibit a tendency to distinguish between 
voiced and voiceless fricatives by means of different graphemes. This tendency 
was addressed by Benskin (1977: 506–507) in a noteworthy footnote: 

There thus arises a system whereby (1) words like think, through, thousand are 
spelled th-, but (2) words like they, them, there are spelled þ- or y-. The use of 
þ (or y for þ) is hence phonetically conditioned in the orthographies of a great 
many scribes, an observation which seems to have eluded most scholars.

Benskin’s (1977) perspective on a diachronic change of the system assumes four 
consecutive stages in the spread of <th> in the varieties of the Northern dialect: 
(1) final position occupied by a voiceless fricative only, (2) initial position when 
occupied by a voiceless fricative, (3) in word-medial position, (4) word-initially 
when voiced. Stenroos (2004: 267) points out that “between the second and third 
stages, there arises a system where the voiceless dental fricative is spelled th and 
the voiced one þ or y.” Hence, one may assume that the system no longer con-
tained a set of graphs, but rather two separate graphemes: <th> and <þ>, through 
which the contrast of voice between, for example, thin ‘thin’ and þin ‘thine’ may 
have been orthographically maintained. However, as it was noted by Jensen 
(2012), due to the unique development of dental fricatives, with the voiced dental 
fricative present usually in grammatical words and the voiceless one in lexical 
words, the distinction may be, as well, interpreted as purely lexical.

With the implementation of standard writing conventions, <th> grew more 
common; however, it did not replace <þ> and <y> instantly. As it was stated (Ben-
skin qtd. in Jensen 2012), scribes from the north of England, while adopting a new 
standard, had to, first of all, reincorporate the graph lost in the merger with <y>: 
widely used <y> had to be replaced with the earlier <þ> when it represented a con-
sonant. Secondly, they had to abandon the distinction in writing made between 
voiced and voiceless dental fricatives. In fact, whereas in the South the change 
from <þ> to <th> was a matter of simple graphic replacement, in the North, it 
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equalled a systemic change, in which the loss of one of two graphemes corre-
sponding separately to /θ/ or /ð/ resulted in the loss of phonologically conditioned 
division. It can be easily viewed as a merger.

Although the language of legal documents is often thought to be the one that 
is the most receptive to the standard, it might be interesting to gain some insight 
into some other possible factors, apart from genre, influencing the reception of 
the standardised forms and the retention of the original system with word-initial 
<th> being used for /θ/ and initial <þ/y> used for /ð/. Geographical distribution, 
frequencies in particular documents or lexical diffusion may be particularly inter-
esting to explore from the point of view of historical dialectology.

3. Sources

The sample of Late Middle English texts used in the study consisted of 126 docu-
ments from the MEG-C included in the Linguistic Atlas of Late Medieval English 
(Benskin et al. 2013) (later LALME). The part of the MEG-C consisted of 76055 
words. The texts were located in the counties in the area of the northern dialect: 
Northumberland, Durham, Cumberland, Westmorland, Yorkshire and Lanca-
shire. The selection of texts from every county was a prerequisite for provid-
ing an all-embracing analysis of spatial diffusion of the variable (th). As for the 
genre of the texts selected, these were legal documents only, primarily because 
the study aimed at the description of the variable (th) only in this particular 
genre. Secondly, the analysis of differences between genres, as it was done in the 
research conducted by Jensen (2012), in which legal documents were set against 
religious prose texts, would be hardly possible for counties such as Cumberland 
since the MEG-C provides only documents, making this type of research any-
thing but congruous. In the Appendix, all legal documents used in the study 
are listed in accordance with the codes used in the Catalogue of Sources - ver-
sion 2011.1 (Stenroos 2011) accompanying the MEG-C. Figure 1 on the following 
page shows localisation of the legal documents, however, without initial L and 0.  
The MEG-C codes consist of a capital L followed by the LALME Linguistic Pro-
file code made into a four-digit code by adding initial zeros as necessary, for 
example, L0147 used in the MEG-C corresponds to the LALME LP147. Some-
times when a complex LP had been split into smaller units by the authors of the 
MEG-C, for the purpose of this study, it was merged back into an original entity. 
Similarly, when more than one legal document was located in a single locality 
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from the LALME, they were structured into a single entity in the part of the re-
search devoted to spatial distribution of the variable (th). The MEG-C included 
few legal documents that were not placed on maps during the process of compila-
tion of the LALME. The design of the present study required the texts to be tied 
to a particular locality, be it real space or a localisation based on an assemblage 
of linguistic features. Hence, all the legal documents that had been used in the 
compilation of the LALME but had not been placed on maps were excluded from 
the scope of the research. Finally, in regard to spatial distribution, L1348 was the 
only document out of the whole material which has been moved slightly south-
west on the basis of Jensen’s study (2012).

Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of the legal documents
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On the basis of the explicitly dated documents, the material represents a time 
span of one hundred and forty-two years, with the earliest document form the 
year 1363 and the oldest from 1505. Yet, a substantial amount of documents used 
in the study dates back to the fifteenth century, with only a small number of docu-
ments from the second half of the fourteenth century or the first decade of the 
sixteenth century. Texts with only approximate dating were also included in the 
study. They are dated accordingly: four documents dated to the middle of the fif-
teenth century, two documents dated to the first half of the fifteenth century, one 
document dated to the second half of the fifteenth century, one document dated 
to the end fifteenth or the beginning of the sixteenth century, two documents 
dated imprecisely to the time between 1438–55 and 1472–83, one document with 
the unknown dating. The documents mentioned above were not incorporated in 
the diachronic analysis, which relied on precisely dated documents. Nonetheless, 
the design of the diachronic analysis used in the present study allowed documents, 
such as L0147g dated 1446–47, with a slightly imprecise dating to be included. 
Both explicit and approximate dates of document composition are listed in the 
Appendix in the right column.

4. Procedure

The process of transcription of the legal documents into a machine-readable for-
mat was thoroughly described in the manual accompanying the MEG-C (Sten-
roos & Mäkinen 2011). One can easily access the manual through the website 
of the Middle English Grammar Project. It is, however, worth mentioning that 
thanks to the authors of the corpus the annotation employed in their project ena-
bled an in-depth analysis of late Middle English spelling conventions. As for the 
sampling method, longer pieces of writing, for example religious prose or verse, 
were included in the corpus in tranches of 3,000 words; legal documents used in 
the present study entered the corpus in their entirety. Hence, the material used 
in the study comprised of entire documents only, making it possible to reject any 
possible disparity with the original manuscripts.

In accordance with the theory outlined in the section devoted to the variable 
(th), data extracted from the part of the MEG-C were structured in relation to 
the word type further divided into grammatical and lexical words. Grammatical 
words like the, that or they were treated as those containing word-initial voiced 
dental fricative, whereas lexical words, for example thing or think, as containing 
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voiceless dental fricative initially. Furthermore, due to the limited occurrence 
in the corpus, lexical words were collected as an open category leaving out such 
obvious mistakes on the part of the scribe as, for instance, yAPPur[TENaNTz 
(L0147g), a merger of ’the’ and ‘appurtenance’ and yEER~ (L0147g) ‘þeer~ > year’. 
Conversely, grammatical words were clearly divided into eleven subcategories 
corresponding to particular grammatical forms: this, these, those, there, they, them, 
their, theirs, then, that and the. Complex conjunctive adverbs, for example, there-
fore or unusual YANEWITH, along with adverbs such as YIDERWARD (L0586a), 
were excluded from the scope of the research and were not included in any type 
of quantitative analysis employed in the present study. The grammatical word 
through was also excluded. In terms of adverbs, it is difficult to decide whether 
they should be treated as grammatical or lexical words. Through, however, ap-
peared in numbers too small to allow the incorporation of the word in the analysis.

Data were extracted from the MEG-C using AntConc 3.2.4m, freeware soft-
ware designed for the purpose of corpus linguistic analysis. Due to a large variety 
of spellings available for each word, regular expressions were used to simplify 
the process of data extraction and to yield more precise results. Although it was 
possible to create a single regular expression for the most of the grammatical 
words provided above, in the case of there and their, whose spellings overlap in 
some cases, each instance found in the corpus had to be analysed separately pay-
ing special attention to their concordances. Treating lexical words as an open 
category required a slightly different approach, that is using a regular expression 
extracting all words with word-initial <th>, <y> or <þ> and selecting those which 
matched the word type and the remaining requirements provided above. Upon 
the completion of data extraction, results were quantified as numerical values 
separately for lexical and grammatical word; the latter type was further divided 
into eleven subcategories. Numerical figures obtained in the course of the study 
were then converted into a standardised numerical value: frequency per one thou-
sand words often used in research conducted in the area of corpus linguistics. 
Converted numbers made quantitative data significantly more comparable by 
avoiding the negative effect of sample size on the results of the study.

Data extracted from the MEG-C and structured according to the aforemen-
tioned requirements were then checked for statistical significance using a Chi-
square statistical test. After combining two possible spellings: <þ/y> and <th> 
with two word types: grammatical and lexical, a statistical test was applied to both 
the overall results from six combined counties and each of the counties separately. 
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It was assumed that lexical words with a word-initial voiceless dental fricative 
should show a significantly higher proportion of <th>, conversely, grammatical 
words beginning with a voiced dental fricative should exhibit a tendency for <þ> 
or <y>. The results of a Chi square test were presented in a form of a table in the 
following section devoted to the presentation of the results. P-values acquired in 
the statistical analysis were used to accept or disprove the null hypothesis stating 
that there is no relationship between the word type and the variant of the variable 
(th) for p-value < 0.05. If a Chi square test confirmed the statistical significance 
of the relationship between the variables used in the present study, it would allow 
to reject the null hypothesis and to validate the hypothesis stating that there is 
a relationship between the word type and the variant of the variable (th). Along 
with the table presenting the results of the statistical test, a graph showing the 
proportion of variants of the variable (th) for both word types was included.

Following the statistical analysis and presentation of the overall results, a num-
ber of other methods were used in order to identify the pattern of distribution of 
the variable (th) in the selected collection of legal documents from the MEG-C. 
Since the distribution of the variable (th) in the open category of lexical words in 
the present study proved to be fully homogeneous, with the variant <th> occur-
ring in every instance extracted from the corpus, the remaining methods were not 
applied to this word type. It might be assumed that the lack of variation in lexical 
words reflected the state of the graphemic system described by Benskin (1977) 
and commented by Stenroos (2004: 267), where a word-initial voiceless dental 
fricative is spelled <th> and the voiced one <þ> or <y>. The distribution of the 
variable (th) in grammatical words, however, appeared to be visibly more varied. 
The following methods were employed to account for this variability. Firstly, is 
accordance with Jensen (2012) claiming that

Linguistic variation in Middle English texts is [thought to be] most commonly 
studied in terms of geography, and, [for this reason], regional patterns must be 
expected to account for much of the variation during the Late Middle English 
period. At the same time, variables other than geography must be assumed to 
have contributed to synchronic variation.

A spatial dispersion of the variants of the variable (th) was shown in the form of 
a map indicating a dominant spelling of word-initial fricative for each legal docu-
ment bound to a particular locality, as they were shown in Figure 1. Having done 
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that, the chronological distribution of <þ/y> and <th> spellings was provided in 
a form of a bar plot showing changes in frequency of two variants form the year 
1363 to 1505. To avoid unnecessary obscurity in the form of a bar plot, documents 
were grouped into intervals of one or two decades. The division into decades re-
lied upon the number of documents available from each period to maintain the 
chronology, for instance, because the corpus did not contain documents from the 
period between 1460 and 1469, but a number of documents were dated between 
1450-59, the interval used stretched over two decades, 1450-69 instead of just one 
followed by a lacuna. Thirdly, the frequency of two variants was set against the 
number of legal documents to check the distribution of frequencies of two variants 
across the documents. For instance, to validate the possibility of <th> being spread 
across a large amount of documents in relatively low frequency, whereas <þ> or 
<y> appearing in a significantly larger frequency in a comparable number of docu-
ments. The results of this part of the analysis were presented in a form of two histo-
grams showing the distribution of both variants separately, which in the end were 
merged into a single overlapping histogram identifying differences between two 
patterns of distribution. Finally, a frequency of each variant was presented sepa-
rately for each of the eleven subcategories of grammatical words in order to discern 
a possible pattern of distribution of the variable (th) across different words. The re-
sults of lexical distribution were shown in a form of eleven separate bar plots.

5. Results

Data extracted from the MEG-C and converted into a standardised value of 
a frequency per 1000 words rounded to units are shown in Table 1. The vertical 
header provides labels for two word types combined with the variants of the vari-
able (th). Labels for the counties selected for the purpose of the study are shown 
in the horizontal header.

As was mentioned earlier, lexical words were fully homogenous in terms of 
realisation of the variable (th), and for this reason, one might assume that the 
state reflected in the data, with word-initial voiceless dental fricatives spelled as 
<th>, may correspond to the state of the system described by Benskin (1977) and 
specified by Stenroos (2004: 267). However, grammatical words were much more 
varied with respect to the occurrence of the variants of the variable (th). The 
entirety of the data, provided in the rightmost column, indicates that although 
the assumed variant <þ/y> was found dominant, <th> spelling in grammatical 
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words also appeared in numbers suggesting the interplay of other factors in the 
distribution of the variable (th) in this word type. Furthermore, the frequency 
of variants varied across the counties and ridings. For instance, divisions such 
as Lancashire, Cumberland, East Riding of Yorkshire, West Riding of Yorkshire 
and the City of York shown <þ/y> as the dominant spelling of the word-initial 
variant. On the contrary, Northumberland, Durham, Westmorland and North-
ern Riding of Yorkshire exhibited a tendency for the initial <th> spelling in 
grammatical words.

Table 1. Frequencies of variants of the variable (th) matched up with word types

Nhb Dhm Lancs Cumb Wml Ery Nry Wry York Total

Gram. <þ/y> 47 49 95 99 55 81 48 79 137 80

Gram. <th> 83 51 49 30 76 21 72 56 6 50

Lexical <þ/y> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lexical <th> 3 8 9 8 8 3 12 7 8 8

Table 2 shows the results of a Chi-square test applied to the entirety of the data 
as well as particular counties in order to confirm statistical significance of the 
data extracted in the present study. Results were treated as statistically significant 
when p-value < 0.05. Values were rounded to the thousandth place. 

Table 2. Results of Chi-square test applied to frequencies per 1000 words

Nhb Dhm Lancs Cumb Wml Ery Nry Wry York Total

P-value 0.493 0.02 0.001 0.001 0.047 0.011 0.015 0.008 0.001 0.002

P-value for the entirety of the data extracted from the corpus proved to be sta-
tistically significant. In terms of particular counties, however, Northumberland 
was the only one for which the results were statistically insignificant. The failure 
of statistical test may suggest that the tendency observed in this particular part 
of the data proved the lack of relationship between the word type and spelling, in 
particular, grammatical word type bound with <þ/y> spelling and lexical word 
type with <th> spelling. At the same time, by looking at the values used in the 
statistical analysis, one might claim that a significantly lower frequency of lexical 
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words per 1000 words in terms of Northumberland may have influenced the result 
of ta Chi-square test. Nevertheless, on the basis of the result of the test performed 
on the totality of the data, with p-value = 0.002, the null hypothesis stating that 
there is no relationship between the word type and the variant of the variable (th) 
may be rejected. At the same time, the hypothesis stating that the relationship 
between the word type and the variant of the variable (th) may be accepted. It is 
worth to bear in mind that the results of the statistical analysis conformed to pre-
vious studies related to the distribution of the variable (th) in the north of England 
(Jensen 2012; Stenroos 2004).

Following the order provided in the section devoted to the procedure used in 
the present study, Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of the variable (th) in 
grammatical words. Localities with the dominant <þ/y> variant of the variable 
(th) are marked with a triangular shape and localities in which <th> variant ap-
peared as dominant are marked with a square.

Looking at the map provided, one may be relatively certain that <þ/y> proved 
to be a dominant variant in grammatical words. Yet, it would seem unreasonable 
to treat spatial distribution as homogenous. Cumberland and East Riding of York-
shire indicate a strong preference for <þ/y> in grammatical words manifested in 
an unvaried distribution of this variant across localities. Two remaining ridings, 
namely, West and North Riding of Yorkshire seem to go in line with the domi-
nance of <þ/y>, however, with slight variance also present. L0363, L0348, L0415, 
L0133 and L1232 form a line stretching across the eastern part of West Riding of 
Yorkshire and ending in L1232 right after the border of North Riding of Yorkshire. 
Two pockets, the first one extending over West Westmorland and Northwest Lan-
cashire, and the second forming a linear shape at the border of Durham with North 
Riding of Yorkshire, display a preference for <th> in grammatical words.

Northumberland and, even more, Lancashire provide an indiscernible pattern 
of spatial distribution. In the case of Northumberland, it may be due to insuf-
ficient amount of localities, whereas Lancashire may exhibit a good example of 
transition area between the northern system preferring <þ/y> initially in gram-
matical words and the encroaching standardised spelling conventions opting for 
<th>. Although slightly varied, <þ/y> seems to be a dominant variant of the vari-
able (th) in terms of spatial distribution. One should not forget that the distribu-
tion shown on the map was based on the dominance of one variant over the other. 
In most of the localities both <þ/y> and <th> appeared, however, with varying 
frequency.
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Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of the variants of the variable (th) in grammatical words

The chronological distribution of both variants of the variable (th) in gram-
matical words is shown in Figure 3. The distribution is based on documents dated 
precisely enough to match the intervals used in the analysis. The variants are in-
dicated by two colours: <þ/y> by dark grey, <th> by light grey. Frequencies of both 
variants per 1000 words are presented for each interval. As shown in the figure, 
<þ/y> seems to be a more frequent variant throughout the entire period of one 
hundred and forty-two years from 1363 to 1505. Two deviating intervals, 1400–19 
and 1440–49, showing a higher proportion of <th> may be considered insufficient 
to reject the dominance of the presumed variant in Late Middle English north-
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ern legal documents. Yet, one might observe that there is a higher proportion of 
<th> in relation to <þ/y> in the period from 1430 to 1469. This may be treated as 
a tentative indication of the new spelling convention starting to be implemented 
in the documents. Still, one might argue that the retreat from this tendency seen 
in the following intervals disproves the tentative indication in favour of <þ/y> as 
a dominant variant throughout the period.

Fig. 3. Chronological distribution of the variants of the variable (th) in grammatical words 

Chronological and spatial distributions seem to conform to the view that the 
variant <þ/y> was the dominant one in grammatical words. Having looked at two 
types of distribution, it may prove valuable to give some attention to the actual fre-
quency of variants spread across the legal documents used in the study. Figure 4 
shown on the following page comprises of two separate histograms displaying 
the number of documents according to the frequency of one of the variants in 
grammatical words. Vertical axis indicates the number of documents, while on 
the horizontal axis, growing frequencies per one thousand words are given. His-
tograms were set against each other in order to further check the predominance 
of <þ/y> in grammatical words.
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Fig. 4. Frequencies of the variants of the variable (th) in legal documents

Fig. 5. Overlapping histogram of the variants of the variable (th) in legal documents
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Although the variant <þ/y> of the variable (th) seems to be present in legal 
documents in high frequency, which is indicated in the left-hand side histo-
gram, the <th> variant has a tendency to appear in low numbers over a large 
amount of documents. Almost sixty documents contain small amount of <th> 
or even no <th> whatsoever. In the case of <þ/y>, this number is lower by almost 
a half. A significant difference in the distribution of the variants across the 
legal documents may be considered as another sign of the preference for <þ/y> 
word-initially in grammatical words. The differences between the distributions 
of the two variants can be clearly demonstrated in a form of an overlapping 
histogram.

Despite the fact that the analysis of the data presented so far may seem to prove 
the dominance of the variable (th) realised as the variant <þ/y> in grammatical 
words and <th> as the only realisation of the variable in lexical words, quantita-
tive analysis of separate grammatical words sheds new light on the distribution 
of the variants. Figures 6a and 6b showing the lexical distribution are presented 
on the following pages. Two figures comprise of eleven bar plots for eleven gram-
matical words showing frequencies of both variants of the variable (th) for each 
word separately. As shown in the legend, <th> is indicated with black and <þ/y> 
with light grey. For some grammatical words, realisations found in the legal 
documents were distributed relatively evenly between the two variants; this 
is the case of this, these, them, their and theirs. For there and then data show 
a higher proportion of <þ/y>, which seems to go in line with the results pre-
sented above. Because of a limited occurrence, it would be difficult to claim that 
those is the only grammatical word with <þ/y> only. For this reason, those was 
not considered a convincing piece of evidence for the preferred use of <þ/y> in 
grammatical words. Yet, that, they and the show an extraordinary preference 
for <þ/y> word-initially in grammatical words. The distribution of the three 
words might suggest that the dominance of <þ/y> is constrained lexically.
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Fig. 6a. Lexical distribution of the variants of the variable (th) for this, these, those, that, they, them, their, 
theirs
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Fig. 6b. Lexical distribution of the variants of the variable (th) for there, then, the

6. Discussion

The Material analysed in the present study seems to indicate a strong preference 
for the use of <th> in lexical words and <þ> or <y> in grammatical words. This 
was confirmed by the statistical analysis employed in the study. However indica-
tive the test may be, it also became evident that <th> appeared in a considerable 
amounts in grammatical words. Because one of the aims of the paper was to prove 
or refute the existence of the Northern System, every disparity with the systemic 
distinction between the voiced and voiceless dental fricative by means of different 
graphemes has to be addressed by analysing possible factors influencing the vari-
ance in the use of the aforementioned letters. Since the distribution of the variable 
(th) in lexical words was homogenous and in line with the distinction present in 
the Northern System, the analysis was focused on grammatical words selected for 
the purpose of the study.

While studying the pattern of spatial distribution of <th> and <þ/y> in gram-
matical words, it was found that <þ/y> proved to be the dominant variant. Only 
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a small number of localities favoured <th>. A number of them appeared in iso-
lated linguistic pockets in Westmorland, Durham, Northumberland, Lancashire, 
North Riding of Yorkshire and West Riding of Yorkshire. The pattern behind 
these enclaves proved to be indiscernible. These localities may be worth exploring 
in terms of a combination of standardised features, for instance, present partici-
ple -ing in order to verify a possible existence of pockets showing preference for 
standardised written English in the fifteenth century northern England. Lanca-
shire, however, stood as a good example of a transitional area between two dia-
lects or two spelling conventions. It can be easily observed in a mixed pattern of 
localities favouring one or the other variant. Some areas were not covered in the 
present study. As it was stated by Jensen (2012), this may be due to two options: 
the reflection of demography or accidental survival of the legal documents. Fur-
thermore, the upland character of the area known as the Yorkshire Dales may 
have had its impact on demography and, consequently, the survival of the legal 
documents.

Similarly to the spatial distribution, <þ/y> proved to be dominant throughout 
the entire period of one hundred and forty-two years from 1363 to 1505. Yet, the 
assumed dominance of one variant was not constant at all times. As was men-
tioned above, the period from 1430 to 1469 showed a higher proportion of <th> 
in comparison to the remaining intervals. It might be argued that the increase in 
the use of this variant may occur due to the slow incorporation of the standard-
ised spelling conventions. Although followed by the withdrawal from this ten-
dency, some may argue that it can be considered an indication of the standard 
that was to come. Conversely, it may be claimed that the retreat that followed 
the increase in the use of <th> may disprove the possible implementation of the 
standard English spelling conventions. Furthermore, it might be stated that the 
relatively stable dominance of <þ/y>, with <th> appearing in small quantity from 
the year 1363 to 1505, may reflect an in-between stage after the third Benskin’s 
(1977) stage assuming the use of <th> word-medially and the fourth one employ-
ing <th> word-initially. Despite that, in order to arrive at the actual sequence of 
<th> implementation, the material used in the study should incorporate texts ar-
ranged chronologically for a longer period of time. Still, as far as one hundred and 
forty-two years covered in the present study are concerned, one can be relatively 
certain that the <þ/y> variant was dominant in grammatical words, but the state 
recorded in the material did not reflect the stage in which all voiced dental frica-
tives were spelt <þ/y>.
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As far as the frequency of variants spread across the legal documents is con-
cerned, the <þ/y> variant of the variable (th) once again proved to be dominant. 
A significant difference between the patterns of distribution of <þ/y> and <th>, 
with the variant <þ/y> appearing in larger frequencies in the legal documents, 
may result from the preference for <þ/y> in grammatical words over <th>. Yet, 
similarly to spatial and chronological distribution, one can observe that the pres-
ence of <th> in some instances may suggest that in the fifteenth century the sys-
temic use of the two graphemes might have already been disrupted by the intro-
duction of the standardised spelling conventions using <th> in all positions. The 
frequency of occurrence of the two variants may also serve as a further specifica-
tion of the spatial distribution, which in the present study was focused only on 
the dominant variant for each locality. It clearly shows that for a large number of 
localities, along with the dominant variant, there were also some instances of the 
secondary variant. Although the situation in which <th> appears in small num-
bers distributed evenly across the legal documents may indicate the encroaching 
standard, the distribution preferring <þ/y> over <th> in grammatical words may 
be used as strong evidence for the existence of the Northern System.

It is possible that the distribution of the two variants may be conditioned by 
another factor. In fact, lexical distribution may play a vital role in the explanation 
of the patterns behind the occurrence of <þ/y> and <th>. As was shown in the pre-
vious section devoted to the presentation of the results, three grammatical words: 
that, they and the exhibited by far the greatest tendency for the use of <þ/y> word-
initially. The remaining ones showed significantly more variance in this respect 
by using both variants in almost equal numbers. On the basis of the analysis, it 
might be argued that the three grammatical words, in the present material, can 
be treated as the most “conservative” lexical units retaining the assumed northern 
spelling convention, while the rest would exhibit more readiness for <th>. The fact 
that the and that proved to be most likely to retain <þ/y> may originate in them 
being the most often used determiners in Middle English. In the case of that, the 
tendency may be further strengthened by the fact that it was a commonly used 
conjunction. The predominance of the variant <þ/y> word-initially in the and 
that may have been caused by the fact that medieval scribes were much more 
punctilious in the use of the said variant in the most commonly used grammati-
cal words. The tendency for the retention of the discussed variant may be further 
seen in forms ye and yt being still in use in the Early Middle English period (Lass 
1999: 36). They, however, proved to be much more difficult to explain. According 
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to Lass (ibid.: 120-121), the introduction of the Scandinavian third person plural 
paradigm, which replaced the Old English one, progressed in three consecutive 
stages: (1) þei / her(e) / hem; (2) þei / her(e) ~ þeir / hem; (3) þei / þeir / hem ~ þem. 
As the change progressed through the fifteenth century, one might see that the 
third person personal pronoun was the first one to adopt the Scandinavian para-
digm. Hence, they, in comparison to their(s) and them, may be treated as the first 
pronoun with the word-initial voiced dental fricative. They, similarly to the and 
that, may retain the variant <þ/y> due to the fact that it appeared early in the fif-
teenth century, whereas the remaining their(s) and them, which appeared later in 
the century, were more likely to adopt the standardised spelling <th>.

Finally, looking at the analysis in its entirety, it seems that it provided strong 
evidence for the existence of the Northern System. The variants of the variable (th) 
showed a tendency to appear in word types with pre-assumed voiced or voiceless 
dental fricative. Although the material displayed a certain dose of variance in 
terms of grammatical words employing both <þ/y> and <th> word-initially to 
represent the voiced dental fricative, in lexical words, only <th> was used. It might 
be argued that the state recorded in the material showed the Northern System 
in its slow decline. Spatial and chronological distribution, along with the rate of 
occurrence of the two variants in the legal documents may be used to confirm 
a statement that the standardised variant <th> was already entering the system. 
The retention of the assumed variant in the most common and, at the same time, 
the earliest grammatical words used in the present study, may further validate 
this view.
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Appendix

The present table contains the information about the repository shelfmark for 
each transcription of the original scribal text used in the present study. All infor-
mation given in the table was based on the Catalogue of Sources accompanying 
the MEG-C and refers only to the portions of MSS used in this corpus.

Legal 
Docu-
ment

Source text used for the compilation  
of the MEG-C electronic corpus Date

1 2 3

NORTH

Cumberland

L0107 Whitehaven, Cumbria Record Office: DCU/4/178. Lease 1435

L0117 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: D/Stan/21. Award 1459

L0354 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: D/Stan/24. Exchange 1489–90

L0355 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: D/Lons/L/Deeds/Lowther 116. 
Marriage settlement 1502

L0452 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: 1 Ca/Misc/Deeds/15th c. Com-
missioning agreement 1434

L0535 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: D/S/Eaglesfield Deeds/1440-41. 
Agreement 1441

L0547 Whitehaven, Cumbria Record Office: D/Stan/46. Grant 1503

L1035 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: D/Lons/L/Deeds/Askham 56. 
Gift 1450

L1038 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: Ca 5/1/20, box 1397-1794 / 
folder 1430-1747. Commitment to arbitration 1430

L1105 Gosforth, Northumberland Record Office: ZHW 1/85. Lease 1448

L1111 Gosforth, Northumberland Record Office: ZHW 1/76. Lease 1432

L1143 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: D/Lons/L/Deeds/D. 54. Lease 1429
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L1144 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: D/Mus/Penrith/Medieval 
Deeds. Gift 15ab

L1145 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: D/Penn/28 no. 20 (Bretby 
Bundle). Lease 1439

L1146 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: D/Lons/L/Deeds/Lo. 111. Mar-
riage settlement 1456

L1170 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: Ca 2/15. Ordinance 1445

L1182 Kendal, Cumbria Record Office: WD/Ry/92/107. Lease 1483

L1184 Kendal, Cumbria Record Office: WD/Ry/92/93. Award 1453

L1187 Kendal, Cumbria Record Office: WD/Ry/92/87. Enfeoffment 1438

L1188 Kendal, Cumbria Record Office: WD/Ry/92/77. Commitment to 
arbitration 1422

L1189 Kendal, Cumbria Record Office: WDEC/2. Enfeoffment 1436

L1192 Kendal, Cumbria Record Office: WD/Ry/92/79. Surety 1425

L1196 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: DMus/Edenhall 2/2/100. 
Memorandum 15/16

L1223 Gosforth, Northumberland Record Office: ZHW 1/97. Lease 1494

L1243 Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: Misc. 
Charter 51. Award 1433

L1249a Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: D/Lons/L/Deeds/Wg.15. Mar-
riage settlement 1472

L1249b Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: D/Lons/L/Deeds/Askham 68. 
Condition of obligation 1472

L1250a Whitehaven, Cumbria Record Office: DSTAN/1/15 . Declaration 15a2

L1250b Whitehaven, Cumbria Record Office: DSTAN/1/16. Memoran-
dum 1432

Durham

L0147a Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: Small 
Prior’s Register I, ff. 101v line 19 to 102r line 14. Letter/Document 1439

L0147b Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: Small 
Prior’s Register I. f. 122v lines 1-18 and f. 127v. Letter/Document 1440
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L0147c Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: Small 
Prior’s Register I. ff. 142r line 18 to 149r line 5. Letter/Document 1441

L0147d Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: Small 
Prior’s Register I. ff. 149v line 9 to 150r line 10. Letter/Document 1442

L0147e Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: Small 
Prior’s Register I. ff. 152v line 8 to 154v. Letter/Document 1442

L0147f Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: Small 
Prior’s Register I. f. 188v lines 1-22. Letter/Document 1444

L0147g Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: Small 
Prior’s Register II. ff. 9v line 15 to 23v line 8. Letter, Lease 1446–47

L0147h Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: Prior’s 
Register III. f. 41r lines 22-39. Letter of appointment 1414

L0147i
Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: Prior’s 
Register III. f. 273r line 14 to 273v line 15 and f. 287v line 5 seq. 
Letter of appointment

1440–42

L1004 Durham, Durham County Record Office: D/Ch/D 92. Bond 1433

L1005 Durham, Durham County Record Office: D/Lo/F 322. Commis-
sioning agreement 1414–15

L1114 Durham, Durham County Record Office: D/St/D1/2/13. Attesta-
tion 1452

L1117 Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: 3.10. 
Spec. 45.a and 45.c. Lease 1470

L1118 Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: 3.10. 
Spec. 45.b. Copy of the text in 3.10. Lease 1470

L1305 Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: 2.3. 
Spec. 63. Lease 1448

Lancashire

L0085 Preston, Lancashire County Record Office: DDIb (Ireland of 
Blackburne of Hale). Award 1431

L0087 London, British Library: Add. Charter 17692. Lease 1420

L0113 Preston, Lancashire County Record Office: DDIb (Ireland of 
Blackburne of Hale). Testimonies 1411

L0121 Preston, Lancashire County Record Office: DDSc (Scarisbrick of 
Scarisbrick Deeds) 439/162. Affidavit 1445

Cont.
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L0160 London, British Library: Add. 37769 (Chartulary of Cockersand 
Abbey), f. 18r. Deed 1363

L0254 London, Public Record Office: E 40/9307. Lease 1459

L0293 Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: Locel-
lus IX.35 (recto). Complaints <?>

L0296 London, Public Record Office: E 40/8559. Award 1450

L0308 London, British Library: Add. Charter 52290. Award 1436

L0335 London, Public Record Office: DL 25/L 691. Bond 1426

L0414 London, Public Record Office: DL 25/398 (Coucher Book of Fur-
ness Abbey). Award 1424

L0416 London, Public Record Office: E 40/10386. Award 1458

L0420 London, Public Record Office: DL 25/399. Agreement 1431

L0439 Preston, Lancashire County Record Office: DDBl (Blundell of 
Crosby) 55/20. Enfeoffment 1405

L0441 Preston, Lancashire County Record Office: DDSh (Crosse of 
Shaw Hill, Whittle-le-Woods) 1/132. Attestation 1419

L0442 London, Public Record Office: E 40/5631. Assignment 1422

L0445 Preston, Lancashire County Record Office: DDF (Farington of 
Worden, Leyland) 1932. Lease 1423

L0446 Preston, Lancashire County Record Office: DDPt (Petre and 
Walmesley of Dunkenhalgh) 24 (1432). Accord 1432

L0451 Preston, Lancashire County Record Office: DDPt (Petre and 
Walmesley of Dunkenhalgh) 24 (1432). Award 1434

L0586a Oxford, Bodleian Library: Rawlinson B 460. ff. 91r.9-93v.11. 
Memorandum of evidences 1424–25

L0586b Oxford, Bodleian Library: Rawlinson B 460 (The Black Book of 
Clayton). ff. 93v.12-96r.21. Award 1425

L1012 Leeds, Yorkshire Archaeological Society: DD 53/III/41 (Grantley 
MSS). Lease 1456

L1198 Preston, Lancashire County Record Office: DDPt (Petre and 
Walmesley of Dunkenhalgh) 24 (1454/5). Award 1455

L1200 Preston, Lancashire County Record Office: DDPt (Petre and 
Walmesley of Dunkenhalgh) 24 (1448). Bond 1448
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L1203 Preston, Lancashire County Record Office: DDPt (Petre and 
Walmesley of Dunkenhalgh) 22 (1453). Petition 1452

L1205 London, British Library: Add. Charter 62408. Agreement 1425

L1285 Preston, Lancashire County Record Office: DDPt (Petre and 
Walmesley of Dunkenhalgh) 24 (1430). Award 1430

Northumberland

L0334 Gosforth, Northumberland Record Office: ZSW 2/51. Agreement 1426

L0353 Oxford, Merton College: Merton Records 572. Memorandum 1438–
1455

L0390a Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: Locel-
lus V.45 (dorse). Memorandum 1431

L0390c Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: Locel-
lus V.45 (dorse). Award 1430

L1104 Gosforth, Northumberland Record Office: ZSW 1/150. Accord 1414

L1216 Gosforth, Northumberland Record Office SANT-GUI-
NCL-06-01-01. Ordinance 1459

L1225 Gosforth, Northumberland Record Office: ZSW 2/70. Enfeoffment 1505

Westmorland

L0120 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: D/Stan/26. Gift 1441

L0332 Manchester University, John Rylands Library: Rylands Charter 
1945. Enfeoffment 1447

L0528 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: D/Mus/Medieval Deeds, box 
‘Cumberland and Westmorland - Carlisle’, Nateby file. Agreement 1455

L1147 Carlisle, Cumbria Record Office: DLons/L5/1/3/82. Award 1478

L1183 Kendal, Cumbria Record Office: WD/Ry/92/101. Lease 1475

L1186 Kendal, Cumbria Record Office: WD/HH/63. Condition of 
obligation 1487

L1231 Kendal, Cumbria Record Office: Box A/71. Lease 1458

L1233 Sizergh Castle, Kendal: album, no. 20 of Henry VI. Commit-
ment to arbitration 1430

Cont.
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L1234 Sizergh Castle, Kendal: album no 21 of Henry VI. Will 1430–31

L1235 Sizergh Castle, Kendal: Album no 31 of Henry VI. Use (Inden-
ture) 1444

L1236 Sizergh Castle, Kendal: Album no 32 of Henry VI. Commitment 
to arbitration 1445–46

The City of York

L0145 York City Archives: York Memorandum Book A/Y 255. ff. 264v-
267v. Memorandum 1428

L1001 York Minster Chapter Library: Dean and Chapter H.1(3), Chap-
ter Acts 1352-1426, ff. 100v-101r. Ordinance 1371

L1348 York, Borthwick Institute: R.I.19. ff. 332v-333v. 25. Revocation, 
order and confession 15ab

Yorkshire, East Riding

L1122 Beverley, Corporation Records: Great Guild Book, f. 23r. Award 1431

L1130 Beverley, Humberside County Record Office: DDCC/19/I. ff. 1v-
6v. Boundary survey 1473

L1132 Durham, Prior’s Kitchen, Dean and Chapter Muniments: 2.2. 
Ebor. 19.a. Declaration of gifts 15a

L1133a Kingston-upon-Hull Corporation Archives: Bench book 1. f. 12r-
v. Jurament 15ab

L1133b Kingston-upon-Hull Corporation Archives: Bench book 2. f. 243. 
Award 15a

L1134 Kingston-upon-Hull, Corporation Archives: Bench Book 2. f. 
212. Award 1417

L1135 Kingston-upon-Hull, Corporation Archives: Bench Book 2. f. 
251. Memorandum 1413

L1136 Kingston-upon-Hull, Corporation Archives: Bench Book 2. f. 
164. Enactment 1434

L1259 Nottingham University Library: Galway MSS G 9262. Marriage 
settlement 1477

Yorkshire, North Riding

L0126 Northallerton, North Yorkshire County Record Office: ZRL 1/20. 
Commissioning agreement 1412
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L0330 Northallerton, North Yorkshire County Record Office: ZDU. 
Partition 1451

L0331 Northallerton, North Yorkshire County Record Office: ZAZ.z. 
Declaration 1446

L0350 Northallerton, North Yorkshire County Record Office: ZFL 29. 
Lease 1430

L0413 Leeds Central Library, Archives Department: RA/M9. Exchange 1447

L1034 Northallerton, North Yorkshire County Record Office: ZQH 1. f. 
55r. Grant 1449

L1115 Durham, Durham County Record Office: D/St/D1/2/12. Decla-
ration 1449

L1172 Durham, Durham County Record Office: D/St/D1/2/17. Memo-
randum 1475–80

L1211 Northallerton, North Yorkshire County Record Office: ZDS 
I 1/56. Power of attorney 1404

L1212 Northallerton, North Yorkshire County Record Office: ZDS 
I 2/1. Agreement for re-enfeoffment 1431

L1232 Sizergh Castle, Kendal: Thornton Briggs box, ‘Old Deeds’, bun-
dle ‘Henry VI’. Will 1441

Yorkshire, West Riding

L0133 London, British Library: Harley Charter 112.F.1. Will 1412

L0348 London, British Library: Add. Charter 16916. Surrender (Inden-
ture) 1432

L0349 Leeds, Yorkshire Archaeological Society: DD 12/II/3/9/16 (1). 
Award 15ab

L0360 Leeds Central Library, Archives Department: TN/HX/A13. Af-
fidavit 1479

L0363 Leeds, Yorkshire Archaeological Society: DD 53/III/262. Mar-
riage settlement 1451

L0377a Huddersfield Central Library: WBD/VIII/10. Lease 1436

L0377b Huddersfield Central Library: WBM/2. Affidavit 1446

L0378 Huddersfield Central Library: WBD/IX/7. Exchange 1431

Cont.
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L0415 Hull University Library: DDLO 21/27, 21/28, 21/30, 21/32, 21/35, 
21/40 (Selby Court Rolls). Court roll 1472–83

L0732 Leeds, Yorkshire Archaeological Society: DD 57/C/W.123. 
Award 1451

L1102 Doncaster, Bentley Library: DZ FL 1/1 and DZ FL 1/48. Lease 
(Two indentures)

1472, 
1474

L1128 Beverley, Humberside County Record Office: DDCS 44/1. Bond 1415

L1228 Northallerton, North Yorkshire County Record Office: ZFL 59. 
Award 1440

L1245 Bradford Central Library: WPB 5/18. Lease 1497
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Multiple negation in Chaucer’s 
The Canterbury Tales as a marker 
of social status. A pilot study

Maciej Grabski

University of Lodz

Abstract
The aim of the following paper is to examine fragments of Geoffrey Chaucer’s The 

Canterbury Tales, one of the most celebrated specimens of Middle English poetry, with 
regard to the presence or absence of multiple negation. Negative concord, as the struc-
ture in question is often referred to, was firmly ingrained in the language in the Old 
English period, and, having undergone some formal and syntactic modifications, car-
ried into Middle English. The pattern of its decline in the latter parts of the 15th century 
is observed to correlate with the social status of the speaker, the change originating in 
the higher tiers of the society. Disfavoring negative concord possibly had sources in the 
administrative and legal language, the subtleties of which Chaucer, having held a num-
ber of official posts with the court and chancery, would have most likely been versed 
in. Consequently, the paper proposes to at least partly account for Chaucer’s choices 
as regards negative concord from a sociolinguistic perspective and establish a possible 
connection between the structure’s distributional pattern and the status of the Canter-
bury Tales fictional speakers, who come from very different walks of life. Other factors 
which may have informed or influenced the author’s morphosyntactic choices will also 
be mentioned. 

1. Multiple negation and the history of negation 
in English
Multiple negation is “clauses with two or more negatives which do not cancel 
each other out” (Iyeiri 1998: 121). Nevalainen and Tieken-Boon van Ostade (2006: 
271) observe, after Trudgill, that multiple negation (or negative concord, which 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18778/8088-065-8.03
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terms they use interchangeably; both will be used with reference to the phenom-
enon henceforth) is presently among “the socially most marked features” and is 
completely absent from the modern standard English, which only permits “[s]
ingle negation followed by non-assertive indefinites,” so “sentences like I don’t 
want none” are decidedly characteristic of non-standard varieties of English, and 
their structural counterparts not uncommon in other Indo-European standard 
languages. These include, among others, Polish, Portuguese, Persian, Russian, 
Spanish, or Ukrainian. Multiple negation is generally observed to be absent from 
West Germanic languages, such as German and, as remarked above, English. In 
Old English, however, multiple negation, though optional, was widespread and 
encoded no social information about the speaker. The obligatory negative particle 
of Old English was ne, which was a reflex of one of the reconstructed Proto-Indo-
European negators, *ne; this is also visible in Sanskrit, Latvian, Lithuanian, Old 
Church Slavonic, or Old High German (Forston 2004: 133). Aside from ne, which 
in Old English would immediately precede the verb it negated, “the addition of 
more negative adverbs to a sentence adds emphasis to its negativity” (Baker 2012), 
as demonstrated in (1):

(1) Ne  derode  Iobe  naht  þæs deofles costnung.

 Not  harmed  Job  not    the devil’s temptation

 Job was not harmed by the devil’s temptation

 (Fischer and van der Wurff 2006: 157, emphasis mine, translation mine) 

According to Fischer and van der Wurff (2006: 157), in time, the usage of the 
extra negative element to the right of the verb would gain ground until the opera-
tion became obligatory in the Middle English period, making the negative con-
cord a rule. In ME, therefore, “sentential negation typically consisted of two parts, 
ne and not. Indefinites in negative clauses were also expressed by negative forms, 
a sentential negator co-occurring with no, never, neither, etc.” (Nevalainen and 
Raumolin-Brunberg 2003: 71). With some variation of not (deriving from naht, 
noht, or nawiht) always present in the post-verbal position, the circumstances 
conducive to the eventual elimination of ne, and, consequently, the negative con-
cord, were in place, and not took over as the sole negative particle, with variation 
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between its original, post-verbal, and new, pre-verbal position (Fischer and van 
der Wurff 2006: 157). These and the subsequent developments of English negation 
can be described as follows:

Old English  Middle English  Modern English

ne + verb   (ne) + verb + not; Aux + not + verb; 
(other negator)  not + verb  (verb + not)

(Fischer and van der Wurff 2006: 112) 

Nevalainen (2009: 580), basing her findings on the Corpus of Early English 
Correspondence, places the beginning of the decline of multiple negation “in the 
late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries”. The disappearance of pre-verbal ne and the 
replacement of the indefinite negatives with the non-assertive ones were complet-
ed by the end of the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries respectively (Nevalainen 
and Raumolin-Brunberg 2003: 71). The real-time dynamics of the change are pre-
sented by Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Single vs. multiple negation with nonassertive indefinites. Percentages of single negation in simple 
and coordinate constructions. CEEC 1998 and Supplements; adapted from Nevalainen and Raumolin-
Brunberg (2003: 72)

Nevalainen (2009: 580) then describes the deterioration of negative concord 
as “a selective process from above in terms of the speaker-writer’s education and 
social status … promoted by male professional circles in the middle and upper so-
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cial ranks”, and Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg (2003: 145) observe that “the 
lower strata lag far behind in the change from multiple negation to single nega-
tion”. The advancing change can therefore be said to have been socially stratified, 
and though the leadership of the process may have been alternating over decades 
between the middle and high ranking males, its provenance is definitely in the 
non-low echelons (Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg 2003: 149–50). Nevalain-
en and Raumolin-Brunberg (2003: 150) additionally remark, after Rissanen, that 

“it is most likely that the model for the non-use of multiple negation derived from 
administrative language,” and that negative concord was scarce in “early legal 
English”. In a similar vein, Mazzon (2004: 83), referring to her earlier study, no-
tices that “scientific and legal prose [in Middle English] presented a much lower 
number of multiple negations as compared to religious or historical prose”. What 
is more, the trend, “borrowed from the prestigious formal variety,” was possibly 
catching on also among gentlemen and top chancery officers (Nevalainen and 
Raumolin-Brunberg 2003: 150). Disfavoring the negative concord might have also 
been additionally informed by “algebraic logic”, whereby two negative elements 
cancel each other out, resulting in an affirmative statement (“The standardisa-
tion,” 2006).

2. Chaucer and negative concord

A number of authors point to Chaucer’s reputation for the “extensive use of double, 
and even triple and quadruple negatives”, and this particular remark of Perelts-
vaig’s (2010) refers to The Canterbury Tales; Mazzon (2004: 83) is of the opinion 
that Chaucer “appears rather isolated among his contemporaries in his heavy use 
of multiple negation”. However, a closer look at Chaucer’s magnum opus actu-
ally reveals rather long passages where single negation visibly outstrips multiple 
negation, but the latter is indeed strongly represented elsewhere. One possible 
explanation of this constant alternation is simply through referring to a somewhat 
general linguistic disarray of the time bracket in question; Mazzon (2004: 83) 
observes “that this period (and late ME more so than EModE) is one in which in-
dividual variation emerged freely” and, for example, “Chaucer’s Boece … showed 
many more cases of double negation than the earlier Parker Chronicle or Seinte 
Marherete … .” Thus, “speaking about the language of Chaucer or the language 
of Shakespeare is misleading, since there is a considerable amount of variation 
within the works of these writers”. 
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However, it stands to reason to assume that Chaucer, who studied law and was 
professionally connected to the court, would have been aware of the change in the 
making1. Although Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg’s data clearly show that 
multiple negation still carried the day for the best part of the 15th century, theirs is 
a study of personal letters, which are widely considered the most “oral” of written 
genres, i.e. providing a reliable insight into how the spoken language of the past 
may have looked like (Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg 2003: 29). Negative 
concord, in its turn, was observed to have most likely spread from above, both in 
terms of social stratification, as well as the level of perception, i.e. it was a process 
induced consciously, to have originally appeared in formal writing, and only later 
made it to more informal discourses. Therefore, it is not impossible that the per-
sonal writings from the Corpus of Early English Correspondence would only start 
recording the change after a time lag. In his considerations on the dynamics of the 
change in the periphrastic do structure, Warner (2009: 63) tries to account for the 
temporal discrepancies in his data precisely through reference to generic diversity, 
and remarks that “the onset of the change in evaluation [of periphrastic do] takes 
effect later in personal letters than in the more public types of writing”. I take the 
liberty of invoking a similar line of reasoning in my subsequent attempts to estab-
lish a sociolinguistic pattern of the negative concord’s distribution in Chaucer’s 
Canterbury Tales, penned in the latter parts of the 14th century.

3. Aims

The aim of the following study is to analyze if the distributional pattern of multi-
ple negative structures in Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales might mirror 
the dynamics of the structure’s evolution in the Middle English period. Accord-
ing to a number of sources, the incidence of multiple negation tends to decrease 
with the speaker’s/writer’s higher education. Consequently, the study samples the 
fictional speech of selected characters which are chosen on the strength of their 
varying levels of education to confirm that in his verse, Chaucer might have been 
informed by the emergent trend.

1   It has been remarked that the poet was an acute observer of the English language, and this 
perspicacity of his would often show in his works: it was noticed, for example, with regard 
to “the third person –s ending [, which] was recognized in the South as a  distinctively 
Northern form. Chaucer puts these forms into the mouths of his north-country students 
in The Reeve’s Tale … , whereas the narrator … uses hath and speaketh” (Crystal 2004: 209).
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4. Methodology
The textual material selected for analysis is The Miller’s Tale, which contains 
668 verses (ca. 5200 words), and The Friar’s Tale, containing 364 verses (ca. 2900 
words). In the analysis, all instances of and potential context for multiple negation 
are counted and later analyzed. The following are typical Middle English negative 
elements, and the co-occurrence of at least two of these within a clause is counted 
as an instance of multiple negation: negative particles ne, not (nat, etc.) and their 
contracted forms such as nys (ne is), nolde (ne wolde) etc., and negative indefinites 
no, never, neither, nothing, none, etc.

I will be working on the hypothesis that Chaucer was aware that higher registers 
(legal documents, etc.) had already started to discourage multiple negatives, and he 
may have further imbued the structure with social markedness so the incidence of 
negative concord be higher among the lower class, essentially uneducated characters 
than among the non-lower class, essentially educated protagonists. Thus, the speak-
er’s education will be the most important variable considered in this study.

In addition, negative concord is often rhythm-sensitive, which may well ob-
scure the suggested sociolinguistic account. The question is if rhythm should be 
considered as another (independent or controlled) variable which could influence 
the frequency of multiple negation in the analyzed material. Chaucer’s poem con-
sistently follows decasyllable meter, and alternating between single and multiple 
negation, and thus removing or adding an element to a verse, would have often 
had a bearing on the number of syllables. For example, in “That noon of us ne 
speke nat a word,” scrapping negative concord would have truncated the verse to 
nine syllables, and in “That to no wight thou shalt this conseil wreye,” attaching  
the negative particle to the modal would have resulted in the eleventh syllable. 
Meter, therefore, cannot be ruled out as a possible factor that informed Chau-
cer’s choice. Such explanation, however, will not always hold: in „This nicholas no 
lenger wolde tarie,” wolde, to establish negative concord, could have been easily 
replaced with its Middle English contracted negative counterpart, nolde, with no 
effect on the meter, while in „There nys no man so wys that koude thence,” negative 
concord is in place, but had Chaucer chosen to go for single negation instead, it 
could have been seamlessly accommodated into the line by substituting nys, short 
for ne ys (is not), for the non-negated and also one-syllable-long ys. Metrical fac-
tors, then, would be a good candidate for what Milroy and Gordon (2003) refer to 
as the “don’t count” cases, i.e. the ones that should be excluded right at the study’s 
outset as somewhat skewed (181 and further).
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However, for the time being, the assumption is that Chaucer, widely consid-
ered one of the greatest English poets, would have been able to come up with an 
alternative phrasing of a verse if he was indeed informed by the emerging social 
markedness of negative concord – and since The Canterbury Tales is built around 
the idea of a story-telling context, whose entrants come from very different sorts 
and try to assert their individualities, it is not untenable to postulate that Chaucer 
saw to it that the language of his characters would conform to their respective 
backgrounds. Under such working assumption, the analysis, intended merely as 
a pilot study, will tentatively disregard the obvious caveats briefly outlined above, 
and adopt a sociolinguistic perspective in an attempt to explain the apparently 
erratic behavior of negative concord. Therefore, the meter-sensitive contexts for 
negation are included and treated on a par with the remaining cases (although 
they receive occasional attention as a possible departure point for a future, more 
comprehensive study).

Toward the proposed sociolinguistic perspective, it is, to be sure, far from 
a straightforward task to decide on the model of class division for a rather dy-
namic period of societal changes that the late Middle Ages in England certainly 
was. However, the case of negative concord may be less problematic in that with 
regard to the choice of the structure, it is the level of one’s education and admin-
istrative position that would somewhat superimpose on the social rank as such 
(Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg 2003: 150). Consequently, the Canterbury 
Tales “speakers” were selected for this pilot study precisely on the strength of these 
criteria. From The Miller’s Tale, they are the eponymous miller, the tale’s narra-
tor, and a carpenter named John as the representatives of the uneducated circles. 
There are two other characters in the story whose speech is considered: one is 
Nicholas, John’s tenant, a young scholar, who convinces his host that the second 
Biblical deluge is imminent, and while the gullible tradesman is hiding, has sex 
with the carpenter’s wife, Alison; the other is Absalom, a parish clerk, who is also 
attracted to Allison, but not as lucky in his advances as Nicholas. Both are consid-
ered essentially educated, with Absalom additionally holding an administrative 
post. The incidence of negative concord would be therefore expected higher for 
the first pair of characters. 

The Friar’s Tale is the story of a summoner on his way to collect a fictional 
debt from a woman. As he travels through the land, he is joined by a yeoman, 
who soon reveals that he is a demon, and, toward the story’s end, takes the 
crooked summoner to hell. Friars were typically well-educated, and summoners 
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held posts in ecclesiastical courts – negative concord is therefore expected to be 
less prevalent in the speech of the story’s narrator and its main villain. Women 
were generally denied any educational opportunities in the Middle Ages, so the 
bent officer’s victim would likely prefer negative concord. As for the yeoman, 
his status seems problematic – on the one hand, he represents a group of literate, 
but not necessarily educated landowning farmers, but on the other, this is just 
his earthly incarnation, while in fact, he is a demon, acts as such, and makes no 
secret of his provenance right from the story’s outset. His speech is considered, 
nevertheless.

In accordance with Labov’s principle of accountability, wherever double nega-
tion is expected, its occurrences, as well as non-occurrences are counted, and vice 
versa. As regards Middle English negation, it is either multiple or non-multiple, 
so the condition of the existence of what Labov (qtd. in Milroy and Gordon, 2003: 
180–181) refers to as “a closed set of variants” is met, which allows for adopting 
the occurrence vs. non-occurrence model, instead of reporting the variant’s “fre-
quency of occurrence in some globally defined section of speech”.

5. Results

In the analysis of The Miller’s Tale, four characters were considered: Miller (432 
lines), John (41 lines), Absalom (58 lines), and Nicolas (110 lines). Allison and 
some minor characters also “speaking” in the story are not included in the study, 
showing too few contexts for negation for a quantitative analysis. Table 1 pre-
sents the global figures for multiple and single negation for the story’s speakers as 
considered collectively within the educated/uneducated categories (percentages 
rounded off).

Table 1. The incidence of single and multiple negation in “The Miller’s Tale” by the character’s education

single multiple

educated 23 (82%) 5 (18%)

uneducated 17 (65%) 9 (35%)

Table 2 presents the individual breakdown of single and multiple negation in 
all the characters considered (percentages rounded off).
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Table 2. The incidence of single and multiple negation in “The Miller’s Tale” by individual characters

single multiple

Miller (uneducated) 11 (65%) 6 (35%)

John (uneducated) 6 (67%) 3 (33%)

Absalom (educated) 5 (71%) 2 (29%)

Nicholas (educated) 18 (86%) 3 (14%)

It transpires that single negation is generally preferred by both educated and 
uneducated speakers, but the scales tip in its favor more visibly among the former 
group. Absalom the clerk uses single negation in five out of seven possible con-
texts. On the other hand, John, the cuckold husband, presented throughout the 
tale as a crude simpleton, scores 67% for single negation, which puts him almost 
on a par with Absalom’s 71% from a similar number of contexts (six out of nine). 
However, a more qualitative perspective would possibly lend some support to the 
working hypothesis. For example, in the passage where Nicholas urges John to 
keep quiet about the impending disaster, the carpenter is apparently happy to 
have been taken in young academic’s confidence and rejects the notion that he 
could ever be so stupid as to even flirt with the idea of going public with such 
confidential intelligence he probably is honored to have been entrusted with; ac-
tually, it is where John’s stupidity and naivety are at their most prominent, as he 
unknowingly dances to the cunning scholar’s tune. It may have been intentional 
on Chaucer’s part to put double negation in John’s mouth here: 

Quod tho this sely man, I nam no labbe 
Ne, though I seye, I nam nat lief to gabbe
[Said then this simple man: I am no blab 
Nor, though I say it, am I fond of gab]

Similarly, Nicholas, describing the upcoming deluge, informs John

That half so greet was nevere noes flood

and uses single negation in the process. On a side note, all three contexts are me-
ter-independent: nam could have been replaced with am, and was changed for nas, 
to discard negative concord in John’s and insert it in Nicholas’s respective parts, 
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and the fact that it was not may be regarded as somewhat supporting Chaucer’s 
alignment to the sociolinguistic pattern of the structure’s distribution. To be sure, 
this is a two-edged sword: some cases were discovered which had double negation 
where single was expected, and vice versa, and also occurred in the rhythm-in-
dependent contexts. A case in point could be the following from the miller:

For curteisie, he seyde, he wolde noon

Wolde could have easily been substituted for nolde to establish negative concord 
in the speech of a character expected to use it. Furthermore, the overall incidence 
of single negatives for the miller is higher than that of multiple negation (eleven to 
six). However, it was suggested to me that the miller could be seen as a somewhat 
intermediary character, or even a social aspirer, and going into The Canterbury Tales 
one interpretative layer deeper, it turns out that The Miller’s Tale comes right on the 
heels of The Knight’s Tale; it is therefore possible that the miller, entering the contest 
immediately after a more sophisticated character, wanted himself to come across 
as such, or more unconsciously accommodated to the previous, higher-ranking 
speaker (Patrick Maiwald, personal communication). This interesting observation 
requires further research. Finally, Nicholas, an up-and-coming scholar, who can 
be essentially classified as the story’s main hero and the ultimate opposite to John, 
a simple carpenter, employs multiple negation on three occasion only, the remain-
ing eighteen being in tune with the advancing change. 

In The Friar’s Tale, four characters are analyzed as well, and they are the friar (134 
lines ), the summoner (88 lines), the woman (30 lines), and the yeoman (103 lines). 
Table 3 presents the figures for single and multiple negation for individual speakers 
in the story:

Table 3. The incidence of single and multiple negation in “The Friar’s Tale” by individual characters

single multiple

Friar (educated) 9 (75%) 3 (25%)

Summoner (educated) 9 (82%) 2 (18%)

Woman (uneducated) 2 (33%) 4 (67%)

Yeoman (unclear) 12 (86%) 2 (14%)
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The tale’s two educated characters, its narrator and the summoner, prefer sin-
gle negation in nine contexts out of twelve and eleven respectively, while the pro-
portions are reversed in the speech of the woman, who employs it in two out of six 
possible contexts. Again, this might suggest that the distribution of the structure 
is not entirely random if a sociolinguistic explanation is put forward. It is also 
noteworthy that out of three instances of triple negation in the tale (the remaining 
multiple negatives being double), two are uttered by the woman, and thus account 
for half the multiple negatives she uses:

Ne was I nevere er now, wydwe ne wyf,

[Never was I, till now, widow or wife]

Ne nevere I nas but of my body trewe

[Nor ever of my body was I untrue!]

As regards the fourth character under scrutiny, the yeoman, he shows a clear 
preference for single negation, which outnumbers negative concord at twelve to 
two. Although his status, as hinted earlier, seems unclear, Chaucer portrays him 
as a figure held in somewhat high regard by both the summoner and the tale’s 
narrator – under the assumption, therefore, that the distribution of the negative 
structures is to reflect one’s societal status, the author would have sooner intended 
for the demon to sound in keeping with how he was perceived. The decidedly 
higher incidence of single negatives in his speech may thus not necessarily go 
against the working hypothesis. Should the demon be tentatively considered as 
a representative of the “educated”, the distribution of negatives among the char-
acters falling within their respective “educated” and “uneducated” circles would 
be as follows:

Table 4. The incidence of single and multiple negation in “The Friar’s Tale” by the character’s education

single multiple

educated 30 (81%) 7 (19%)

uneducated 2 (33%) 4 (67%)
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5. Concluding remarks

Mazzon’s (2004: 83) remark on Chaucer’s “heavy use of multiple negation” seems 
barely to hold for The Miller’s Tale and The Friar’s Tale. Single negation dominates 
in the analyzed fragments, and as it alternates with negative concord, the pattern 
may not be entirely random, which randomness was elsewhere observed to be 
generally characteristic of later Middle English (Mazzon 2004: 83). Instead, the in-
cidence of negative concord might be related to the status that Chaucer endowed 
each of his fictional characters with, and the pattern may be in keeping with other 
findings pertaining to the direction of the structure’s development, but based 
on the later material gathered from real-life speakers (private correspondence). 
A number of caveats definitely merit further research, such as the verse-specific 
metrical constraints on negative structures, not considered in this pilot study in 
favor of a purely sociolinguistic interpretation. Fuller immersion into the world 
depicted by Chaucer to consider the relations between the characters he brought 
to life could result in a more comprehensive and convincing picture of the socio-
linguistic patterning of the distribution of negatives.
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Abstract
The study explores the effect of language experience (with emphasis on the level of L21 

proficiency on arrival in the UK and the quality of L2 input) in 24 Polish adult immigrants 
to London who have been learning their L2 on a daily basis in natural surroundings. 

Participants were divided into groups according to the abovementioned criteria. The 
phonetic parameter under investigation is VOT2 in voiceless aspirated stops /p/, /t/ and 
/k/ in word-initial positions, analysed on the basis of a reading task and then measured in 
Praat. The qualitative data were collected by means of a structured interview.

The results suggest the importance of the level of English proficiency in L2 on arrival 
in the L2 country and its influence on the phonetic system developed by each learner indi-
vidually. L2 pronunciation level can be developed mainly through the frequent use of the 
L2 in communication with native-speakers of the language.

1. Introduction
As English has become a language of international communication across the 
whole world, it is spoken by many non-native learners as their second language. 
The fact that Poland became a member of the European Union in 2004 created 

1   Second language (in this study: English).
2   Voice Onset Time.
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conditions for more direct contact with English in L2 speech communities (such 
as Great Britain, Wales, Scotland or Ireland) for thousands of Polish people who 
decided to settle down in the British Isles. The wave of mass immigration to the 
UK started shortly after the enlargement of the EU in May 2004. The majority of 
Polish people went there to seek employment and better opportunities in general. 
However, there are also many people who decided to emigrate in order to begin 
or finish their studies while others initially came as tourists – but in the end they 
decided to stay there a bit longer.

Exploring the effect of everyday life exposure to the L2 in natural surround-
ings may be of interest not only from the scientific point of view but it can also 
be important for teaching and learning English as a second language. Polish im-
migrants to the UK apply different strategies and represent various approaches 
towards the area they live in or the language itself, which can be expected to affect 
the process of second language acquisition. Flege et al. (2001) point out that a wide 
range of factors can contribute to the effectiveness of the degree of L2 acquisition. 
These are both external and internal factors. The former include the age of the L2 
learner, the length of residence in the L2 speaking country or the learner’s gender, 
while the latter comprise such aspects as, for instance, motivation, L2 learning 
aptitude, approach to the native-speakers of a given language, exposure to L2 or 
the amount of L1 and L2 used in everyday life situations. Among other factors, 
language input and proficiency level in L2 on arrival in the L2 country seem to be 
the most significant (Flege 1997, 2001, 2009). 

The present paper is a follow-up study to the one conducted by Matysiak 
(2013) in which the influence of such factors as length of residence (LoR) and 
the amount of L1 and L2 used on a daily basis and their effect on the use of 
aspiration in Polish immigrants was analysed. Results of the aforementioned 
study support Flege’s (1997, 1999, 2001, 2009) findings that LoR as such has no 
particular influence on the development of L2 pronunciation skills as some 
other factors that occur on the way have to be taken into account as well. 
One of those factors was language proficiency on arrival (Flege 2001; Waniek-
Klimczak 2011). As regards L2 input, it was revealed that the frequent use of 
English on a daily basis by Polish immigrants is not enough to acquire native-
like pronunciation as the quality of L2 input was not specified (Matysiak 2013). 
According to Flege (1999, 2001), L2 learners are supposed to develop their L2 
pronunciation skills when they mainly interact with the native-speakers of 
a given L2. The present follow-up study hopes to shed more light on the issue 
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of immigrant English by determining whether such factors as the quality of 
L2 input and L2 level on arrival in the UK can possibly affect the degree of L2 
proficiency.

2. Selected factors affecting the degree of SLA

The issue of SLA development in L2 learners has been investigated in a large 
number of experimental studies. Contrary to what one may think, it is not easy 
to determine which factors affect the overall degree of SLA as it has always been 
a broad and complex process. One of the possible explanations may result from 
the differences in design and methodology of particular studies and this “has led 
researchers to draw rather different conclusions about the influence that certain 
factors have on degree of L2 foreign accent” (Piske et al. 2001: 195). The authors 
mainly focus on such factors as length of residence in an L2 speaking environ-
ment (referred to as ‘LoR’), the amount of L1 and L2 use in day-to-day commu-
nication with L2 speech community and the attitude towards the L2 itself and 
the L2 environment. When it comes to the language input and L2 proficiency on 
arrival in the L2 country, it seems that those factors have obtained limited atten-
tion from numerous researchers so far. It can be explained by the fact that – on 
the contrary to such factors as LoR or the age of arrival (AoA), which are relatively 
easy to measure – it is hard to assess L2 speakers’ language proficiency at the mo-
ment of arrival in the UK, not to mention the amount of L2 use in interaction with 
the native-speakers of English. Flege supports that view. The author has already 
made some attempts to take a closer look at the two factors mentioned above.

2.1.  L2 proficiency level on arrival in the L2 country

In his numerous studies on the subject, Flege (1992, 1997, 1999, 2001) focuses 
mainly on the age of arrival in the L2 country (AoA) and suggests that L2 speak-
ers ought to be divided into two groups: early and late learners. According to 
the author (1999, 2001), those L2 speakers who started learning L2 relatively 
early (up to the age of 15) are more likely to acquire native-like pronunciation 
than those who had their first contact with the second language after that pe-
riod. A study by Flege, Bohn and Jang (1997) conducted among experienced 
and inexperienced non-native subjects revealed that the former produced Eng-
lish vowel sounds more accurately than the latter. Hence, it can be concluded 
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that the earlier one starts L2 learning, the more effective the SLA process is in 
such a learner. Unfortunately, it is not easy to find studies devoted to the issue 
of L2 proficiency level on the arrival in the UK in Polish immigrants and its 
influence on the overall SLA process. However, on the basis of Flege’s (1997, 
1999, 2001, 2009) previous work it can be assumed that those immigrants who 
came to the UK with relatively high level of spoken and written English are 
less likely to have problems with every-day life communication with the L2 
community. Consequently, they tend to be more open and use more English on  
a daily basis. On the contrary, those who came to the UK with the basic level of 
L2 (or even with no previous L2 experience at all) can have problems with day-
to-day interaction with the L2 community as the so-called affective filter and 
language shock they experience simply hinders the process of second language 
acquisition. A more recent study by Waniek-Klimczak (2011) conducted among 
proficient English learners who decided to settle down in the UK confirms the 
assumption that such people are at an advantage. What is more, the overall at-
titude towards L2 and the use of different acculturation strategies seem to be 
dependent on the L2 level at the very start. However, it has to be mentioned that 
in the abovementioned study only highly proficient L2 learners were taken into 
consideration.

2.2.  Proper vs. improper L2 input

Literature devoted to the issue of L2 input seems to confirm the hypothesis 
that in this case two factors can possibly contribute to the development of L2 
proficiency (especially in the area of pronunciation). These are: the amount of 
L1 and L2 used on a daily basis and the quality of L2 input: native (referred to 
as a ‘proper’ input) vs. non-native (the so-called ‘improper’) input. Numerous 
studies conducted by Flege et al. (1997, 1999, 2001, 2009, 2011)  seem to support 
the view that L2 speakers who receive substantial L2 input from native speak-
ers of a given L2 are more likely to acquire native-like pronunciation than those 
who communicate mainly with other L1 speakers or non-native speakers’ com-
munity in the L2 environment. In his studies, Flege (1997, 1999) divided immi-
grants into various groups on the basis of such factors as the  age of arrival (early 
vs. late bilinguals) or the age at which the first contact with L2 took place (early 
vs. late learners). Those factors are related to each other and if we take those into 
account, previous language experience of a given L2 learner in the immigrant 
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society would tell us more  about the ability to acquire their L2 in the so-called 
‘natural context’, that is through day-to-day interactions with the members of 
the target community. 

It seems that many authors have not been clear as regards the notion of ‘L2 
input’. The question about the importance of L2 input was very often posed 
by Flege (2009: 175) who understands this term as “all L2 vocal utterances the 
learner has heard and comprehended, including his own, regardless of whether 
these utterances have been produced correctly by L2 native speakers or incor-
rectly by other non-native speakers of L2.” According to the author (ibid.), such 
a phenomenon is related to the spoken rather than the written language as 

“reading seems to have a negligible effect on L2 speech learning, apart from the 
occasional ‘spelling’ pronunciation of certain words that have been read but 
never heard.”  

Previous studies on L1 and L2 input conducted by Flege (2009) indicate that 
L1 input would be more adequate than the L2 one and it would always influ-
ence L2 pronunciation in adult immigrants: both early and late learners. The 
reason is that when children learn L1 phonemes, they develop long-term repre-
sentations of each contrastive unit and perceptually implement them into the 
L1 speech. Although early and late learners may receive equally proper L2 input, 
they differ in the frequency of exposure to such input or the use of it. It is strictly 
connected with the so-called ‘critical period’ of L2 learning (that takes place no 
longer than up to 15 years old). Flege (1997, 2001) reported that the immigrants 
who are early learners (and early bilinguals at the same time) are more likely 
to achieve native-like pronunciation than early or late learners who became 
late bilinguals. According to the aforementioned studies, there are two types of 
L2 input: native (proper) and non-native (improper). Many experiments con-
ducted so far have revealed that those immigrants who interact mainly with 
native speakers of L2 in the L2 environment are more likely to develop their L2 
pronunciation level. However, sometimes it is not easy to distinguish between 
‘proper’ and ‘improper’ L2 input as after arrival in a predominantly L2 speaking 
area, immigrants interact either with non-native speakers or native speakers 
from various dialect backgrounds and they hear different accent varieties of L2. 
Flege (2009: 177) claims that “the L1-inspired foreign accents of the compatriots 
tend to match the immigrants’ own foreign accents and thus tend to reinforce 
them”. That poses many questions, among which one seems to be particularly 
significant – how to assess the quality of L2 input effectively?
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3. The use of aspiration by Polish adult immigrants  
to London – a study

The study reported here is divided into two parts and aims at exploring the ef-
fect of previous language experience and the quality of L2 input on the use of 
aspiration in English. It ought to be explained that ‘previous language experi-
ence’ is understood as L2 proficiency level at the moment of arrival in the L2 
country.  As it is practically impossible to measure it, data had to be obtained 
by means of a detailed questionnaire. In the first part of the study, possible L2 
level on arrival in Polish immigrants to London was assessed on the basis of 
respondents’ answers related to the questionnaire. As for the second part of 
it, the same questionnaire was analysed in order to find out more about the 
quantity and quality of L2 input. The study aimed at finding out whether Pol-
ish immigrants have a tendency to aspirate word-initial voiceless stops /p/,/t/ 
and /k/ in a given word (followed by a vowel sound) and then to investigate the 
possible relationship between their L2 proficiency on arrival in the UK (pre-
vious L2 experience) and the quality of L2 input (native vs. non-native) and 
VOT measurements for /p/,/t/ and /k/. Moreover, the study was conducted in 
order to investigate possible differences between participants divided into two 
groups on the basis of such criteria as L2 proficiency at the moment of arrival 
and the quality of L2 input. For the purpose of the study, T-tests for two-tailed 
and one-tailed independent samples were applied. The following hypotheses 
were formulated for the purpose of the study – first of all, previous L2 experi-
ence affects the overall level of aspiration in Polish immigrants to London. It 
was assumed that those immigrants who came to London with a certain level 
of spoken and written English would achieve better VOT results. Secondly, the 
quality of  L2 input on a daily basis plays a significant role in successful SLA. 
According to the hypothesis, it was expected that those immigrants who receive 
more native-like input in day-to-day interaction  aspirate certain sounds better 
than those who receive mainly non-native speech input. VOT was chosen as 
a phonetic parameter for two reasons. First of all, aspiration is considered to be 
one of the most salient features of English pronunciation. Secondly, it can be 
treated as an indicator of a positive attitude towards the L2 speech community 
(Waniek-Klimczak 2011).
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3.1. Method

As in the previous study (Matysiak, 2014), recorded data were analysed. All par-
ticipants were asked to read out 38 English words related to the picture of a busy 
street (Figure 1) and were recorded by the researcher. For the purpose of the study 
the following six words creating positive conditions for the use of longer VOT 
values (aspiration) in English were chosen for analysis: cafe, car, pipes, police car, 
policeman and taxi. For the analysis two types of variables were taken into ac-
count: two independent ones (which varied among speakers – previous L2 expe-
rience understood as L2 proficiency on arrival in the L2 country and the quality 
of L2 input understood as the distinction between native and non-native input) 
and one dependent variable (VOT measurements in English voiceless aspirated 
stops: /p/, /t/ and /k/).  

Fig. 1. “The street” (adapted from ”My First Thousand Words in English” by Usborne Publishing – Usborne 
Children’s Books)
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The speakers  were also given a questionnaire composed of 21 questions (Fig-
ure 2) covering such issues as age at the moment of immigrating to London/the 
UK (LoR), previous language experience, motivation for L2 using and learning, 
attitude towards L2 speech community and the language itself, amount of L1 and 
L2 used in everyday life situations or their plans for the future (connected with 
possible settlement). Participants had to read out the questions (given in English) 
and answer those in their L2 in the form of a structured interview. They were first 
familiarized with the material and then, after a short time, they were asked to read 
out the words and then the questions, possibly at a natural speed. The recordings 
were made in each speaker’s place of residence (or the place of meeting suggested 
by each participant) between August and September 2012 in London, UK.

Fig. 2. Questionnaire used for the purpose of the study
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3.2. Participants
The first part of the study was conducted among 24 adult Polish immigrants to 
London: 14 male and 10 female speakers. All of the participants were born in 
Poland, and their L1 is Polish. English was declared as L2 by 22 speakers, while 
2 speakers claimed that English is their third language. The age of participants 
ranged from 20 to 35. The speakers also declared varied LoR (ranging from 
minimum 6 months up to 15 years). The same situation could be observed as 
regards previous language experience: starting from those who declared prac-
tically no contact with English before coming to the UK, ending with those 
who rated their proficiency level up to B2 on the arrival. The amount of L1/L2 
used on the daily basis varied as well, some immigrant L2 learners stated that 
they used more Polish and some stated they used more English in day-to-day 
interactions with the L2 speech community. However,  the L2 input was differ-
ent among the speakers who declared more L2 used in every-day situations as 
some participants claimed that they communicate mainly with native speak-
ers of English while others admitted that although they use a lot of English on 
a daily basis, such interaction take place mainly between them and non-native 
speakers of L2. 

As the main objective of the study was to explore the effect of previous L2 ex-
perience among Polish adult immigrants to London and the quality of L2 input, 
participants were divided into different groups according to a given variable 
taken into consideration when grouping the results. Flege (2001) has revealed 
that the use of L1 has no significant influence on acquiring native-like pronun-
ciation. 

Hence, it was reasonable to divide the speakers into two groups with respect 
to their L2 proficiency on the arrival: those immigrants whose level ranged from 
B1 to B2 (n=11, Table 1) and those with the L2 level ranging from A1 to A2 (n=13, 
Table 2). 

As regards the amount of L1 and L2 use, it was reasonable to take only those 
who use English more often than Polish into account and then divide them into 
2 groups according to the quality of L2 input they receive: the first group com-
prised speakers who declared that they communicate mainly with native speakers 
of English on a daily basis (n=9, Table 3), the second – those who claimed that they 
most often interact with non-natives (n=9, Table 4). 
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Table 1. VOT values for /p/, /t/  and /k/ in the group of Polish immigrants with B1 – B2 level of L2 on the 
arrival (n= 11) in investigated words

Speaker/word 
– Vot [ms] Café Car Police car Policeman Pipes Taxi 

aR  71.02  133.71  59.53  68.13  41.15  42.4
KK-M  72.09  78.26  65.03  46.68  42.26  42.83
NL  94.19  108.12  79.29  79.09  82.71  104.27
KH  59.39  98.3  102.43  78.39  61.09  52.94
AA  73.72  116.04  75.32  104.21  79.03  42.06
RB  98.45  110.1  41.03  36.12  80.1  44.73
PH  63.78  96.43  66.75  62.21  80.52  40.21
KK  47.13  70.97  73.82  59.61  36.04  25.14
IK  66.84  89.31  51.04  71.57  50.22  32.62
DK  44.23  81.08  38.94  53.07  62.81  37.66
MB  64.06  111.69  79.16  46.01  99.55  26.02
MEAN VALUE  68.6  99.5  66.6  64.1  65.0  44.6

Table 2. VOT values and for /p/, /t/ and /k/ in the group of Polish immigrants with A1 – A2 level of L2 on 
arrival (n= 13) in investigated words

Speaker/word
 – Vot [ms] Café Car Police car Policeman Pipes Taxi 

aL  55.01  102.08  83.03  53.43  42.09  34.06
MJ  59.97  95.91  39.27  47.24  35.48  31.47
MP  89.36  26.17  47.01  44.32  38.81  38.17
CS  76.88  58.49  68.42  51.16  53.27  69.18
JP  59.01  38.8  22.14  28.45  21.03  11.48
MO  48.43  70.96  36.01  54.45  33.02  42.05
SN  71.45  90.54  38.02  37.01  40.63  22.01
WK  57.82  69.85  50.15  39.58  33.01  34.03
BK  62.25  66.04  59.12  50.08  23.62  48.33
PW  38.13  43.58  35.02  33.32  42.03  38.33
MK  56.83  67.19  68.21  49.01  56.88  42.25
EM  32.05  84.07  24.57  26.08  30.14  29.03
DS  56.36  45.68  23.08  22.03  20.07  26.04
MEAN VALUE  58.7  66.1  45.7  41.2  36.2  35.9
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Table 3. VOT values for /p/, /t/ and /k/ in the group of Polish immigrants (n=9) who declared they receive 
more native-like L2 input on the daily basis interaction with L2 speech community

Speaker/word
 – Vot [ms] Café Car Police car Policeman Pipes Taxi

kK-M  72.09  78.26  65.03  46.68  42.26  42.83

NL  94.19  108.12  79.29  79.09  82.71  104.27

KH  59.39  98.3  102.43  78.39  61.09  52.94

AA  73.72  116.04  75.32  104.21  79.03  42.06

RB  98.45  110.1  41.03  36.12  80.1  44.73

IK  66.84  89.31  51.04  71.57  50.22  32.62

SN  71.45  90.54  38.02  37.01  40.63  22.01

BK  62.25  66.04  59.12  50.08  23.62  48.33

MK  56.83  67.19  68.21  49.01  56.88  42.25

MEAN VALUE  72.8  91.5  64.4  61.4  57.4  48.0

Table 4. VOT values for /p/, /t/ and /k/ in the group of Polish (n=9) who declared they receive more non-
native L2 input on the daily basis interaction with L2 speech community

Speaker/word
 – Vot [ms] Café Car Police car Policeman Pipes Taxi

aR  71.02  133.71  59.53  68.13  41.15  42.4

EM  32.05  84.07  24.57  26.08  30.14  29.03

MO  48.43  70.96  36.01  54.45  33.02  42.05

MJ  59.97  95.91  39.27  47.24  35.48  31.47

MP  89.36  26.17  47.01  44.32  38.81  38.17

AL  55.01  102.08  83.03  53.43  42.09  34.06

KK  47.13  70.97  73.82  59.61  36.04  25.14

WK  57.82  69.85  50.15  39.58  33.01  34.03

DK  44.23  81.08  38.94  53.07  62.81  37.66

MEAN VALUE  56.1  81.6  50.3  49.5  39.2  34.9
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The VOT values were measured on the basis of spectrograms and waveforms 
generated with Praat (2001). As the division mentioned above does not distin-
guish between more and less proficient L2 learners, it was reasonable to create 
another group. This time the immigrants with higher level of English on arrival 
interacting mainly in English were divided into those who are exposed to more 
non-native L2 input (Table 5) and more native-like L2 input (Table 6).

Table 5. VOT values for /p/, /t/ and /k/ in the group of Polish immigrants (n=6) with higher level of L2 on the 
arrival and non-native L2 input on the daily basis interaction with L2 speech community

Speaker/word
 – Vot [ms] Café Car Police car Policeman Pipes Taxi

aR  71.02  133.71  59.53  68.13  41.15  42.4

KK-M  72.09  78.26  65.03  46.68  42.26  42.83

PH  63.78  96.43  66.75  62.21  80.52  40.21

KK  47.13  70.97  73.82  59.61  36.04  25.14

DK  44.23  81.08  38.94  53.07  62.81  37.66

MB  64.06  111.69  79.16  46.01  99.55  26.02

MEAN VALUE  60.4  95.4  63.9  56.0  60.4  35.7

Table 6. VOT values for /p/, /t/ and /k/ in the group of Polish immigrants (n=6) with higher level of L2 on the 
arrival and native-like L2 input on the daily basis interaction with L2 speech community

Speaker/word
 – Vot [ms] Café Car Police car Policeman Pipes Taxi

nL  94.19  108.12  79.29  79.09  82.71  104.27

KH  59.39  98.3  102.43  78.39  61.09  52.94

AA  73.72  116.04  75.32  104.21  79.03  42.06

RB  98.45  110.1  41.03  36.12  80.1  44.73

IK  66.84  89.31  51.04  71.57  50.22  32.62

MEAN VALUE  78.5  104.4  69.8  73.9  70.6  55.3
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3.3. Results

The results are presented by means of VOT values given in milliseconds, mean 
values and the results of t-tests for independent samples for each hypothesis in-
vestigated in the study. The data were analysed for particular groups on all words 
and then the groups were compared with respect to L2 level on arrival in the L2 
country and the quality of L2 input (native vs. non-native).          

3.3.1. Previous L2 experience – does it really matter?

The analysis for group results for those immigrants whose L2 proficiency on the 
arrival was lower (Table 2) than more proficient ones (Table 1) indicates that there 
are statistically significant differences in 4 out of 6 instances of words in which 
aspiration was likely to occur. If we take a look at mean values of VOT measure-
ments (Tables 1 and 2) for particular words it is noticeable that the more proficient 
group was definitely more successful in aspirating particular voiceless stops at the 
beginning of each word. It may result from the fact that such L2 learners are more 
aware of the existence of some salient features of English pronunciation and se-
lected aspects of connected speech as they are more experienced in learning of L2. 

Table 7. The significance level of the t-test applied to the independent samples in two groups (group 1; n= 
11 and group 2; n= 13) with different L2 proficiency on arrival – ranging from A1 to A2 for the 1st group and 
from B1-B2 (the 2nd group). P value is given in the box

Café Car Police car Policeman Pipes Taxi

0.1404831 0.0009219 0.013303 0.001386666 0.000275 0.240511

Interestingly enough, car turned out to be the word in which aspiration was 
the most audible. That would support the fact that /k/ is the strongest out of other 
fortis stops (aspiration in /k/ starts at above 50 milliseconds, while for /t/ and /p/ – 
nearly 30). However, if car was so strongly aspirated – what was the problem with 
the word café (p>0.05) in which VOT measurement are varied? One explanation 
that comes to mind is that this word turned out to be particularly problematic 
for Polish immigrants mainly because of its stress placement. Some of the par-
ticipants got used to British-like stress pattern (the first syllable stressed), while 
others to the one typical for General American with the stress placement on the 
second syllable. It is commonly known that unstressed syllables are character-
ized by a much weaker aspiration level. Another important aspect could be the 
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frequency of ‘car’ – perhaps it occurs more often than ‘café’ in day-to-day com-
munication with L2 speech community.

It also has to be mentioned that the voiceless stop /t/ turned out to be the one 
with the weakest level of aspiration – both in more and less proficient speakers, 
regardless of the L2 input quality.

All in all, the first hypothesis formulated at the beginning has to be confirmed 
as there is a certain relationship between the level of aspiration in English voice-
less stops and the L2 proficiency on the arrival in the UK.

3.3.2. Is L2 input enough?

When asked about the quality of L2 input in communicating with L2 speech com-
munity, 9 participants declared that they interact mainly with native speakers of 
the second language (Table 3), 9 admitted that they communicate with non-native 
speakers of English on a daily basis (Table 4). However, the amount of previous 
language experience (L2 level on the arrival) was varied among those two groups. 
As far as the results are concerned, it is worth mentioning that statistically signifi-
cant differences in VOT levels can be noticed in 2 words out of 6. These words are 
café and pipes – it indicates that inexperienced L2 speakers had problems with less 
frequent words (which corresponds to more recent studies on possible effects of 
word frequency conducted by Munro and Derwing 2008). 

Table 8. The significance level of the t-test applied to the independent samples in two groups (group 1 – 
‘proper’ L2 input and group  2 – ‘improper’ L2 input; in both groups n= 9) with varied L2 level on the arrival 
(p value given)

Café Car Police car Policeman Pipes Taxi

0.025189 0.460124 0.2696227 0.261279108 0.047634 0.140399

On the basis of the results it can be assumed that the L2 input is not the crucial 
factor that would possibly affect aspiration in Polish immigrants. However, if we 
look at the mean value for VOT in Table 3 and 4, we can easily find out that the 
participants exposed to ‘proper’ L2 input (interaction mainly with native speak-
ers of L2) achieved better VOT results than the group of those who communicate 
with the non-native speech community (receiving the so-called ‘improper’ input).

So as to confirm the hypothesis which states that the influence of L2 input ought 
to be correlated with L2 proficiency level on arrival, it was decided to investigate 
possible differences only within those speakers who assessed their L2 level as com-
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municative (B1-B2) at the moment of arrival but the quality of L2 input was varied 
among them as some declared that they interact mainly with native speakers of L2 
on a daily basis (n=5) and others – with non-native L2 speech community (n=6). 
There were 18 participants in total. For the purpose of investigation for possible 
differences in VOT within those speakers, a t-test was applied (one-tailed, inde-
pendent samples). As it can be seen from the table below, a statistically significant 
difference can be noticed in the production of VOT in only one word, which is café. 
It may be related to some problems with the primary stress placement mentioned 
above. What was particularly striking here was the fact that both groups achieved 
similar VOT values in case of police car (with the initial /p/ sound as the aspirated 
one). Nonetheless, the weakest level of aspiration can be noticed in case of taxi.

Table 9. The significance level of the t-test applied to the independent samples in two groups (group 1; n= 
9 and group 2; n= 9) with similar level of L2 proficiency on arrival – ranging from B1-B2 but different quality 
of L2 input (native vs. non-native input). P value is given in the box

Café Car Police car Policeman Pipes Taxi

0.034075 0.227573 0.3113249 0.063583363 0.2229 0.068185

On the basis of the abovementioned VOT values for those speakers (Tables 5 and 
6), it can be assumed that the quality of L2 input is not a factor that would influence 
the use of aspiration by Polish immigrants to London – both in those speakers who 
were more and less proficient on the arrival. Perhaps one of the reasons for such 
results can be the fact that all of the participants came to the UK as late-bilinguals. 
Flege (2009) claims that in general L2 input is less adequate in case of late-bilinguals 
than the L1 input they have received from the very early stage of their development. 
It can be noticed that even if one starts learning an L2, they receive the input of 
a foreign-accented teacher in their L1 country. However, after possible arrival in the 
L2 speaking environment, immigrants hear a variety of regional accents among na-
tive-speakers of L2, not to mention that in such metropolitan multicultural societies 
as London they are very often exposed to non-native speech, having no particular 
universal model of L2 pronunciation that they could stick to. That is why the second 
hypothesis formulated for the purpose of this follow-up study has to be rejected. 

If we take a closer look at the results of mean values for aspiration, we can con-
clude that the word car had the highest level of aspiration, while taxi – the lowest 
in all groups. In most cases participants tend to aspirate English voiceless stops, 
yet there was no regular tendency in particular groups as regards VOT values for 
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particular stops. On the basis of the results related to the participants divided into 
two groups according to the L2 proficiency level on arrival in the L2 country, it 
can be said that only two words were not statistically significant. T-tests applied 
for the purpose of this study has shown that in most cases p<0.05, which means 
that there are statistically significant differences between the groups divided ac-
cording to the L2 level on the arrival.

The situation is slightly different when it comes to VOT values for L2 input qual-
ity measured within more and less experienced L2 learners. It can be pointed out 
that less experienced participants have certain problems with the production of less 
frequently used words such as café or pipes. Many inexperienced immigrants had 
a tendency to mispronounce those words as they were not familiar with them.

Consequently, the hypothesis related to L2 proficiency on arrival and formu-
lated at the beginning has to be confirmed. Unfortunately, the second hypothesis 
that was formulated with reference to the quality of L2 input has to be rejected. 
There is a need for a follow-up study investigating some other factors that could 
possibly  affect the degree of the L2 acquisition.

4. Discussion

Interpretation of the results and comparing those with participants’ responses 
obtained by means of the questionnaire used in this study suggest that previous 
language experience (understood as L2 proficiency on arrival) is one of the fac-
tors that possibly influences L2 pronunciation level in Polish immigrants to the 
UK. Such findings correspond to the previous research by Flege (1992, 1997, 1999, 
2001, 2009, 2011). As regards L2 input,  it was pointed out that native-speakers 
are a much better source of the so-called ‘proper input’, at least as regards pro-
nunciation (Flege et. al 2001). Consequently, if an L1 speaker lacks such input 
in day-to-day interaction with members of the L2 speech community, there is 
a high probability that the process of L2 acquisition is not very dynamic and we 
cannot talk about the development of language or pronunciation skills. However, 
VOT measurements and the overall analysis of the qualitative data (in the form 
of a questionnaire) obtained for the purpose of the present study reveal that the 
quality of L2 input is not necessarily the most decisive factor in L2 acquisition as 
SLA is an extremely complex process in which many different aspects ought to be 
systematically explored and analysed. There are many reasons for such findings. 
One of the most important seems to be the fact that although some respondents 
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are early learners of L2, they acquired a certain L2 level in their country of origin 
and they arrived in the UK as adults – that classifies them as late bilinguals. Even 
if some of them declare that they interact mainly with native-speakers of Eng-
lish on a daily basis, it is extremely difficult to assess the quality of such input as 
native-like speech is often characterized by the presence of different regional ac-
cent varieties. Many native-speakers have various dialect backgrounds and hence 
immigrants hear more than one universal model of L2 pronunciation.

At this point it should be said that the present study has its limitations. To 
begin with, the relatively small amount of participants who agreed to take part 
in the recordings (24 speakers in total) may not be sufficient to investigate some 
regular features or patterns of pronunciation typical of Polish immigrants to Lon-
don as a larger group. A bigger sample would be of use in this case. 

Secondly, the design of the study is far from perfect as, for instance, the words 
connected with the picture of a busy street were given on a single sheet of paper – 
hence, some speakers made practically no pauses between given words and that 
could affect the quality of VOT. Although the words chosen for the purpose of the 
study create contexts for aspiration, word-stress (policeman or police car would 
have weaker aspiration as the main stress falls on the second syllable in each of 
those words) or the tempo of reading (more careful reading creates better condi-
tions for aspiration) could significantly distort aspiration level. 

Thirdly, some of the investigated words were far more frequent than others, 
which means that the participants were familiar with such words as car or taxi as 
they could often hear them and consequently, it could affect their performances 
to some extent. As regards the number of words investigated, it can be seen that 
there are limited contexts in which aspiration could be observed (i.e. there was 
just one word with /t/ as the initial sound). Further studies are needed to establish 
the pattern of VOT in voiceless aspirated stops /p/, /t/ and /k/ in broader contexts 
(on the basis of participants’ responses obtained from the questionnaire).

Another important aspect is that some answers recorded in the form of a struc-
tured interview were imprecise – it was particularly hard to determine the exact 
time specification or the quality of previous language experience, i.e. how long they 
have been learning English, when they started (early vs. late learners), where it was 
(Poland or an English-speaking country) and were those classes regular or not (in-
tensity of such  classes/ courses ought to be pointed out). Perhaps the language ex-
posure turned out to be less substantial than the speakers declared in questionnaire. 
On the basis of such observations, the following question arises: how to measure or 
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– at least – assess the quality of L2 input objectively? Perhaps longitudinal compara-
tive studies ought to be conducted to take a closer look at this factor, but still there 
is no effective method of investigating such aspects as previous L2 experience or 
deciding whether the amount of L2 input is proper or not. As a result, researchers 
are forced to rely on participants’ responses which can be unreliable because of the 
lack of precision or the ability of sensible assessment. With such a high level of vari-
ability among the participants, it would be reasonable to investigate possible factors 
affecting SLA on the basis of individual differences in the speakers.

Finally, it might be helpful to conduct a kind of comparative analysis exploring 
the use of aspiration in voiceless stops in two languages: English (L2, non-native 
language) and Polish (L1, native language). Thanks to such studies the effect of 
L1 on L2 pronunciation could be explored in detail. I believe it might be a good 
point of reference for a possible follow-up study or further studies on this aspect 
in general as there is still a need for filling the gap in literature devoted to the issue 
of immigrant English.

5. Conclusions

Regardless of the limited number of samples (either the amount of participants or 
investigated words) and a high level of variability in VOT measurements, it can be 
said that the results of the aforementioned study offer a number of findings which 
are worth investigating in further studies on the aspect of SLA and immigrant 
English in general.

The first finding suggests that L2 proficiency level on arrival in the L2-speaking 
area can be treated as a determiner of success in the acquisition of L2 pronuncia-
tion and can contribute to the overall level of L2 proficiency. This would confirm 
the previous findings (Flege 2009, 2011) and highlight the importance of the pre-
vious L2 experience on arrival in the L2 country.

Nevertheless, the study revealed that there are practically no statistically sig-
nificant differences between participants as regards the quality of L2 input. As 
the previous studies on this issue (i.e. Flege 2001, 2009) suggest that language 
input could possibly refine L2 pronunciation, it cannot be confirmed in case of the 
present study. The results reported above suggest that there is a need to examine 
L2 input and its quality thoroughly – this time in combination with other factors 
(such as length of residence, age of arrival or acculturation strategy) characteristic 
in case of individual speakers. 
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Abstract

The aim of this on-going study is to investigate whether intersegmental silent pauses 
with regard to formulaic sequences in native speaker English and Polish learner English 
occur in similar patterns, and whether the selection of the most common two- and three-
word phrases in both types of English is alike. The analysis was conducted on the basis of 
the conversational sub-corpus of the British National Corpus and the spoken part of the 
PELCRA Learner English Corpus (Pęzik 2012), from which potential lexical bundles were 
extracted. Then, temporal analysis of audio samples from both corpora corresponding to 
the potential lexical bundles was performed in order to determine their prosodic features. 
As a result, the degree of relations between formulaicity of an utterance and its prosodic 
features, as well as the range of the most frequently used formulaic sequences was shown 
for both types of English analyzed.

1. Introduction and theoretical background

Fluency is one of the most important aims for learners of languages and lan-
guage teachers. One of the factors that are believed to improve fluency is the use 
of formulaic language (van Lancker et al. 1981), sequences of which are “always 
produced fluently with an unbroken intonation contour and no hesitations for 
encoding” (Peters 1983: 8). Pawley and Syder (1983) also further elaborate on 
this assumption stating that formulaic language is used more effectively because 
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a memorized sequence, even if consisting of several words, is easier to process 
than a creatively generated utterance of the same length. That is one of the rea-
sons why attention devoted to lexical bundles, “the most frequently occurring 
sequences in the register” (Biber et al. 2004), and their phonological features has 
increased recently; although the focus has been mainly directed at child language 
and EFL learners so far. In these areas, several prosodic features have been proven 
to be typical of formulaic sequences (e.g. high frequency phrases are more likely to 
be reduced (Bybee 2002, 2006); formulaic sequences less likely to contain pauses 
and hesitations (Raupach 1984; Dechert 1983). However, little analysis of such 
features with respect to adult native English or ESL learner English has been con-
ducted as yet.

1.1. Lexical bundles

The first term that is of importance is what may be considered a unit of formulaic 
language. Lexical bundles, also called n-grams, were defined by Biber (Biber et 
al. 2004; Biber et al. 1999) as “the most frequently occurring lexical sequences in 
a register” and in the last decade they have received a lot of attention from scholars 
and researchers. Lexical bundles are not always equal with traditional language 
units like noun phrases or adjectival phrases, and may cross over several struc-
tures e.g. In this study we, should be noted that (Allen 2009).

One of the features of language that benefits from a speaker’s knowledge and 
usage of formulaic language is naturalness, which is very important for language 
learners. What is more, as shown in a study by Neil Millar, misuse of formulaic 
language can lead to potential communication difficulties (Millar 2009). In the 
study, Millar measured speaker reading times of collocations taken from native 
speaker academic writing and Japanese learners’ academic writing. The study 
showed that those learner collocations that were different from native speaker 
norms take more time to process in reading.

Lexical bundles are also a convenient research subject because of the meth-
od for their discovery. They are extracted purely on the basis of frequency in 
language through corpus data; in the case of this study – the two spoken lan-
guage corpora. Because of this method, they can be considered solid, empirical 
data.
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1.2. Native-like selection

The notion of lexical bundles is connected to a large extent to two linguistic ca-
pacities discussed in a 1983 essay by Pawley and Syder entitled Two puzzles for 
linguistic theory: nativelike selection and nativelike fluency. The first notion is in-
troduced by the authors as:

the ability of the native speaker routinely to convey his meaning by an expres-
sion that is not only grammatical but also nativelike; what is puzzling about 
this is how he selects a sentence that is natural and idiomatic from among the 
range of grammatically correct paraphrases, many of which are non-native-
like or highly marked usages (191).

The second notion is introduced as:

the native speaker’s ability to produce fluent stretches of spontaneous con-
nected discourse; there is a puzzle here in that human capacities for encod-
ing novel speech in advance or while speaking appear to be severely limited, 
yet speakers commonly produce fluent multi-clause utterances which exceed 
these limits (191).

Pawley and Syder begin explaining the ‘puzzle of nativelike selection’ by choosing 
generative grammar as a reference point for their theory. This stance on gram-
mar proposed by Noam Chomsky (1957) is based on a claim that acquiring a set 
of rules enables a speaker of a language to produce an infinite number of correct 
sentences and to distinguish them from ungrammatical ones. This approach fo-
cuses on a set syntactic rules called grammar that allow speakers to have a creative 
power of composing an infinitely large set of grammatical sentences. The authors 
then argue that if a speaker were to fully exploit the “creative potential of syntactic 
rules”, their utterances would not be considered as showing native-like proper-
ties. In reality, most of the possible sentences in a language, even though gram-
matically correct, when looked at, would be “judged to be ‘unidiomatic’, ‘odd’ or 
‘foreignisms’”, while only a small per cent of the infinite set would be accepted as 
native-like by other speakers of the given language.

To illustrate this assumption, Pawley and Syder (1983: 194) provide a piece of 
narrative, spoken by an elderly New Zealander remembering his family’s circum-
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stances at the time World War I broke out, and juxtapose it with a paraphrase of 
the same narrative that is fully grammatical but highly unnatural:

(1) I had four uncles 

they all volunteered to go away 

and ah that was one Christmas 

th’t I’ll always remember …

(2) The brothers of my parents were four 

Their offering to soldier in lands elsewhere in the army of our 

country had occurred. 

There is not a time when my remembering that Christmas will not take 
place...

This juxtaposition shows that a set of syntactic rules of generative grammar is 
not all that a language learner has to acquire in order for his speech to be seen 
as native-like. Apart from that, a language learner needs to “learn a means for 
knowing which of the well-formed sentences are nativelike – a way of distinguish-
ing those usages that are normal or unmarked from those that are unnatural or 
highly marked” (Pawley and Syder 1983: 194).

Making this distinction is particularly difficult for language learners who 
have learned the grammar of the language from a grammar book without 
being exposed to the living language in the way it is used by native speak-
ers. Such learners usually produce utterances that, even though grammati-
cally correct, will be perceived as awkward and unidiomatic. The situation 
is different when one is learning a foreign language by immersion, where 
a learner acquires a language in a native-like manner. In the process of learn-
ing, such a person will be able to acquire the idiomatic use of language along 
with the command of grammar. The distinction between what is unmarked 
and marked, or natural and unnatural is what the authors call “the puzzle of 
nativelike selection.” 
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1.3. Native-like fluency

The second puzzle from the essay by Pawley and Syder is called “nativelike fluency”, 
which is the native speaker’s ability to produce continuous, fluent utterances lasting 
for ten or even twenty seconds (Pawley and Syder 1983). Such a skill is very difficult 
to achieve for a language learner, and the process of acquiring it takes a very long 
time. This may even become a problem for native speakers when they, for example, 
try to “express (…) thoughts on an unfamiliar subject, or to deliver an unrehearsed 
monologue to a silent audience, as when tape-recording a letter or radio talk, or 
when called upon to speak in a public address or formal interview” (Pawley and 
Syder 198: 199–200). In such cases, brain activity increases, making the speaker 
‘look for words’, which often results in phonological and prosodic changes in their 
speech, e.g. increased number of pauses, more hesitations, changes in tempo.

1.4. Idiom principle vs. open choice principle

John McHardy Sinclair (1991) proposes two principles which determine our strat-
egies in the process of selecting the vocabulary we use in speech. Both principles 
have much common ground with the notions of native-like selection and native-
like fluency. The first one is the idiom principle, which enables a speaker to choose 
from an array of prefabricated multi-word units. Sinclair (1991: 110) defines this 
notion so “The principle of idiom is that a language user has available to him or 
her a large number of semi-preconstructed phrases that constitute single choices, 
even though they might appear to be analysable into segments.”

The open choice principle corresponds more to the traditional approach of 
generative grammar, where the speaker combines single lexical items using syn-
tactic rules. Sinclair states that the two principles work alternatively in our speech, 
and so we produce alternating sequences of spontaneous creative utterances and 
prefabricated pieces.

1.5. Holistic storage

The two “linguistic puzzles” proposed by Pawley and Syder (1983) show that in 
order to achieve native-like performance in a foreign language, we need more 
than just the Chomskyan concept of generative grammar or just the open choice 
principle. In order to answer the question of what more is needed, they look at the 
concepts of what they call ‘memorized sequences’, which are sequences of words 
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that are retrieved from the memory as wholes, as opposed to being composed 
from individual words in the process of speech. This approach is further support-
ed by phenomena like fossilized errors (Myles et al. 1999), multiword utterances in 
speech of children (Peters 1983), and fluent chunks (Dechert 1983; Raupach 1984) 
in the speech of language learners. 

At first it might seem that a situation in which speech is just a process of recall-
ing prefabricated data limits the creativity of a speaker that is theoretically ena-
bled by the concept of generative grammar. But it is not necessarily so. As Pawley 
and Syder (1983: 208) put it: 

Possession of a large stock of memorized sentences and phrases simplifies 
his task in the following way. Coming ready-made, the memorized sequences 
need little encoding work. Freed from the task of composing such sequences 
word-by-word, so to speak, the speaker can channel his energies into other 
activities. 

Bolinger (1976: 1) wrote that human language “does not expect us to build every-
thing starting with lumber, nails, and blueprint, but provides us with an incred-
ibly large number of prefabs, which have the magical property of persisting even 
when we knock some of them apart and put them together in unpredictable ways.” 
This metaphor accurately demonstrates how formulaicity in a language can help 
its speakers achieve more efficiency than generative grammar allows for, and also 
how formulaic sequences, even though consisting of individual words, are closely 
connected in our mental lexicon.

As far as native speaker language is concerned, a number of factors seem to 
support the existence of such a holistic manner of storage: semantic non-compo-
sitionality (i.e. the meaning of a phrase is not the sum of meanings of the words in 
it), idiomatic expressions (e.g. kick the bucket, black and blue), cranberry colloca-
tions (e.g. to and fro), structures probably passed down from archaic English (e.g. 
here comes…, believe you me) (Moon 1998; Lin 2010). According to Lin (2010: 179) 
the theory of holistic storage 

[...] is also in line with the assumption that formulaic sequences should 
form single intonation units, have less internal dysfluencies such as hesitations 
and pauses, be uttered faster than rule-based language, and require specific 
accentual patterns or focus distinction.
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Another phenomenon that speaks in favour of the theory of holistic storage are 
the previously mentioned multiword utterances, or formulaic sequences, in chil-
dren speech and their phonological properties investigated by Peters (1977, 1983) 
and Plunkett (1990). A sequence of words is very probable to have been memo-
rized by a child as a whole and stored as a single unit in the mental lexicon when 
the utterance is characterized by a distinctive intonation pattern (Peters 1977), an 
unbroken intonation contour (Peters 1983), and articulatory fluency (Plunkett 
1990). These factors are criteria that have to be met for a string of words to mani-
fest ‘phonological coherence’, a term which we will discuss later in this paper.

1.6. The frequency-based approach

Another approach used in academic research, which connects formulaic sequenc-
es to phonology and prosody is the frequency-based approach. It is concerned 
with psycholinguistic reasons that influence phonological features of formulaic 
language. As Bybee (2002) explains it, speech production is a series of “neuromo-
tor routines” that gain efficiency as they are practiced, resulting in a gradually 
more fluent articulation with each repetition. That is why lexical bundles demon-
strate fewer dysfluencies (like pauses or hesitations) and are expected to have in-
creased speech rate and more reductions within their boundaries. In fact, this as-
sumption finds support from Dechert’s (1983) and Raupach’s (1984) observations 
that second language learners can utter distinctively smooth and fluent stretches 
that seem to be formulaic amid their other dysfluent productions. As we can see, 
the theory of holistic storage and the frequency-based approach can work together 
well, as both look at phonology of formulaic sequences from different angles. That 
is why Lin (2010) suggests that the two points of view should be combined when 
investigating this kind of phenomena. The frequency-based approach also indi-
rectly speaks in favour of using corpus data for investigating phenomena related 
to formulaic language and fluency.

1.7. Phonological coherence

The previously mentioned term of phonological coherence is a notion first used by 
Peters (1983) as a criterion used in identifying formulaic sequences in the speech 
of children. According to her, for an utterance to be phonologically coherent it has 
to fulfil two conditions (the dual criteria): there has to be an unbroken intonation 
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contour stretching between the boundaries of the sequence, and no hesitations can 
occur within the sequence. An utterance can be considered phonologically coherent 
only if the dual criteria are both met. As for formulaic language of adults, a similar 
assumption is made by Alison Wray (2004), who claims that within a formulaic 
sequence there should be fewer pauses and errors than in between them, and that 
lexical bundles are resistant to dysfluency and inaccuracy within them. 

The theory of phonological coherence can be considered to be in agreement 
with the concept of holistic storage. As Wray suggests, such pieces of language 
(formulaic sequences) are recalled from memory as holistic units. The argument 
used by her to support this claim is that retrieval of prefabricated formulaic se-
quences is quicker than recalling a phrase word at a time. That is why retrieving 
sequences holistically should result in less hesitations, less pauses and a single 
intonation contour.

In fact, phonological coherence has been used as proof for psycholinguistic 
processes since as early as 1970s. During this period, studies of prosodic disam-
biguation were conducted in order to investigate the notions of deep structure 
and surface structure. A study by Lehiste (1973) aimed at examining the prosodic 
features that would facilitate disambiguation. In the study she uses sentences like 
The old men and women stayed at home or The cop killed the robber with a gun to 
illustrate how prosodic features can change the deep structure of an utterance. In 
the first sentence, the deep structure depends on whether a pause is present after 
the word men or not (the men as well as women were old vs. there were old men 
and some women). In the latter sentence, a pause after the word robber is expected 
if the cop is the one who has the gun. If there is no pause in this place, the robber 
is the one who has the gun. These examples illustrate how prosodic breaks within 
utterances delimit phraseological units, which can be considered evidence for 
a process called chunking.

The psycholinguistic theory behind this process says that chunks are units of 
language processing (Peters 1983). Lengthy utterances cannot be processed all at 
once because of the limitations in the ‘computing power’ of our brains, and that is 
why such stretches of speech have to be divided into smaller units, chunks, which 
are just small enough for our short-term memory to process at once. This further 
gives ground for the claim that the way in which the language is stored should be 
reflected in phonological and prosodic features of speech.

As Lin (2010) points out, there is a large interdependence between the theories 
of holistic storage and phonological coherence, and the two notions seem to prove 
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each other in research. In some research projects, phonological coherence takes 
the role of the basis for the claim that language is stored holistically (e.g. Wray 
2004). In other cases the assumptions are given the other way round (e.g. Moon 
1997). It is hard to choose which of the approaches has advantage over the other, 
but as Lin wrote, 

It is perhaps useful to point out that phonological coherence is more of 
a fact because it is measurable. Holistic storage, however, is more of a claim 
because its existence is inferred based on facts. On this foundation, we need 
to critically evaluate on a case to case basis if the evidence is strong enough for 
us to infer holistic storage from phonological evidence.

More evidence for mutual dependence of formulaicity and phonological fea-
tures of speech is provided by a 1981 study by Van Lancker, Canter and Terbeek. 
In the study, native speakers were given a task of reading stretches of text contain-
ing specific phrases (e.g. skating on thin ice) which carried literal or idiomatic 
meaning. The researchers found that idiomatic expressions are spoken faster than 
phrases set in a literal context. What is more, a lower number of pauses occurred 
in the idiomatic phrases.

This research project, too, complies with the theories of phonological coher-
ence and holistic storage/chunking. The phrases that are idiomatic are articulated 
faster and uninterrupted because they are retrieved holistically from the mental 
lexicon, whereas the literal strings are uttered more slowly because they have to 
be built compositionally, for they are not prefabricated.

In a study of a German learner of English by Dechert (1983), the author ar-
rives at conclusions that the learner’s spoken English was riddled with pauses, 
fillers and hesitations. But what is interesting, he also observed that there were 
also completely fluent stretches in the recordings of the subject that he called 
‘islands of reliability’ (Dechert 1983: 184). The ‘islands’ were fragments of speech 
that the speaker was confident about, probably retrieved holistically, thus causing 
increases in fluency.

2. Methodology and analysis

The analysis was conducted on the basis of the conversational sub-corpus of the 
British National Corpus and the spoken part of the PELCRA Learner English 
Corpus (PLEC) (Pęzik 2012). 
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The PLEC corpus consists of a written part (2.8 million words), which contains 
samples of learner English, and a 200,000 word time-aligned spoken subcorpus 
of learner English, which is the part used for this study. The spoken subcorpus 
is a series of interviews with learners of English at different education and profi-
ciency levels conducted by academic teachers and PhD students from the English 
Philology department, University of Łódź.

Data from the British National Corpus was extracted through BNCweb, an 
online interface for the BNC XML edition written at Lancaster university. The 
PLEC corpus was accessed through the website of the project (www.pelcra.pl/plec), 
using the search engine for time-aligned spoken data.

Firstly, the most frequent n-grams were extracted from the PLEC corpus us-
ing the formulaic expression browser available at the website of the project: 

Table 1. Formulaic expression browser extraction

# N-gram
Fre-

quen-
cy (A)

Inde-
pend-
ence 

(B)

B/A Joint 
prob

Dis-
per-
sion

FScore

1 uh_huh 572 59 0.10314685314685315 7.70975 2 52.877613205595935

3 i_don_t_know 310 42 0.13548387096774195 11.5108 29 52.38747509019103

5 for_instance 130 87 0.6692307692307692 8.32041 1 46.05645672539412

6 a_lot_of 178 46 0.25842696629213485 9.38713 30 44.4266802838018

7 for_example 207 51 0.2463768115942029 7.82196 30 43.1284277000129

9 in_poland 125 63 0.504 7.3005 28 39.76749931575577

11
thank_you_
very_much

65 30 0.46153846153846156 15.602 9 39.007299814330146

13 i_think_it_s 104 43 0.41346153846153844 9.18749 52 38.74235697577031

15 as_well 77 72 0.935064935064935 7.91003 21 38.41968216096479

Next, 7 most frequent two- and three-word n-grams were selected from the list, with 
exclusion of uh huh for not being a lexical item and also for instance, because the 
phrase was used by just one person (dispersion=1). The same process was applied for 
the data extracted from BNCweb. Chosen n-grams appear in table 2:

http://www.pelcra.pl/plec
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Table 2. N-grams extracted from BNC and PLEC

# BNC PLEC

1 I don’t know I don’t know

2 isn’t it a lot of

3 that’s right for example

4 or something in the future

5 you know in Poland

6 I mean I think it’s

7 come on as well

The next step of the process was the analysis of audio samples containing the 
potential lexical bundles seen in the table above. Ten randomly selected (random 
selection is possible at the BNCweb, in PLEC each third example was chosen) 
samples of each of the potential lexical bundles were extracted from both corpora, 
resulting in 140 samples that were subjected to further analysis. The samples ana-
lyzed were recordings of language learners only; samples of speech of the inter-
viewers were disregarded.

The data was imported into PRAAT software (Boersma and Weeknink 2014), 
where the n-grams were isolated from the sound samples. Then, the number of 
silent pauses was calculated for audio sample and checked against the maximum 
possible number of intersegmental pauses in the phrase; one possible pause in 
each two-word phrase, and two possible pauses in each three-word phrase.

3. Results

In the case of the learner English lexical bundles sound samples extracted from the 
PLEC corpus, there were 110 potential spots where intersegmental silent pauses 
within the lexical bundles could possibly occur. For the recordings extracted from 
the BNC spoken subcorpus, there were 80 possible spots for the occurrence of pauses.  
In PLEC recordings, pauses occurred in 28 of potential spots (24% of possible oc-
currences). In BNC recordings, pauses occurred in 11 of potential spots (14% of 
possible occurrences).
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The p-value for this data was computed through a Fisher test using R software 
for statistical analysis, giving a result of p=0.06806, showing no statistical signifi-
cance.

The pauses within the lexical bundles were fairly evenly distributed throughout 
all the samples analyzed, with the exception of the phrase I don’t know in both cor-
pora. In the BNC samples most of the pauses occurred in the phrase I don’t know, 
whereas in the PLEC samples, the phrase contained no silent pauses whatsoever.

The duration of silent pauses was also measured. In the native English samples, 
pause duration mean value was 66ms, while in the learner English lexical bundles 
it was 37ms. The p-value for the Fisher test regarding the duration of pauses be-
tween native and learner English is 0,02409, showing statistical significance.

The ranks of occurrence of the n-grams from BNC in PLEC is as follows:

I don’t know  – 1

isn’t it   – X

that’s right – 7173

or something – 63

you know  – 62

I mean   – 17

come on   – X

(1 – most common n-gram in the corpus, X – n-gram not present in the 
corpus)

4. Conclusions and discussion

Several conclusions can be drawn from the results of this study. Firstly, it is ap-
parent that the differences in distribution of silent pauses in both types of English 
analyzed are not significant, thus showing that formulaic sequences are likely to 
behave similarly in both cases, thus complying with what Wray (2004) wrote as 
far as pause occurrence is concerned, i.e. pauses are unlikely to occur, and if they 
do, they are fairly short.
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What is interesting, the corpora have only one of the potential lexical bundles 
in common. This might result from methods used for teaching English in Poland 
as well as a limited set of interview topics used during the process of gathering 
data for the spoken part of the PLEC corpus. Such phrases as for example can be 
perceived to have become memorized holistically because of the learning method 
where the teacher elicits such phrases, even though they do not seem to be that 
frequent in native speaker English. Also, the format of the interviews, i.e. ques-
tions about the learners’ plans for the future and about their relations with other 
cultures is most likely the reason for the occurrence of the phrases in the future 
and in Poland. 

What is more, most of the n-grams present in native English are rare, or in 
some cases even nonexistent in Polish learner English (with the exception of 
I don’t know). The way English is taught in Poland is most likely the factor to blame 
for this situation. Textbooks and teaching methods used in Polish schools do not 
take into account formulaicity and frequency in native language with regard to 
vocabulary selection. Instead, learners acquire different phrases, which become 
formulaic for Polish learner English. Such phrases like for example or I think it’s 
definitely do improve the fluency of the learners’ utterances, but at the same time 
they do not bring them any closer to sounding native-like. What could be done 
to improve this situation is implementation of the most common native English 
formulaic sequences into methodology programmes for teaching English – first 
at the level of input (listening), and then at the level of production as well.

As far as the only n-gram common for samples from both corpora is con-
cerned, there are some interesting observations to be made. Interestingly, the 
phrase I don’t know contains the most pauses of the native English bundles ana-
lyzed, while no pauses occur in this phrase in learner English. The reason for this 
polar difference seems to be the way in which the two groups of speakers under 
scrutiny use the phrase. When we look at the context in which the given phrase 
was used, native speakers tend to put it in an entirely literal context, exercising 
the full literal meaning of the phrase (e.g. I don’t know anything about music), 
while Polish learners seem  to use a completely different strategy; they are likely 
to insert the phrase into the syntactic clause, devoid of literal meaning (e.g. some-
how you have to, I don’t know, maintain it). This strategy of a “clause-breaking” 
use of the phrase I don’t know seems to be used in order for the speakers to “buy 
themselves time” that they can use for processing the rest of the utterance. The 
same use of the lexical bundles is visible among native speakers as well, but they 
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choose different phrases in such contexts; e.g. the phrases you know or or some-
thing seem to easily adopt this “clause breaking” function. A possible reason for 
the presence of this phenomenon in the speech of Polish learners of English is 
that the Polish counterpart of the phrase – nie wiem – seems to very frequently 
adopt this function in the Polish language. Because of this, Polish learners sub-
consciously “calque” the function of the memorized sequence present in their L1 
onto its English counterpart.

This is a preliminary study, which is a part of a larger on-going project. The 
study has several limitations which will be considered during further research in 
this field. The sample for the study will be extended, and selected so that the data 
for analysis is as objective as possible. Other phonological features of formulaic 
sequences, such as filled pauses and intonation contour are to be considered in 
the full study as well.
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Abstract

This paper presents an example of a study that deals with lexical choices in the Mid-
dle English period. It aims to first investigate whether the choice of the verbs in the two 
regionally distinct versions of the Late Middle English book Mandeville’s Travels is text-
dependent or region-dependent, which would then show to what extent the results of the 
comparison may be observed in other Middle English texts. In addition, it checks whether 
the choice of the verbs is influenced by their etymology. This study in progress is hoped to 
partially contribute both to the field of Middle English word geography and to the exami-
nation of the aforementioned text in general.

1. Historical dialectology

As stated by Laing and Lass (2006: 418), “[h]istorical dialectology is simply 
historical linguistics with a spatial emphasis; in the same sense, historical lin-
guistics is simply linguistics with a temporal emphasis.” Particularly, this area of 
linguistics pays attention to linguistic changes which occurred in certain time in 
the history and across different regions. 

The main difference concerning present-day and historical dialectology is 
that the data in the latter case can only be collected on the basis of the exist-
ing written sources (Fisiak 1982). First of all, many texts or manuscripts did 
not survive till present. Secondly, the preserved texts reflect the written, not 
the spoken mode. Moreover, we do not have many information, from the so-

http://dx.doi.org/10.18778/8088-065-8.06

http://dx.doi.org/10.18778/8088-065-8.06
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ciolinguistic point of view, about the people who wrote them. Despite of this, 
the tools used for historical dialectology make this discipline “an important 
laboratory for the achievement of increasingly reliable findings” (Dossena and 
Lass 2009: 7). 

Fisiak (1982) proposes to divide the functions of historical dialectology 
into static (synchronic) and dynamic. Static functions aim at “establishing 
isoglosses (consequently producing atlases) for certain periods in the history 
of a language” (ibid.: 118). On the other hand, dynamic functions are directed 
towards giving information about changes regarding, for instance, dialect 
boundaries. 

One of the major principles when studying languages’ development is to 
put the emphasis on context – either regional or social (Dossena and Lass 
2004). Even though these factors assume a divergent point of view on the 
study of language, they do not exclude each other (Meurman-Solin 2000a, 
2000b). Actually, one should be aware of the fact that the influence of both 
of them on linguistic data is of crucial importance (Dossena and Lass 
2004).

2. Middle English dialect situation

The linguistic situation in England after the Norman Conquest was complex. De-
spite of the fact that the prestigious functions of language were taken over by 
French and Latin, English was still spoken, mainly by the lower classes of society. 
The fact that there was no “standard” variety is the main reason for Middle Eng-
lish dialectal diversity (Crystal 2004). Scribes were trying to illustrate the way 
people spoke, so it can be assumed that the great variation concerning spelling 
is a reflection of people’s pronunciation (McIntyre 2009). According to Crystal 
(2004: 212), “within each manuscript there will be distinctive linguistic features 

– spellings, words, and grammatical constructions – that can be assumed to be 
diagnostic of their locality.”

In the 14th century, John Trevisa, a Cornish writer, distinguished between 
“Southeron, Northeron, and Myddel speche” of  Middle English (Burrow and 
Turville-Petre 1996: 6). In fact, it is the least complicated division that can be 
made. Historical dialectologists suggest the division into five conventional dialect 
areas. Conventional, because of the great dialectal diversity that existed during 
those times. 
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The map representing the Middle English dialect areas is shown below:

Map 1. Middle English dialects of England (http://kids.britannica.com/ 
comptons/art-143574/Middle-English-dialects-of-England)

In the preface to Eneydos translation, William Caxton included a comment 
which may be treated as an early attempt to characterize the variability in the 
English language during standardisation. ”Loo, what sholde a man in thyse dayes 
now wryte, egges or eyren? Certaynly it is harde to playse euery man by cause 
of dyuersite & chaunge of langage.” According to Caxton’s comment, the most 
noticeable contrast was seen between northern and southern regions – not only 
distinct from each other in space, but also subjected to diverse linguistic influ-
ences. The word of Old Norse origin, egg, was predominant in the north, whereas 
the native form ei was much more popular in southern dialects. 

The issue of the north-south divide has already been recognized in the writings 
of William of Malmesbury (1125). Moreover, throughout the whole Middle Eng-
lish period writers commented on people’s attitudes towards these two dialects. 
In 1387, Ranulph Higden wrote in his Polychronicon: 
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All the speech of the Northumbrians, and especially at York, is so harsh, 
piercing, and grating, and formless, that we Southern men can hardly under-
stand such speech. I believe that this is because it is near to outlandish men 
and foreigners, who speak in a foreign language, and also because the kings 
of England always live far away from that region (from the translation of 1387 
Ranulph Higden’s Polychronicon; Crystal 2004: 216/217).

Not only southerners had problems with comprehension of the northern va-
riety. The anonymous author of Cursor mundi, a chronicle written in the north, 
mentions that he had to translate a fragment of text written in southern English 
into his own variety, so that his readers could understand it: “In sotherin englis 
was it draun. And turnd it haue I till our aun language o northrin lede, Þat can 
nan oiþer englis rede” (Crystal 2004: 207). 

The differences between the abovementioned dialects concerned not only 
spelling and grammatical structures, but also lexicon. Interestingly enough, re-
search in dialect vocabulary of Middle English has been perceived by many schol-
ars as a neglected field of historical linguistics (Kaiser 1937; McIntosh 1973, 1978; 
Benskin and Laing 1981; Hudson 1983; Hoad 1994; Fisiak 2000). As Fisiak (2000) 
states, “[h]istorical word-geography of English, particularly Old and Middle Eng-
lish, is still a very much underdeveloped area of research although its importance 
has been recognized for a long time.” 

According to Black (2000: 455), “[w]ord geography may fairly uncontrover-
sially be defined as the mapping out of words across space: the part of dialectology 
that deals with lexis.” One of the first representative investigations concerning 
lexical choices in the Middle English period was conducted by Rolf Kaiser in 1937. 
He examined how some words in the northern version of Cursor mundi were re-
placed by a southern scribe. Kaiser assumed that the replacement was due to the 
fact that certain lexical items were not present or not widely used in the southern 
dialect (Hoad 1994). Another approach to word geographical studies is repre-
sented by the scholars compiling the Linguistic Atlas of Late Mediaeval English. 
The assemblage of as many linguistic data as possible is the basis for further obser-
vations regarding the occurrence of regionally distinct lexicon (Hoad 1994). 

One of the possible reasons why Middle English word-geography studies are 
regarded as a neglected field of historical linguistics is related to the problem of 
establishing strict criteria when conducting such research. Due to Middle English 
dialectal diversity, we discover a plethora of various forms which are sometimes 
ambiguous in terms of classification; in other words, the assignment of these 
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forms to particular linguistic categories, such as phonology (in Middle English 
represented through spelling), morphology, or lexis may be disputable. As Ben-
skin and Laing (1981: 94) state, “[i]t may of course be arguable whether a given 
item represents translation lexical rather than orthographic, orthographic rather 
than morphological, or morphological rather than lexical.” For example, some 
linguists decide to treat the difference between forms such as ‘kirk’ and ‘chirch’ 
as orthographic, but others perceive this as a lexical difference. To be sure, in such 
cases it is of greater importance to look for different word-forms, and exclude 
those forms which do not contribute to the studies concerning lexical choices. To 
sum up, the field of historical word-geography studies is certainly problematic 
when it comes to methodological issues, mainly when one attempts to define what 
may constitute a lexical difference as opposed to spelling or morphological vari-
ation.

3. Methodology

The study aims to first investigate whether the choice of the verbs in the two re-
gionally distinct versions of Mandeville’s Travels is text-dependent or region-de-
pendent, and then to check if this phenomenon is determined by words’ etymol-
ogy or is independent of it. 

For the purpose of the study, the following thesis statement was formulated: 
The choice of the verbs in the two regionally distinct versions of Mandeville’s Trav-
els is region-dependent and influenced by words’ etymology. Furthermore, the 
following research questions were asked:

1) Does the choice of the verbs depend on region?
In other words, it will be investigated whether the choice of the verbs in the two 

regionally distinct versions of one text, namely Mandeville’s Travels, is text-de-
pendent or region-dependent. Then, it will be checked if the results from MT can 
also be noticed in other chosen Middle English texts from different regions.

2) Is this phenomenon determined by words’ etymology or is independent of 
it?

Because of the influence of Old Norse, it is expected that borrowings from this lan-
guage will be predominant in the chosen northern texts. On the other hand, French 
borrowings are assumed to be more widespread in texts from the south. According 
to Wardale (1958: 40), “it may be said that Old Norse came in first in the north-east 
and north, French in the south and south-east.” As Crystal (2004: 148) states, “[t]he 
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loans took their time to move north: in early Middle English there were far more 
French loans in southern texts, and an even spread does not emerge until the later 
period.” Presumably, native Old English words might appear both in the north and 
in the south. To be more precise, the following situations are expected:

1) words of Old Norse would appear predominantly in the north
2) words of Old Norse origin wouldn’t appear exclusively in the south
3) words of native origin would appear both in the north and in the south
4) words of French origin would appear predominantly in the south
5) words of French origin wouldn’t appear exclusively in the north

First stage of the analysis involved the comparison of the first three chapters of 
two geographically distinct versions of Mandeville’s Travels: northern – London, 
British Library, Egerton 1982, and southern (written in the East Midland dialect) 

– London, British Library, Cotton Titus C.16. According to Linguistic Atlas of Late 
Mediaeval English (LALME), the northern MS. is localized in North Riding of 
Yorkshire; the southern one – in Hertfordshire.    

 
Map 2. Egerton 1982 – Yorkshire (NRY) 
(http://en.wikipedia.org) 

Map 3. Cotton Titus C. 16 – Hertfordshire 
(http://en.wikipedia.org)   

Mandeville’s Travels or The Book of John Mandeville was written in French 
c. 1356. The authorship is unknown. It comprises various stories of people and 
places during the journey from Europe to Jerusalem and Asia. The great popu-
larity of the book resulted in many translations. After some time, a copy of the 
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French version was carried into England. The oldest English translation is known 
as the Defective version, which constitutes the source text for two regionally dif-
ferent copies: Cotton and Egerton. Probably, the northern version was transcribed 
from the southern one. Both copies are dated c. 1420 (Seymour 2002).

During the second stage of the analysis four representative texts both from the 
northern and East Midland regions (approximately the same time period) were 
chosen for further examination. When choosing the texts, geographical division 
made by Anna Hebda in one of her articles (2010) was mostly used as a basis.

Table 1. Selected northern and East Midland texts (based on Hebda 2010)

North East Midland

The wars of Alexander (Ashmole 44)
The pricke of conscience (Glb E. ix & Hrl)
Works by Rolle
Mandeville’s Travels (Egerton 1982)

Guy of Warwick (Auchinleck)
Confessio amantis (Frf 3)
Merlin (Cmb Ff.3.11)
Mandeville’s Travels (Cotton Titus C. XVI)

As can be seen, both versions of the whole Mandeville’s Travels book are also 
present in this classification.

First of all, the two versions of Mandeville’s Travels had to be copied into Excel 
and arranged into two columns. Thanks to this, it was possible to observe varia-
tion between these two texts. So far, the first three chapters of each version were 
analyzed (c. 7200 words). Since the study is devoted to lexical choices, obvious 
spelling and grammatical/morphological variation was ignored. As ‘lexical dif-
ferences’ I understand words/phrases that were used as equivalents in exactly the 
same contexts in both versions. For example, the difference between thurgh and 
þorgh will be treated as spelling rather than lexical one, whereas between wenden 
and gon – as lexical. An exemplary comparison is shown below:

Table 2. Exemplary comparison

North South

he he
will, wole

wende go
thurgh þorgh

Almayne Almayne
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For the purpose of this article, twelve verb pairs have been chosen for further 
analysis. Originally, the main criterion was to choose the most frequently ap-
pearing verbs pairs, but because of the fact that only two verb pairs occurred 
more than one time (callen-clepen – nine times, opposen-examynen – three times), 
I decided to select them randomly: from the first chapter – wenden-gon, callen-
clepen, taken-receiven, gon-entren; from the second chapter – waten-knowen, stir-
ren-meven, opposen-examinen, forsaken-denien; from the third chapter – grauen-
beryen, trowen-hopen, lousen-assoilen, okeren-vsuren1.

The next stage of the research involved qualitative analysis. The aim of the 
qualitative analysis was to determine whether a given word may be treated as 
northern or southern by checking its etymology in the Middle English Dictionary 
or the Online Etymology Dictionary. 

What is more, due to the availability of the electronic version of the Linguistic 
Atlas of Late Mediaeval English, the distribution of spelling variants of some 
verbs was possible to be found and then shown using dot maps. Unfortunately, 
the Atlas does not provide maps for the majority of verbs that were chosen for 
the analysis. Thus, quantitative analysis had to be conducted. The aim was to 
compare the distribution of the words in question in the chosen representative 
texts from the north and the East Midland region, and to check whether the 
words labeled as ‘northern’ appear also in southern texts, and if those labeled 
as ‘southern’ appear in the north. If such instances occur, possible explanations 
will be provided. This part of the analysis was conducted using the Corpus of 
Middle English Prose and Verse. It is a collection of digitized copies of about 150 
works in Middle English, assembled from a number of sources including Uni-
versity of Michigan faculty, the Oxford Text Archive, and the Humanities Text 
Initiative. To be sure, only the selected texts (Table 1) were searched through 
using the Corpus. 

1  The chosen verb pairs are listed as infinitives and according to their order of appearance in 
the texts. 
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4. Results and analysis
4.1. Wenden/Gon

Wenden (v.) [OE wendan, wændan, (Nhb.) woendan]. According to Etymon-
line, “wend (v.) to proceed on, Old  English wendan to turn, go. 

Gon (v.) [OE gān; sg. 2 gǣst; sg. 3 gǣþ; pl. & impv. pl. gāþ; inflected inf. tō 
gānne; p.ppl. -gān. In OE, the past forms are usually supplied by ēode & gangan; 
in ME, they are supplied by yēde, gangen, wenden, q.v.]

Wenden is expected to be predominant in the north rather than in the south, 
while gon – to be more popular in the south.  

The distribution of both forms was checked in eLALME. The results are shown 
on the maps below:

       
Map 4. Wenden – distribution (generated from 
http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/ihd/elalme/elalme.html.)  

Map 5. Gon – distribution (generated from http://
www.lel.ed.ac.uk/ihd/elalme/elalme.html.)    

As can be seen, wenden is distributed across the whole country. Gon is predom-
inant in the south. However, it is worth mentioning that northern variants with 
<a> are not present in the Atlas (forms such as ga, gas, etc.). Nevertheless, when 
searching through the Corpus the variants with <a> were included as well. 

The results of the quantitative analysis actually differ from previous expecta-
tions as far as the northern texts are concerned.
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Table 3. Wenden/gon – frequency (N)

Northern texts Wenden Gon

Mandeville’s Travels (N) 50 26% 139 74%

The wars of Alexander 41 68% 19 32%

The pricke of conscience 71 58% 51 42%

Works by Rolle 35 51% 33 49%

Total 197 51% 242 49%

Table 4. Wenden/gon – frequency (EM)

East Midland texts Wenden Gon

Mandeville’s Travels (S) 4 1%  291 99%

Guy of Warwick 186 34%  357 66%

Confessio amantis 88 15%  493 85%

Merlin 112 17%  539 83%

Total 390 17% 1680 83%

Both in the northern and East Midland texts we can notice a preference for gon 
rather than wenden forms. It is not surprising, because it was gon which eventu-
ally became a standard form. What is particularly visible is that gon in the first 
table outnumbers wenden forms only in one text, namely Mandeville’s Travels. 
Presumably, the northern manuscript in this case demonstrates great affinity with 
the East Midland manuscript it was transcribed from. 

4.2. Callen/clepen

Callen (v.) is a  borrowing from Old Norse. Thus, it is expected to be found in 
northern rather than in East Midland texts. 

It means particularly to call (sth. by a certain name), name (sb. sth.), call (sb. 
good, etc.); ppl. called, named; (b) ~ bi (to) name, to call (sb.) by (a name). The other 
meaning is to summon (sb.), call (sb. to a place), call (sb. to do sth.).

Clēpen (v.) [A cliopian, cleopian, from West Saxon clipian, clypian.]. This word 
is expected to be characteristic of the south rather than of the north.
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Again, two meanings of this word: to apply (a name, epithet, title, expression, 
or designation to sb. or sth.), name (sb. so and-so), and  to ask, request, or order (sb.) 
to appear (in a place or in someone’s presence); summon, call, send for; invite.  

Possible spelling variants of these two verbs can be found in eLALME:

 
Map 6. Callen – distribution  (generated from 
http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/ihd/elalme/elalme.html)   

Map 7. Clepen – distribution (http://www.lel.ed.ac.
uk/ihd/elalme/elalme.html)

As can be seen on the maps, the distribution of the variants suggests that call 
was more common in the north with a tendency to spread downwards. Clepen 
was certainly more popular across southern regions. Red dots denote provenance 
of the northern and East Midland versions of Mandeville’s Travels.

The results of the quantitative analysis are presented in the tables below:

Table 5. Callen/clepen – frequency (N)

Northern texts Callen Clepen

The wars of Alexander 46 100% – –

The pricke of conscience 56 100% – –

Works by Rolle 51 96%  2 4%

Mandeville’s Travels (N) 393 100% – –

Total 546 99% 2 1%
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As far as the northern texts are concerned, we have an overall number of only 
two instances of the use of the southern variant clepen. To compare, callen is used 
546 times. The instances of clepen can be found in Works by Rolle in the examples 
shown below:

IS CLEPED

 (..) þe first degre is cleped  Insuperable, þe tother  Inseparable, þe thridde 
Singuler.

(…) and þerfore it is cleped inseparable, for it may not be departed fro 
thoght of Ihesu Crist.

(Ms. Rawlinson A 389 [folio 81])

ES CALLED

Þe fyrst degre es called Insuperable. Þe secund Inseparabl. Þe third Sin-
guler.

(Ms. Rawlinson C 285 [folio 40])

Surprisingly, we can see inconsistency, because the author used two various 
forms in exactly the same contexts.

Let us move on to the analysis of the East Midland texts:

Table 6. Callen/clepen – frequency (EM)

East Midland texts Callen Clepen

Guy of Warwick  8 9% 77 91%

Confessio amantis 46 23% 153 77%

Merlin 29 12% 215 88%

Mandeville’s Travels (S) 90 20% 353 80%

Total 173 16%         798 84%
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As can be seen in the table, the southern variant clepen is much more frequent, 
but 173 contexts with the northern variant appeared. Most of these cases are not 
surprising, since it was the northern variant that eventually became a standard 
form. But let us look at some specific examples from Guy of Warwick:

CALL 

And commaunded his dukes and barons all 

To bee redy in armes at euery call. 

CALLE 

Þou art me leuest of oþer alle, 

For þi ‘leman’ ichil the calle; 

CALLED 

ON WITSONDAYE called Pentecoste (title)

And Guye seide, ‘my fader is called Sywarde 

In Guy of Warwick, both call and calle appeared because of rhyming. In the ex-
amples presented above, call had to rhyme with all. Apart from this, called was used 
two times in this text: first –in the title, second – in the statement my fader is called 
Sywarde. As the present study is not a diachronic one, it cannot be proved that the 
phrase is called was becoming more and more popular in the south and that it was 
gradually replacing the older form is cleped. Nevertheless, quantitative analyses 
show that there existed variation in the southern texts as regards these two verbs. 

In Confessio amantis all the instances of the northern variant are a matter of 
rhyming (with such words as alle, befalle, falle, withalle, halle, and befalleth, fall-
eth). An interesting example is the one presented below. Both southern and north-
ern forms are used here:

Noght upon on, bot upon alle

It is that men now clepe and calle
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In Merlin, 29 instances may indicate a change in progress (fixed phrase is 
called). Of course, the southern form clepen is still predominant – 215 instances. 

Finally, the southern version of Mandeville’s Travels:

CALLE 

And it was wont to be clept Collos & so calle it the Turkes ȝit 

(…) but ȝif þat the Emperour calle ony man to him þat him list to speke 
with aƚƚ.

CALLED (70) – either change in progress (‘is called’) or editor’s notes.

As can be seen, calle was used twice: in the first example – probably to avoid 
repetition with clept; in the second example – we have different meaning of call, 
namely to summon sb. 

70 instances of called indicate either change in progress – high frequency of the 
phrase is called, or editor’s notes, written in present-day English, which should be 
excluded in the future so as not to influence the results.  

To sum up, qualitative analysis proves that callen can be treated as a predomi-
nantly northern word, while clepen – as a southern one. Furthermore, it is not 
surprising that the northern form callen can also be found in the East Midland 
texts – this phenomenon may point to variation in this region. However, many of 
the uses of callen in the chosen East Midland texts are a matter of rhyming. 

4.3. Taken/Receiven

Tāken (v.) [LOE tacan, p.sg. tōc, pl. tōcon, from ON (cp. OI taka, pr.sg. tek, 
tekr, p.sg. tōk, pl. tōku, ppl. tekinn).]

Receiven (v.) [OF recevoir, recever, receivre, recivre, rechever]
The meaning is, among others, to take (a material object) into one’s hand or 

possession, accept possession of (sth.).
The map in eLALME was available only for taken. As can be seen, not many 

forms were found. They are visible predominantly in the north. 
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Map 8.Taken – distribution (generated from http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/ihd/elalme/elalme.html)

The results of the quantitative analyses are as follows:

Table 7. Taken/receiven – frequency (N)

Northern texts Taken Receiven

Mandeville’s Travels (N) 121 100% – –

The wars of Alexander 40 100% – –

The pricke of conscience 71 97% 2 3%

Works by Rolle 94 84% 18 16%

Total 326 95% 20  5%

Table 8. Taken/receiven – frequency (EM)

East Midland texts Taken Receiven

Mandeville’s Travels (S) 131 99% 1 1%

Guy of Warwick 148 99% 1 1%

Confessio amantis 395 89% 47 11%

Merlin 410 96% 19   4%

Total 1084 96% 68 4%
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Taken is significantly more frequent in the north, but also in the East Midland 
region. This may testify to the growing popularity of this Old Norse borrowing 
across the whole country and its later standardization.

4.4. Gon/entren

Gon (v.) [OE gān; sg. 2 gǣst; sg. 3 gǣþ; pl. & impv. pl. gāþ; inflected inf. tō gānne; 
p.ppl. -gān. In OE, the past forms are usually supplied by ēode & gangan; in ME, 
they are supplied by yēde, gangen, wenden, q.v.]

Entren (v.) [OF entrer]
It means to enter into a confined space or a situation.

Table 9. Gon/entren – frequency (N)

Northern texts Gon Entren

The wars of Alexander 19 44% 24 56%

The pricke of conscience 51 93% 4 7%

Works by Rolle 33 100% – –

Mandeville’s Travels (N) 139 85% 24 15%

Total 242 80,5% 52 19,5%

Table 10. Gon/entren – frequency (EM)

East Midland texts Gon  Entren

Guy of Warwick 357 99% 1 1%

Confessio amantis 493 100% – –

Merlin 539 79% 141 21%

Mandeville’s Travels (S) 291 80% 73 20%

Total 1680 89,5% 215 10,5%

According to the qualitative analyses, entren, despite its Old French origin, is 
not predominant in the southern texts. Moreover, even the basic text is not con-
sistent as regards the appearance of the abovementioned verbs. It would be inter-
esting, then, to look at specific examples in the future.
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4.5. Waten/Knowen

The information about waten was impossible to find in MED. It is a very old word 
that we know from such Old English sentence as ‘Ic nat’ (‘I don’t know’). 

Knouen (v.) [OE cnāwan, on-, ge-, tō-; p. -cnēow; ppl. -cnāwan. In ME, ou 
occurs in present forms & p.ppl. of the M & S dialects, perh. also (rarely) in the N 
dialect; au (from ou) occurs in the present forms of M, N, & K, in the p.ppl. of M, 
N, & S. P. forms are often used with a present subjunctive sense.]

The results of the quantitative analyses are shown in the tables below:

Table 11. Waten/knowen – frequency (N)

East Midland texts Waten Knowen

The wars of Alexander 6 10% 6

The pricke of conscience 27 20% 27

Works by Rolle 47 46% 47

Mandeville’s Travels (N) 30 37,5% 30

Total 110 28% 110

Table 12. Waten/knowen – frequency (EM)

East Midland texts Waten Knowen

Guy of Warwick – 54 100%

Confessio amantis – 216 100%

Merlin – 457 100%

Mandeville’s Travels (S) – 83 100%

Total 0 810 100%

Surprisingly, no instances of waten were found in the East Midland texts. It 
means that this word might have simply become obsolete. Some traces of this 
form can be observed in the north, but there is a preference for knowen any-
way. 
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4.6. Stiren/meven

Stiren (v.) [OE styrian, stirian, stirgan]. 
It means to change the location of (sth.), move, shift; dislodge (sth.). 
Meven (v.) [OF movoir, meuvre, muevre, moevre & AF moveir, muve(i)r; also cp. 

L movre.]. It means to move (sb. or sth.), shift; remove (sth.), dislodge; move (sth.) about.
It is expected that stiren would be predominant in the north, and meven – in 

the south.
The distribution of the words in question is presented below:

Table 13. Stiren/meven – frequency (N)

Northern texts Stiren Meven

The wars of Alexander 7 29% 17 71%

The pricke of conscience 5 38% 8 62%

Works by Rolle 32 94% 2 6%

Mandeville’s Travels (N) 12 75% 4 25%

Total 56 59% 31 41%

As the table shows, stiren is predominant in the north, but meven is also frequent. 
In the first two texts it even exceeds the number of stiren forms. An interesting ex-
ample of the use of the two variants can be found in Mandeville’s Travels (N):

for men may see þare þe erthe of þe toumbe many a tyme stirre and moue, 
as þer ware a qwikke thing vnder.

The table below shows the distribution of stiren/meven in the East Midland texts:

Table 14. Stiren/meven – frequency (EM)

East Midland texts Stiren Meven

Guy of Warwick – – – –

Confessio amantis – – 1 100%

Merlin 1 2% 61 98%

Mandeville’s Travels (S) 6 55% 5 45%

Total 7 99% 67 91%
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What can be seen is that meven is generally more frequent (67 instances). Both 
stiren and meven are not present in Guy of Warwick. Meven visibly outnumbers 
stiren in Merlin. One instance of it is present in Confessio amantis. Surprisingly, 
Mandeville’s Travels (S) book is not consistent as far as the choice between the two 
forms is concerned. 

4.7. Opposen/Examinen

Opposen (v.) [OF oposer] According to MED, it means to question or interrogate 
(sb.); examine (heart, conscience, confession); ask (sb.) a question; -- also without obj.; 
(b) to accuse (sb.) of (sth.), charge; (c) to torment (sb.); (d) to examine or audit (sth.).

Examinen, -ene(n (v.) Also exam(p)nen [OF examiner, L exāmināre]. It means 
(a) to investigate, examine (something); to scrutinize, consider critically, appraise.

Taking into account the words’ origin, it is expected that both forms will ap-
pear more frequently in the south, with no visible discrepancies between their 
distribution. 

Table 15. Opposen/examinen – frequency (N)

Northern texts Opposen Examinen

The wars of Alexander – –

The pricke of conscience – –

Works by Rolle – –

Mandeville’s Travels (N) 3 75% 1 25%

Total 3 75% 1 25%

Table 16. Opposen/examinen – frequency (EM)

East Midland texts Opposen Examine

Guy of Warwick – – – –

Confessio amantis 22 96% 1 4%

Merlin 1 25% 3 75%

Mandeville’s Travels (S) 9 53% 8 47%

Total 32 58% 12 42%
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As the tables show, the words in question were present only in Mandeville’s 
Travels (N). Opposen appeared 3 times, while examinen – only once. However, in 
the East Midland texts both forms are more popular, with opposen being predom-
inant. It is especially visible in Confessio amantis. The two versions of Mandeville’s 
Travels are not consistent. 

4.8. Forsaken/Denien

Forsāken (v.) P. forsōk, -sūk (N); ppl. forsāken, -sāked. [OE forsacan, forsōc; cp. 
also OE sacan contend, disagree, accuse, etc.].

Dēnīen (v.) Also denaien, denoien, disnoien. [OF denïier, deneiier, denoiier, 
desnoier (from L dēnegāre)].

It is expected that forsaken will be characteristic of the north; denien, being 
a French borrowing – characteristic of the East Midland region. 

The following tables show the frequency of the words in question in the se-
lected texts from the northern and East Midland regions.

Table 17. Forsaken/denien – frequency (N)

Northern texts Forsaken Denien

The wars of Alexander 6 100% – –

The pricke of conscience 15 94% 1 6%

Works by Rolle 32 100% – –

Mandeville’s Travels (N) 8 80% 2 20%

Total 61 93,5% 3 6,5%

Table 18. Forsaken/denien – frequency (EM)

East Midland texts Forsaken Denien

Guy of Warwick 4 100% – –

Confessio amantis 44 100% – –

Merlin 24 83% 5 17%

Mandeville’s Travels (S) 6 86% 1 14%

Total 78 92% 6 8%
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As can be seen, forsaken is considerably more frequent in the north than denien 
(61 vs 3 instances). On the other hand, the high frequency of forsaken forms in the 
south may testify to its being popular in the East Midland region from the very 
beginning or its growing popularity.

4.9. Grauen/beryen

Grāven (v.) – [OE grafan; grōf, grōfon; grafen.]
It means (a) To bury (a corpse), place (sb.) in a grave; fig. to swallow up (a damned 

soul); (b) to put (sth.) under the ground, cover with earth, bury.
According to the Online Etymology Dictionary, OE buryen (v.) means to raise 

a mound, hide, bury, akin to beorgan “to shelter,” from Proto-Germanic *burzjan- 
“protection, shelter”.

These two lexical units of native origin are expected to be found in both re-
gions.

Table 19. Grauen/beryen – frequency (N)

Northern texts Grauen Beryen

The wars of Alexander – – – –

The pricke of conscience – – – –

Works by Rolle 4 80% 1 20%

Mandeville’s Travels (N) 18 100% – –

Total 22 90% 1 10%

Table 20. Grauen/beryen – frequency (EM)

East Midland texts Grauen Beryen

Guy of Warwick 3 33% 6 67%

Confessio amantis – – – –

Merlin – – – –

Mandeville’s Travels (S) – – 22 100%

Total 3 16,5% 28 83,5%
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As can be seen, generally, there is a preference for grauen forms in the north 
and for beryen forms in the south. The discrepancy between the Mandeville ver-
sions is caused probably due to the lacunae in the Egerton manuscript. Interest-
ingly, as shown in the example below, on one occasion the phrase puttez him in þe 
erthe was used additionally: 

(…) and, when he es deed, þai bere him in to þe felde and puttez him in þe 
erthe (Egerton MS.)

(…) and whan he drawetℏ towardes the detℏ euery man fleetℏ out of the hous 
tiƚƚ he be ded & after þat þei buryen him in the feldes (Cotton MS.)

4.10. Trowen/hopen

Trouen (v.) – [OE trūwian, trūwigan, impv. trūa & trēowan, trȳwan & 
trēowian, trēowigan, trȳwian].

According to MED, trouen means, among others, (a) To have trust, be trustful; 
rely (on sb. or sth.), place one’s confidence (in sb.), trust (in God).

Hopen (v.) – [OE hopian]
It means (b) to have trust, have confidence; assume (sth.) confidently, presume; 

trust (that sth. is the case); trust (to have sth.). 
Because of the words’ native origin, they are expected to be distributed simi-

larly in the north and in the south.

Table 21. Trowen/hopen – frequency (N)

Northern texts Trowen Hopen

The wars of Alexander 21 55% 17 45%

The pricke of conscience 28 90% 3 10%

Works by Rolle 24 52% 22 48%

Mandeville’s Travels (N) 60 98% 1 2%

Total 133 74% 43 26%
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Table 22. Trowen/hopen – frequency (EM)

East Midland texts Trowen Hopen

Guy of Warwick 18 72% 7 28%

Confessio amantis 26 70% 11 30%

Merlin 60 94% 4 6%

Mandeville’s Travels (S) 35 97% 1 3%

Total 139 83% 23 17%

According to the tables presented above, trowen forms are more popular both 
in the northern and southern texts. Interestingly, in Gower’s Confessio amantis 
both forms appeared together:

I speke it forth and noght ne leve:

And thogh it be beside hire leve,

I hope and trowe natheles

That I do noght ayein the pes.

4.11. Lousen/assoilen

Lōsen (v.) – this verb comes from the adjective lōs, which is of Old Norse 
origin.

According to MED, it means (a) To free (sb. from physical constraint, prison, hell, 
etc.); untie (an ass, a dog), (b) to free (sb. from someone’s control, from an obligation, 
from sin or distress, etc.); release (sb. from the cloister); absolve (sb.) from sin. 

Assoilen (v.) Also asoili(e, as(s)oli. [OF assoiler, -ir, assolir, -ier].
(a) To absolve (sb.) of sin by divine or sacerdotal authority; grant (sb.) remission 

of sins or penance.
The first verb is expected to be found in the northern texts, the second – in the 

southern ones.
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Table 23. Lousen/assoilen – frequency (N)

Northern texts Lousen Assoilen

The wars of Alexander – – – –

The pricke of conscience 5 62,5% 3 37,5%

Works by Rolle 2 100% – –

Mandeville’s Travels (N) 2 100% – –

Total 9 87,5% 3 12,5

Table 24. Lousen/assoilen – frequency (EM)

East Midland texts Lousen Assoilen

Guy of Warwick – – 1 100%

Confessio amantis – – 3 100%

Merlin – – 2 100%

Mandeville’s Travels (S) – – 2 100%

Total – – 8 100%

As shown in the tables, the word of Old Norse origin, lousen, did not appear in 
the southern texts at all. As far as the northern texts are concerned, assoilen was 
found only in The pricke of conscience, but the instances of lousen still prevail. 

4.12. Okeren/vsuren

Okeren (v.) – from ōker (n.1) of Old Norse origin; (a) To lend (money, goods) at 
interest; (b) to make a loan (to sb.) at interest. 

Vsuren (v.) – from Old French usurer; To make a loan at interest, practice usury; 
lend money at interest (to sb.). 

Taking into account the words’ etymology, okeren might be predominant in 
the north, whereas vsuren – in the south.
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Table 25. Okeren/vsuren – frequency (N)

Northern texts Okeren Vsuren

The wars of Alexander – – – –

The pricke of conscience – – – –

Works by Rolle – – – –

Mandeville’s Travels (N) 1 100% – –

Total 1 100% – –

Table 26. Okeren/vsuren – frequency (EM)

East Midland texts Okeren Vsuren

Guy of Watwick – – – –

Confessio amantis – – – –

Merlin – – – –

Mandeville’s Travels (S) – – 1 100%

Total – – 1 100%

Surprisingly, these two verbs appeared only in the two versions of Mandeville’s 
Travels. Therefore, it is difficult to make any statements regarding their general use 
in the given regions.

5. Conclusion

The aim of the presented study was to first investigate whether the choice of the 
verbs in the two versions of one text – northern and southern – is text-dependent 
or region-dependent, which would then show to what extent the results of the 
comparison may also be noticed in other Middle English texts. In addition, the 
aim was to check if words’ etymology may be influential as regards the occurrence 
of the verbs in texts from different regions. In order to conduct the analysis, two 
geographically distinct versions of Mandeville’s Travels were examined. After this, 
four representative texts from the north and the south were searched through 
using electronic corpora. Apart from the abovementioned objectives, the goal of 
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this study in progress was to improve the methodology which will be used in the 
forthcoming MA thesis.

As this small study shows, quantitative analyses indicate that some words of 
Old Norse origin (such as call) were more popular in the south than vernacular 
forms (such as clepen). In addition, contrary to what was expected after qualitative 
analyses, some words of Old French origin were not prevalent in the southern texts. 
It is not surprising, as the words might have spread from dialect to dialect during 
those times. Undoubtedly, this problem  requires more thorough diachronic analy-
sis. On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that none of the verbs of Old Norse 
origin appeared exclusively in the south, and those of French origin – exclusively in 
the north. Moreover, according to expectations, most of the vernacular forms were 
distributed both in the north and the south. Interestingly, some words started to 
disappear from the English language altogether (e.g. waten). It may be important, 
then, to check when exactly this process took place. Some cases were problematic 
because of the limited data (e.g. okeren-vsuren). It is extremely difficult to make 
any reliable judgments based on the very small overall number of instances. 

Interestingly enough, even the two regionally distinct versions of one text 
proved to be inconsistent as far as the choice of the verbs is concerned. The incon-
sistencies may be caused by several reasons. For example, the book might have 
been transcribed in fragments by different scribes. As a result, some words might 
have been changed because of individual, not regional preferences. A given word 
could have been either unfamiliar to the copyist or he might have avoided some 
equivalents deliberately. Hence, a vital question arises: to what extent are regional 
differences truly influential when idiosyncratic/stylistic aspect has to be taken 
into account? On the other hand, if the frequency of the words is relatively high, it 
is hard to exclude the possibility of some regional tendencies regarding word use.

To sum up, the study in the area of lexical preferences in the Middle English texts 
is certainly worth further exploration. In the future study, special attention will be 
paid to the variability resulting from such factors as the origin of the analysed man-
uscript. Moreover, as the presented study examines only the selected verbs, more 
examples of lexical differences will be investigated in the future, including different 
parts of speech. According to preliminary observations, nouns demonstrate more 
visible regional tendencies than verbs. In addition, greater emphasis will be put on 
semantic differences between words. Despite the fact that this might be extremely 
time-consuming, all the northern and East Midland texts from the Corpus will be 
searched through in the future in order to make the whole study more reliable. 
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Abstract

Generally, little attention has been given to the role of selected linguistic and extralin-
guistic factors in the use of forms of address (Walker 2007). Therefore, the major theoretical 
concern behind this research is to examine quantitatively and qualitatively, based on se-
lected letters from the CEECS corpus (1998), the influence of social stratification and family 
relations on the usage of pronominal forms of address. Apart from that, it also analyses the 
interrelation between second-person pronouns and nominal forms of address in Late Middle 
English and Early Modern English.

1. Introduction

Terms of address can be divided into two categories: pronominal and nominal. 
There have been a substantial number of scholars who devoted their studies to this 
phenomenon (Mulholland 1967; Barber 1981; Brown and Gilman 1960; Brown 
and Levinson 1987; Mazzon 2009; Kopytko 1993; U. Busse 2002, B; Busse 2006). 
However, most of the existent studies were performed from a pragmatic perspec-
tive using various modified versions of Brown and Levinson’s politeness theory 
(Busse 2006). Hence, the present study seeks to explore the connection between 
the usage of second-person pronouns, social stratification and family relations in 
Late Middle English and Early Modern English. Apart from checking the effect 
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of social rank and type of relations, it aims at analysing the type of correlation be-
tween pronominal and nominal terms of address. Since many studies have been 
based on Shakespeare’s dramatic works (Mulholland 1967; Barber 1981; Brown 
and Gilman 1960; Brown and Levinson 1987; Kopytko 1993; U. Busse 2002; B. 
Busse 2006), this study uses the collection of letters from the CEECS (1998) cor-
pus as a material subjected to analysis.

This article is divided into five sections. The sections devoted to the description 
of theoretical background, results and analysis are numbered from two to five. 
The second section is a description of rank classification in Late Middle English 
and Early Modern English. Then the article progresses to a section devoted to 
epistolary conventions in the above-mentioned period. Another section describes 
research methodology and research questions. Finally, the last section serves to 
provide answers to the research questions and reevaluate the relevance of social 
stratification and family relations in pronoun selection. Apart from the discus-
sion of results, the section reveals weaknesses of the study, and suggests some 
ideas for further research.

2. Rank classification in Late Middle English and Early 
Modern English
Social class is one of the key notions in sociolinguistics, since it has its roots in 
functionalist sociology (Saville-Troike 2003). The term may be approached from 
various perspectives. When describing the concept, Spolsky (1998) concentrates 
on economic aspects and notes that it is a set of divisions, which is determined 
based on such factors as income, occupation and education. Singh (2009) states 
that what is important in specifying the nature of one’s social status is not only 
the economic situation of an individual but also the prestige of birth and the 
mode of living. Kerswill (2010) also emphasizes the fact that traditionally, the 
notion of social class is presented as a set of divisions in socioeconomic hierar-
chy. However, he provides his own definition as well, and describes it as one of 
the internal differentiations and constraints on one’s usage of language, which 
enable categorisation of people into broad groups in a society. As far as the 
present study is concerned, the definition provided by Kerswill (2010) is more 
applicable, since this study is sociolinguistic in nature and its primary aim is 
to check the influence of social rank on language use with respect to terms of 
address.
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In Late Middle English and Early Modern English, the society was highly strat-
ified. Social status depended mostly on one’s position on the social ladder (Laslett 
1983). Furthermore, the sources from the sixteenth century reveal that the society 
was divided into four layers. The structure of society in the above-mentioned pe-
riod is presented in the table on the following page:

Table 1. Detailed rank classification (Walker 2007:25)

                      Code     Description   Official title  Occupation

N
on

-c
om

m
on

er
s

A

B

C  C1
           

C2      

royalty, nobility and the 
high clergy

knights and baronets

gentry

those in the professions,
wealthy traders, wholesale 
merchants

Queen, Duke,
Archbishop, 
Baron,
Bishop

Sir

Esquire

Doctor, Colonel

lawyer, doctor,
army officer, clergy-
man,
teacher, financier, 

C
om

m
on

er
s

D

E

F

G

well-to-do farmers, and 
retailers, urban masters, 
and certain urban crafts-
men

poorer farmers and (espe-
cially) rural craftsmen

poor wage-earners, or 
those bound to a master
unemployed, criminals

yeoman, shopkeeper, 
innkeeper, cutler

husbandman, weaver, 
blacksmith, shoe-
maker,
alehouse keeper

labourer, servant, ap-
prentice
pauper, vagrant, 
whore, 
thief

The table above contains a detailed description of all the levels, the division 
into gentry and non-gentry, and official and occupational titles (Walker 2007). In 
the coding system of divisions, each capital letter represents a different layer of the 
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society. The top ranks of the society, namely people from groups A, B and C1 did 
not do any kind of manual work, and their income came from land ownership 
(Laslett 1983). Group A stands for royalty and high clergy, group B for knights and 
baronets, while C1 for the gentry. As far as group C2 is concerned, Walker (2007) 
states that it is difficult to place a group of professions in the social hierarchy, since 
the group does not fit into the division based on the ownership of land. He notes 
that in this group, various kinds of service or commerce are sources of wealth; 
therefore, he describes it as pretended gentry. When considering the differences 
between social groups, the greatest divide lines can be observed between non-
commoners and commoners represented in groups from D to G. Laslett (1983) 
notes that downwards the social ladder one’s status was defined only based on 
occupation and its position in the hierarchy. The groups of non-gentry illustrate 
a classification of the lower echelons of society who relied on manual labour solely. 
The system will be used in the study to classify the authors and addressees of the 
chosen letters form the corpus.

3. Epistolary conventions in Late Middle English 
and Early Modern English
In Late Medieval and Early Modern England, letter writing was considered one of 
the methods used to teach people classical rhetoric. It was claimed that in personal 
correspondence there were some traces of Renaissance humanism, which had 
influence on the epistolary conventions (Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg 
1995). Therefore, when writing letters one had to follow a set of rules related to 
form and content.

There were many manuals containing guidelines for writing personal letters. 
One of the most popular letter-writing manuals written by Fullwood (1558) is 
a detailed description of all the rules with regard to technical requirements and 
ways of addressing individuals. Since the focus of the present study is on terms 
of address, technical aspects of private correspondence, such as visual represen-
tation of one’s social status by means of layout, will not be discussed. Fullwood 
(1568) suggests that when addressing members of higher or lower class one has to 
remember to emphasise social status of the addressee. He notes that when writing 
to social superiors one has to do it with honour, humility and reverence, and he 
or she should not address them with their first name. In addition, he points out 
that using first name instead of names denoting social rank accompanied by ap-
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propriate modifiers would be disrespectful. When considering letters directed at 
social equals, he stresses the fact that one should express familiar reverence and 
politeness, and use one’s name of rank and such words as worshipful or honour-
able. As far as pronominal terms of address are concerned, Fullwood (1568) adds 
that non-commoners, in other words, members of gentry and nobility, should 
always employ you. In contrast, he points out that in address to social inferiors 
one should show his or her authority and use thou.

Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg (1995) agree with Fullwood (1568) and 
state that in the fifteenth and sixteenth century, the society favoured very com-
plex forms of address. They enumerate various modifiers of nominal terms of 
address, which were considered clear indicators of addressee’s position within 
the social hierarchy. The table on the following page contains a set of the most 
frequently encountered modifiers denoting social class together with their ex-
planation: 

Table 2. Typical modifiers on nominal forms of address in LME and EME (on the basis of Nevalainen and 
Raumloin-Brunberg 1995: 550)

Modifier Meaning

generous high-born

gentle, kind well-born

honest holding a honourable position

honourable of distinguished social rank

noble illustrious by rank, title, or birth

reverent worthy of deep respect on account of rank, age or character

worshipful distinguished in respect of character or rank

worthy holding a prominent place in the community

The table above reveals that in early correspondence, there could be a tendency 
to emphasise addressee’s social rank and to follow epistolary conventions (Hall 
1908). In the present study, it will be checked if the chosen individuals followed 
all the rules and used terms of address in order to indicate social class differ-
ences.
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Apart from non-kinship terms denoting social class membership, Braun 
(1988) and Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg (1995) discuss the typical 
model of household in England. Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg (1995) 
state that nuclear family consisting of two generations was the prevailing type. 
Moreover, they add that people tended to indicate a type of kinship in address 
terms, even if it was a very distant relation and even in addressing members of 
non-nuclear family. They argue that when the speaker and the addressee were 
connected by kinship ties, no-naming was a common phenomenon, and people 
usually addressed each other with kinship terms accompanied by modifiers and 
intensifiers such as right or most. Braun (1988) also comments on no-naming 
and she points out that using first name was a common practice only among 
the ranks below nobility. In contrast to the claims made by Nevalainen and 
Raumolin-Brunberg (1995), she states that in social relations, social rank al-
ways overrode kinship and in the case of status differentials, there should be no 
indication of family relations between the speakers. Walker (2007) agrees with 
her point and notes that when there is any status differential, one should always 
mark it in forms of address due to the importance of social stratification and 
strong tendency to signalise differences by means of language in the fifteenth 
and sixteenth century. 

4. Methodology – The influence of social rank  
and family relations on pronoun selection
The primary aim of the present study is to investigate qualitatively and quantita-
tively the influence of social rank and family relations on the usage of pronominal 
forms of address in Late Middle English and Early Modern English. Apart from 
the analysis of pronoun selection, it additionally checks the type of correlation 
between pronominal and nominal forms of address. In order to check the impact 
of chosen non-linguistic factors on the pronoun usage, the following research 
questions have been constructed:

 — Is addressee’s social rank reflected by the usage of pronominal forms of ad-
dress?

 — Are family relations reflected by the usage of pronouns?
 — What is the type of correlation between pronominal and nominal forms of 

address in the personal letters chosen from CEECS?
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The study is based on the collection of forty letters from the fifteenth and six-
teenth centuries, retrieved from the first part of the Corpus of Early English Cor-
respondence Sampler (CEECS). The CEECS consists of two parts and the total 
number of tokens is 450,000. It is one of the elements of the Corpus of Early Eng-
lish Correspondence, which was compiled by Sociolinguistics and Language His-
tory Project Team at the Department of English at the University of Helsinki. The 
team consisted of such scholars as Helena Raumolin-Brunberg, Terttu Nevalain-
en, Minna Nevala, Arja Nurmi, Jukka Keranen or Minna Palander-Colin (Nurmi 
1998).

As far as reliability of the corpus is concerned, Nurmi (1998) states that the 
CEECS proves to be a useful tool in all types of linguistic research apart from the 
studies of orthography, since spelling was not standardised then. In addition, she 
notes that despite the size, the social representativeness of the corpus is as wide 
as possible. Nevalainen (1996) and Raumolin-Brunberg (1995) also comment on 
the representativeness of the corpus. In contrast to Nurmi (1998), they do not 
consider the exact word count. They focus on the low level of literacy in Late 
Middle and Early Modern English. Nevalainen (1996) points out that due to the 
abovementioned problem, it was not possible to cover entire social hierarchy in 
the corpus, because most of the letters were written by members of the higher lev-
els of society, who according to the figures presented by Laslett (1983) represented 
only around 5% of the whole society. However, she further notes that contrary to 
the problem of illiteracy and limitations set by it, the corpus contains appropriate 
kind of data for sociolinguistic investigation. Apart from the issue of reliability of 
the data from the corpus, Palander-Colin et al. (2009) also add that letters as a text 
type bear close resemblance to speech, since they are a kind of communication 
between identified individuals. Therefore, the collection of letters chosen from the 
CEECS seems to be a good choice when assessing the reliability of the materials 
subjected to analysis.

In the present study, twenty-eight identified individuals, who are the authors of 
the chosen letters from the CEECS corpus, are basic units of analysis. In order to 
obtain relatively high representativeness, the individuals had to represent higher 
and lower layers of the society. Apart from aiming at a relatively high representa-
tiveness, another factor was also taken into consideration, namely gender of the 
addressers and addressees. Since the influence of gender is not of particular inter-
est in the context of the study, only letters written by men and addressed to men 
were chosen. The choice was also motivated by the fact that most of the letters 
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from the corpus were written by men and addressed to men, and women, who 
were mainly members of royalty and nobility, wrote only one-fifth of the letters. 
The vast majority of chosen letters subjected to analysis comes from the collec-
tion written by members of Stonor family and its servants. Apart from that, the 
data also contains the correspondence pertaining to the highest echelons of soci-
ety, namely letters written by clergy and royalty. Due to relatively high illiteracy 
in the fifteenth and sixteenth century, the correspondence between members of 
the lowest levels of society is not available (Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg 
1995). 

The letters were grouped according to the description of rank classification 
based on the studies done by Walker (2007) and Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brun-
berg (1995), which was presented in the first section of the present study. The 
table enclosed in the appendix shows the list of chosen letters from the corpus 
together with the date of composition, short descriptions of the authors and ad-
dressees and their social background, the number of letters written by each author, 
relations between the author of the given letter and the addressee, and expected 
results.

The study consisted of several stages. The first step was the choice of letters. 
Another one concerned the analysis of letters with the help of Wordsmith tools 
5.0. The first element of the analysis performed with the help of the program 
involved the use of concordance search. This type of search was used in order 
to find all the possible contexts of usage of pronominal forms of address to 
check qualitatively the type of correlation between pronominal and nominal 
terms of address, and to investigate the influence of social stratification on the 
usage of second-person pronouns by applying the framework presented in the 
second section. Second element of the study was related to the quantitative part. 
It relied on generating the frequency lists by the program in order to obtain the 
exact number of second-person pronouns in all the case forms and to find the 
most frequently occurring nominal forms of address and the accompanying 
modifiers and intensifiers. 

As far as the expected results are concerned, the usage of second-person pro-
nouns by the chosen individuals is supposed to reflect the influence of social strat-
ification and family relations. Furthermore, there should be a strong correlation 
between the employed pronominal and nominal forms of address. The letters 
should also fulfil all the requirements related to epistolary conventions in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth century presented by Fullwood (1568). 
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5. Results of the study

The present section is concentrated on the results obtained from the quantita-
tive and qualitative study. It contains interpretations of numerical and qualitative 
data in the theoretical framework presented in the previous sections. Apart from 
findings and their interpretation, the section provides an overall summary of the 
obtained results and describes weaknesses of the study, and some suggestions for 
further research.

Before presenting a detailed analysis of pronominal forms of address with re-
spect to social and linguistic factors, the overall distribution of second-person 
pronouns in the selected letters from the corpus will be presented in the table 
below:

Table 4. The number of occurrences of you in all the spelling variants

Form Number of occurrences

YOU 86

YOUE 8

YOUR 213

YOURE 16

YOURRE 1

YOURS 1

YOV 4

YOVEN 1

YOW 83

YOWE 19

YOWER 6

YOWR 6

YOWRE 9

YOWRS 2

YOWUR 6
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The table above shows that the total number of occurrences of you in all case 
forms and spelling variants was 464. As regards the investigated pronouns, quan-
titative analysis of the results performed with the help of Wordsmith tools 5.0 re-
vealed, as it was expected, that there were no instances of the usage of thou. When 
considering letter-writing manuals, the usage of pronominal forms of address 
might have been determined by the epistolary conventions, which suggested that 
social rank should be presented and emphasised in all types of correspondence, 
even in family letters. Apart from that it might be also connected with the content 
of the letters, which was very formal, since in the majority of cases, business mat-
ters were the main issue discussed by the authors of letters. Another table contains 
a list of nominal terms of address and their modifiers together with the number of 
occurrences in letters written by each author:

Table 5. List of nominal forms of address and their modifiers

Author Addressee Results

1 2 3

GROUP A

King Henry VII 
(royalty)

a) Sir Gilbert Talbot (group B-
knight, Earl of Shrewsbury)

b) Sir William Say(group C2-
below nobility-Sir/Sheriff of 
Hertfordshire)

c) Cardinal Wolsey (group A-
high clergy, royal minister 
and Archbishop of York)

a) Trusty and well-
beloved; well-beloved 
Knight and Sir

b) Trusty and well-
beloved; well-beloved 
knight

c) Lord Cardinal; Lord; 
Good Cardinal

Richard Duke of York 
(nobility)

the Citizens of Shrewsbury
(lower class-below nobility and 
below C2-G)

Right worshipful friends; 
worshipful friends

 Dr Cuthbert Tunstall 
(Bishop of Durham)

King Henry VIII (royalty) your Grace (30)

 John Abbot of Norton 
(Abbot of Norton)

William Stonor (group B-
Sheriff of Oxfordshire, Berkshire 
&Devonshire, High Steward of 
Oxford 
University)

Right worshipful and 
fullgood master (2)
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1 2 3

GROUP B

Sir Thomas Boleyn 
(Sir/Earl of Wiltshire)

King Henry VIII (royalty) your Grace (15); your 
Highness (9)

Lord Dacre (baron) Cardinal Wolsey (group A-high 
clergy; royal minister and Arch-
bishop of York)

your Grace (5)

Humphrey For-
ster (Sir, Sheriff of 
Gloucestershire)

Thomas Stonor (group B- Sir; 
knight)

Right worshipful and 
good,  kind brother (2);      
good Brother (4)

 Thomas Stonor (Sir; 
knight)

William Stonor(group B-Sheriff 
of Oxfordshire, Berkshire 
&Devonshire, High Steward of 
Oxford University)

William Stonor; you+no 
naming

Thomas Hampden 
(knight)

William Stonor (group B-
Sheriff of Oxfordshire, Berkshire 
&Devonshire, High Steward of 
Oxford University)

Right worshipful cousin 
(2)

GROUP C2

Hugh Unton (lawyer) Thomas Stonor (group B- Sir; 
knight)

 Right worshipful master 
(2); sir

William 
Goldwyn(physician)

John Byrell (C2-apothecary)  Sir (3); master (2)

Richard Page (lawyer) William Stonor (group B-
Sheriff of Oxfordshire, Berkshire 
&Devonshire, High Steward of 
Oxford University)

 Good mastership; master 
Sir William; sir (3); right 
singular good master (2)

Edmund Stonor (mer-
chant)

William Stonor (group B-
Sheriff of Oxfordshire, Berkshire 
&Devonshire, High Steward of 
Oxford University)

 Right reverent and wor-
shipful brother (3); good 
brother (4)

Thomas Mathew 
(bailiff)

Thomas Stonor (group B- Sir; 
knight)

Right worshipful master

Richard Pace (dip-
lomat/ administra-
tor; the Cardinal’s 
secretary)

Cardinal Wolsey (code A- high 
clergy; royal minister and Arch-
bishop of York)

 your Grace (4)
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1 2 3

Thomas Betson (mer-
chant)

William Stonor (group B-
Sheriff of Oxfordshire, Berkshire 
&Devonshire, High Steward of 
Oxford University)

Right worshipful sir; 
right worshipful and 
singular good master; 
your good mastership (3); 
sir (4)

William Burbank (the 
Cardinal’s secretary)

King Henry VIII (royalty) Your most noble Grace; 
your Grace

GROUP F

John Frende (family 
servant)

Thomas Stonor (group B- Sir; 
knight)

Right worshipful master 
(2)

John Yeme (family 
servant)

Thomas Stonor (group B- Sir; 
knight)

Right reverent master (2)

Thomas Mull (family 
servant)

Thomas Stonor (group B- Sir; 
knight)

Master Stonor; sir; right 
worshipful master

Walter Elmes (family 
servant)

William Stonor (group B-
Sheriff of Oxfordshire, Berkshire 
&Devonshire, High Steward of 
Oxford University)

Master (2)

Goddard Oxbryge 
(family servant)

William Stonor (group B-
Sheriff of Oxfordshire, Berkshire 
&Devonshire, High Steward of 
Oxford University)

Right worshipful and rev-
erent sir (3); good master; 
sir(3); right worshipful 
and reverent master

Henry Makney (fam-
ily servant)

William Stonor (group B-
Sheriff of Oxfordshire, Berkshire 
&Devonshire, High Steward of 
Oxford University)

Good master (4); sir (2)

Thomas Henham 
(family servant)

William Stonor (group B-
Sheriff of Oxfordshire, Berkshire 
&Devonshire, High Steward of 
Oxford University)

Right reverent and 
worshipful master (2); 
your mastership (2); right 
honourable (1); sir (5)

Henry Dogett (family 
servant) 

William Stonor (group B-
Sheriff of Oxfordshire, Berkshire 
&Devonshire, High Steward of 
Oxford University)

Right reverent worshipful 
master (2)

Table 5. cont.
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1 2 3

Richard Germyn 
(family servant)

William Stonor (group B-
Sheriff of Oxfordshire, Berkshire 
&Devonshire, High Steward of 
Oxford University)

Right reverent master (2); 
sir (2)

NO INFORMATION ABOUT SOCIAL CLASS MEMBERSHIP

Thomas Hampton Thomas Stonor (group B- Sir; 
knight)

Right worshipful cousin 
(2); sir (5)

In the above table, the exact number of usages by the authors is given in cases 
when there was more than one example noted.  The letters written by one of the 
members of the top level of society, namely by King Henry VII, contained the 
forms denoting social rank of the addressees. Other representatives of group A, 
namely Dr Cuthbert Tunstall and John Abbot of Norton, also employed terms 
of address indicating social class membership. However, one of the authors from 
group A, Richard Duke of York, did not emphasise social rank when addressing 
citizens of Shrewsbury. The reason why he used the form friends might have been 
related to the fact that he wanted to politely encourage people to enjoy the election 
of the new king and to fulfil some orders.

 As far as the representatives of group B are concerned, not all of them used 
terms denoting social rank of the addressees. Two of them, namely Lord Dacre 
and Sir Thomas Boleyn emphasized social class membership. However, the rest, 
apart from William Stonor who addressed his son with first name and family 
name, tended to indicate the type of family relations. One of the representatives 
of group C, namely Edmund Stonor, also used kinship terms when addressing his 
brother. The authors of letters from group C who were not related by any family 
bonds always employed forms denoting social class membership. As far as mem-
bers of the lower echelons of the society are concerned, that is family servants, 
they always expressed social rank of their masters by means of terms of address. 
All the representatives of group F usually used such forms as master and sir. In ad-
dition, they used such modifiers as right, worshipful or reverent, which were clear 
indicators of social position of the addressee.  

When analysing the correlation between pronominal and nominal forms of 
address, the results prove that it is not possible to determine the exact strength 
of relation between the two, since there were no occurrences of thou noted. In 
the vast majority of cases, namely in the case of letters written by the representa-
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tives of the top levels of society, pretended gentry, and servants, who were not 
related by any kind of family bonds, the usage of pronominal and nominal terms 
of address reflected social rank of the addresser and addressee. Surprisingly, the 
qualitative part of the study also shows that members of the Stonor family, who 
were related by different types of kinship, contrary to what was claimed by Brown 
(1988), always emphasised the type of family relation, not one’s social position in 
the hierarchy.

The results obtained from quantitative and qualitative parts of the present 
study prove that social stratification seemed to have influence on the usage of 
pronominal forms of address in the selected letters. The data also confirm the 
claims made by Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg (1995), since the authors 
of letters who were related by the ties of kinship tended to indicate type of family 
relations rather than social rank. The lack of thou in the selected letters could be 
the effect of epistolary conventions on the choice of the right form.

 As far as the weaknesses of the study are concerned, the amount of the data 
analysed for the purpose of pilot study is too small to generalise about the whole 
society, therefore further studies are needed. Furthermore, in order to compare 
the instances of the usage of you and thou, bottom-to-top approach is required, 
and firstly the CEECS corpus should be checked for the exact number of occur-
rences of both pronominal forms of address. Apart from that, in order to draw 
some more general conclusions about the society in Late Medieval and Early 
Modern England, letters written by social equals from the lower echelons of the 
society should also be subjected to the analysis. In addition, letters written by 
women should also be investigated.

Conclusions

To sum up, the corpus-based investigation described above examined the use of 
terms of address in the selected letters from Late Middle English and the begin-
ning of Early Modern English. The aim of the present pilot study was fulfilled. 
The results obtained from the quantitative and qualitative parts of the study cor-
roborate the claim that the extralinguistic factor under scrutiny, namely social 
stratification had influence on the usage of terms of address in the vast majority of 
cases. When considering further investigation, the influence of a greater number 
of factors has to be checked to explain fully the mechanisms governing the use of 
terms of address in private letters in the above-mentioned period.
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the prism of phonetic imitation
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Abstract

The paper is concerned with the imitation of vowel duration and quality upon exposure 
to native and non-native English speech. The participants were Polish learners of English 
recruited at the University of Lodz. The study aimed to determine whether the extent of pho-
netic imitation may be influenced by the model talker being a native or a non-native speaker 
of English and whether different imitation strategies may explain some of the variability in 
L2 speech. The results of the study suggest that phonetic imitation may account for some of 
the variability in L2 pronunciation and that the native/non-native status of the model talker 
may have a bearing on the direction of convergence. It was also found that the magnitude 
of imitation may depend on the degree to which a given L2 feature functions in the learners’ 
interlanguage.

1. Variability in L2 pronunciation

The fact that there exist considerable distinctions between the L2 pronunciation 
of speakers with different native languages is well documented in SLA literature 
and appears to be closely linked to differences in perception. According to Native 
Language Magnet Model (Kuhl 2000), the representations of native sounds in 
our brains act like ‘perceptual magnets’ for L2 phones that bear resemblance to 
the L1 sounds. Perceptual Assimilation Model (Best 1995) and Speech Learning 
Model (Flege 1993) propose that the perception of an L2 phone involves compar-
ing the sound with all sounds in the L1 system of the speaker. Indeed, the fact that 
the perception of a given sound depends on the listener’s native language was 
confirmed  in a number of studies, e.g. Brown (2000), Fox et al. (1995), Iverson et 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18778/8088-065-8.08
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al. (2001), and Rochet (1995). The differences in perception lead to a wide range of 
variability in the production of a given sound by speakers with different mother 
tongues. For instance, Davidian and Flege (1984) discovered that the native Polish 
subjects in their study devoiced word-final plosives in their English productions, 
whereas native Spanish and native Chinese participants deleted word-final stops. 
Livbjerg and Mees (1988) state that Danish learners may be disposed to replace 
English /ʌ/ and /ɒ/ with their native vowel /ɔ/, while Gonet, Szpyra-Kozłowska 
and Święciński (2010) show that English /æ/ is often substituted by /a/ or /e/ by 
native speakers of Polish.

It has also been argued that various cognitive and affective factors contribute 
to increased accent variability among different L2 speakers. Piske et al. (2001) ar-
gue that the degree of foreign accent in one’s speech is largely determined by one’s 
ability to mimic unfamiliar speech sounds. Suter (1976), Purcell and Suter (1980) 
and Elliot (1995) found that the amount of concern for L2 pronunciation accuracy 
had a considerable bearing on learners’ L2 productions, indicating that motiva-
tion may play a major role in successful acquisition of L2 phonology. Numer-
ous studies show that the age at which one starts learning a second language has 
a significant impact on the degree of foreign accent in one’s speech and suggest 
that attaining native-like pronunciation is considerably more difficult for adult 
learners than for children (e.g. Flege 1988; Moyer 1999; Oyama 1976; Suter 1976; 
Tahta et al. 1981; Thompson 1991). Another factor which was found to affect non-
native pronunciation is L2 input. For instance, Purcell and Suter (1980) provide 
some evidence that increased contact with native speakers may reduce the degree 
of foreign accent in learners’ speech. 

Other findings indicate that variability in L2 pronunciation is also strongly 
related to a number of social factors. For instance, non-native pronunciation 
appears to depend on the speaker’s gender to some extent. Tahta et al. (1981) 
and Thompson (1991) discovered that women’s L2 pronunciation was rated 
higher than men’s, while Hartford (1978) found that female Mexican-Ameri-
can adolescents used more prestige forms in their English pronunciation than 
did male Mexican-American adolescents. Thompson (1976) concentrated on 
Chicano English and found that participants with lower socio-economic sta-
tus used Spanish-influenced pronunciation features to a greater extent than 
subjects with higher socio-economic status. Gatbonton (1975) investigated the 
pronunciation of  French-Canadian learners of English and reported that suc-
cessful acquisition of English dental fricatives was conditioned by the strength 
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of affiliation with the English community. Similar observations were also made 
by Zuengler (1982).  

An interesting aspect of L2 pronunciation is that it varies not only between 
individual speakers but also within one speaker. For instance, a given learner’s 
production of a particular sound may differ depending on the phonetic environ-
ment of the sound in question. Anderson (1987) observed that native speakers of 
Mandarin Chinese omitted /r/ more frequently in post-vocalic positions and de-
leted word-final /t d/ more frequently in consonant clusters. The results of a study 
by Bayley (1996) showed that Chinese learners tended to omit English /t/ and /d/ 
more after liquids than nasals or obstruents. Benson (1988) found that consonant 
deletion in the productions of Vietnamese learners of English was connected with 
the preceding vocalic context. Tarone (1982) hypothesised that the production of 
a given second-language pronunciation feature is also affected by the amount of 
attention that a learner pays to speech form. She argued that attention to speech 
form increases when learners are asked to perform elicitation tasks such as read-
ing of word lists and decreases in less formal tasks such as free speech. Tarone’s 
claims were corroborated in a study by Dickerson and Dickerson (1977), who 
examined Japanese learners’ realisations of /r/ in free speech, dialogue reading 
and word-list reading and found that /r/ was supplied only 50% of the time in the 
first task and almost 100% correctly in the last task. Similar results were obtained 
in a study on Thai learners’ production of English /r/ (Beebe 1980). Interestingly, 
it was found that the number of target-like realisations of the investigated sounds 
depended not only on the amount of attention paid to speech but also on phonetic 
environment. Dowd (1984) examined L2 pronunciation of Mexican women and 
detected that the informants’ production of certain features was affected by the 
type of question they were asked and that some of the investigated features shift-
ed in opposite directions. When asked an emotional question, the participants 
tended to produce final consonant clusters less accurately but, at the same time, 
increased correct realisations of /r/. The findings of Gonet et al. (2010) suggest that 
some within-speaker variability may also be brought about by the existence of 
phonetic false friends in the learners’ L1 and L2. It was found that Polish learners 
of English substituted /æ/  with either /e/ or /a/ and that in the majority of cases, 
the substitution pattern accorded with the vowels present in the corresponding 
Polish loanwords from English.

Overall, it appears that variability in L2 pronunciation occurs both between 
different and within individual speakers. A speaker’s L2 phonetic performance 
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may be affected by certain social factors such as age, gender, personality traits or 
attitudes, language-related features such as the structure of the speaker’s L1 sound 
system and language universals and, finally, cognitive factors such as the amount 
of attention paid to speech or language aptitude. 

2. Phonetic imitation

The process of changing or adjusting one’s speech upon exposure to the speech of 
others first attracted researchers’ attention in the 1970s. Howard Giles and col-
leagues referred to the phenomenon as convergence or accommodation and de-
veloped a framework called Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT) to 
account for the accent and language shifts that individuals make when interacting 
with other people. The advocates of CAT were primarily concerned with speech 
behaviour in conversational interactions and the social-psychological factors that 
may affect language and accent shifts in socially rich settings (Bourhis and Giles 
1977; Coupland 1984; Giles 1973; Giles et al. 1973). Similar studies were also car-
ried out by Gregory and Hoyt (1982), Gregory and Webster (1996), Bilous and 
Krauss (1988), Natale (1975a, 1975b) and Welkowitz and colleagues (Welkowitz 
and Feldstein 1969; Welkowitz and Feldstein 1970; Welkowitz et al. 1972). Pho-
netic convergence in conversational interactions was investigated more recently 
by Pardo and colleagues (Pardo 2006; Pardo 2010; Pardo et al. 2012; Pardo et al. 
2013),  Kim et al. (2011), Llamas et al. (2009) and Lewandowski and colleagues 
(Lewandowski 2012; Schweitzer and Lewandowski 2012). 

In the late 1990s the process of adjusting one’s speech to the speech of others be-
gan to be referred to as phonetic imitation. As opposed to accommodation, phonetic 
imitation is examined in socially minimal, laboratory settings, where the partici-
pants are usually required to repeat pre-recorded single words. The focus in a vast 
number of phonetic imitation studies is on the mechanisms underlying speech pro-
duction and perception and the phenomenon itself is often treated as an automatic 
reflex of the human brain rather than a socially or psychologically motivated pro-
cess (Brouwer et al. 2010; Delvaux and Soquet 2007; Goldinger 1998; Goldinger and 
Azuma 2004; Honorof et al. 2011; Kim 2011; Mitterer and Ernestus 2008; Nielsen 
2011; Shockley et al. 2004). What seems to be of interest in this particular strand of 
research is that the results of some of the studies have shown phonetic imitation to 
be sensitive to language structure. For instance, Mitterer and Ernestus (2008) exam-
ined convergence in the pronunciation of native speakers of Dutch and found that it 
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was only the phonologically relevant pronunciation features that were imitated by 
the participants. Nielsen (2011) reports that native speakers of American English 
imitated extended VOT values in word-initial voiceless stops but did not imitate 
reduced VOT values in the same phonetic context.

A number of studies merge the social-psychological aspects of accommodation 
in conversational interactions with the laboratory-based methodology used in pho-
netic imitation research. One of such studies was carried out by Namy et al. (2002), 
who explored the effect of gender on the magnitude of phonetic imitation and found 
that the participants converged to male talkers more than to female talkers and 
that female participants were more likely to converge than male participants. Babel 
(2009) investigated whether racial biases and perceived attractiveness influence the 
magnitude of convergence in the pronunciation of American English speakers. The 
results revealed that participants with a pro-black bias were more likely to imitate 
a black speaker and that the more attractive a given talker was considered, the more 
the female subjects tended to converge. It was also found that some of the investi-
gated vowels were imitated to a greater extent than others. Similar results were ob-
tained in Babel’s subsequent study (Babel 2010), in which she focused on the imita-
tion of Australian English vowels by speakers of New Zealand English. She observed 
that subjects who were disposed favourably towards Australia converged more than 
participants with a New Zealand-bias. Babel et al. (2012) confirmed the finding 
that voices that are considered attractive may induce more imitation and that dif-
ferent vowels may not be imitated to the same extent. Yu et al. (2013) examined the 
imitation of extended VOT values by speakers of American English and found that 
personal characteristics and cognitive abilities such as openness and high attention 
focus contributed to greater imitation effects. Taken together, the studies on pho-
netic imitation imply that the phenomenon of adjusting one’s speech to the speech 
of others is conditioned by both linguistic and social-psychological factors.

Although the majority of accommodation and imitation studies are con-
cerned with speech adjustments made by native speakers of a given language, 
several researchers set out to examine speech convergence in L2 speech. Earlier 
such studies were conducted within Communication Accommodation Theory 
and examined accent shifts in conversational interactions between native and 
non-native speakers. The participants in Beebe’s (1981) study were Chinese-Thai 
bilingual children (brought up in Thailand by Chinese parents) who were in-
terviewed in Thai by two female interlocutors, one Thai and one Chinese. The 
phonetic variables under investigation were 6 Thai vowels. The results of the 
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study revealed that the subjects converged towards the Chinese interlocutor by 
making some of the investigated vowels more Chinese-like. Zuengler (1982) in-
vestigated the English pronunciation of native speakers of Spanish and Greek, 
who were interviewed by a native American English interlocutor. It transpired 
that participants both converged and diverged from the native interviewer and 
that the direction of accommodation was a function of the strength of ethnic 
affiliation. More recently, Lewandowski (2012) found that German learners of 
English converged their pronunciation towards native English interlocutors in 
conversational interactions. Zając (2013a) sought to determine whether Polish 
learners of English accommodate their pronunciation to different accents of 
English. The results suggested that some of the participants converged towards 
their interlocutors’ speech (Canadian English and Standard Southern British 
English speakers). Kim et al. (2011) studied phonetic convergence in conversa-
tions between subjects who had either the same or different regional dialects, and 
between native and non-native speakers of English. As opposed to the data ob-
tained by Beebe (1981), Zuengler (1982), Lewandowski (2012) and Zając (2013a), 
Kim et al.’s results revealed that it was only the participants who shared the same 
language and dialect that were likely to converge. 

Several studies on phonetic imitation in non-native speech were carried out re-
cently by Rojczyk and colleagues. Rojczyk (2012a) found that Polish learners imi-
tated a native English talker’s realisation of /æ/, while Rojczyk (2012b) observed 
that native Polish participants imitated English VOT values. Rojczyk et al. (2013) 
examined immediate and distracted imitation of English unreleased plosives by 
native Polish speakers. Statistical analysis of the results showed that the partici-
pants imitated the phonetic feature under investigation and that distracting the 
informants impeded convergence to some extent. 

3. Aims

The current study follows the experimental procedures used in imitation studies (i.e. 
eliciting and examining speech adjustments in a socially minimal setting) to inves-
tigate phonetic convergence in the pronunciation of Polish learners of English. The 
general aim of the study is to determine whether the phonetic imitation framework 
may be used to account for some of the variation present in L2 pronunciation. 

Another goal is to examine whether imitation is influenced by the model talker 
being a native or a non-native speaker of English. On the one hand, foreign-ac-
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cented speech is often viewed unfavourably by native and non-native speakers 
alike (e.g. Chiba et al. 1995; Dalton-Puffer et al. 1997; Gill 1994; Lippi-Green 1997). 
This could lead to divergence from L2 pronunciation and convergence towards 
native speech. On the other hand, several accommodation studies show that in-
dividuals might be more inclined to converge towards speakers with whom they 
share a sense of solidarity and that they may tend to accommodate more towards 
speakers that appear similar to them in some respects (Gregory and Hoyt 1982; 
Welkowitz and Feldstein 1969; Welkowitz and Feldstein 1970; Welkowitz et al. 
1972). A strong sense of identification with a fellow non-native speaker could lead 
to greater phonetic alignment with foreign-accented speech and might induce the 
learner to diverge from the native speaker. 

The present paper refers to a study whose results were partly discussed in an 
earlier article (Zając 2013b). The final aim of the current study is to expand on the 
findings of Zając (2013b) by examining and interpreting the previously obtained 
results together with the data that was not analysed in the earlier paper. 

4. Variables

The phonetic variables under investigation were the duration and quality of 
four English front vowels (/æ e ɪ iː/), which were examined in two phonetic envi-
ronments, followed by a voiced alveolar stop and a voiceless alveolar stop. In Eng-
lish (as in many other languages), vocalic elements tend to be considerably shorter 
before voiceless obstruents than before voiced obstruents (Hogan and Rozsypal 
1980; Peterson and Lehiste 1960). Vowel duration in English is also one of the cues 
for the voicing of the following consonant (Hogan and Rozsypal 1980; Raphael 
1972). In contrast, Jassem and Richter (1989) found no significant length differ-
ences between vowels preceding underlyingly voiced final obstruents and vowels 
preceding underlyingly voiceless final obstruents in Polish. One could therefore 
assume that maintaining a large enough length contrast between vowels followed 
by voiced consonants and vowels followed by voiceless consonants may prove 
problematic for Polish learners of English.

The front vowels were selected since Polish learners of English are frequently 
reported to struggle with their realisation. The low vowel /æ/ is often replaced 
by Polish speakers either with /a/ or /e/ (e.g. Gonet et al. 2010; Nowacka 2010; 
Sobkowiak 2001; Weckwerth 2011), which could result in the eradication of 
the TRAP/DRESS or the TRAP/STRUT contrast in the learner’s interlanguage. 
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With regard to the current study, the tendency could result in the the partici-
pants merging /æ/ and /e/ into one category. The high vowel /ɪ/ is often assimi-
lated by Polish speakers with native /i/ (e.g. Nowacka 2010; Sobkowiak 2001), 
which can make it difficult for Poles to maintain the KIT/FLEECE contrast in 
English. 

5. Participants and procedure

The participants were 20 native speakers of Polish (12 females and 8 males) study-
ing at the Institute of English Studies, University of Lodz. All of the subjects were 
first-year students with upper intermediate proficiency in English (approximately). 
The subjects participated in three experimental tasks: a written matching exercise, 
an auditory naming task, and a shadowing task, which was further subdivided 
into two phases. In the first task, the participants matched English words (the 
analysed tokens) to photos that represented their meanings. The purpose of this 
exercise was to familiarise the informants with the analysed words. In the second 
task, the participants saw the photos again on the computer screen and were in-
structed to identify them by using the words from the matching exercise and say-
ing them out loud. The final stage of the experiment (the shadowing task) involved 
presenting the photos used in the earlier tasks together with a model talker’s voice 
(a native model talker in the first section of the task and a non-native model talker 
in the second section). The participants’ task was to listen to the voice and then 
identify the word represented in the photo by saying it out loud. The model talkers 
were two men in their mid-twenties. One of them was a native speaker of South-
ern British English, while the other was a native speaker of Polish, who spoke with 
a relatively heavy foreign accent.

6. Stimulus

The stimuli used in the shadowing task were pre-recorded monosyllabic words. 
The words contained the analysed front vowels flanked by /b/ and /t/ or /d/ (bad, 
bat, bed, bet, bead, beat, bid, bit). The participants could hear each of the investi-
gated words twice, once pronounced by the native model talker and once realised 
by the non-native model talker. 

The vowel durations used by the model talkers are presented in Table 1. The 
abbreviations NM and NNM stand for the native model talker and the non-native 
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model talker respectively. The data show that the British model talker used notice-
ably longer vowels before a voiced obstruent in each of the analysed pairs of words. 
The Polish model talker’s usage of vowel duration was variable,  his /æ/ and /e/ 
were longer when followed by the voiced obstruent, and his /ɪ/ and /iː/ were shorter 
when followed by the voiced obstruent. 

Table 1. Vowel durations in the model talkers’ productions (Zając, 2013b)

NM NNM

vowel b_d b_t b_d b_t 

æ 140 98 145 128

e 127 77 138 94

iː 167 145 114 118

ɪ 103 81 81 105

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate they way vowel quality was realised by the model 
talkers. It can be seen that the British model talker has separate categories for all 
four vowels. In the case of the Polish model talker, the distributions of /ɪ/ and /iː/ 
overlap and a similar pattern is also visible with /æ/ and /e/. This indicates that the 
non-native speaker merged the KIT category with the FLEECE category and the 
TRAP category with the DRESS category. 

Fig. 1. Formant plot of the native model talker’s 
vowels

Fig. 2. Formant plot of the non-native model 
talker’s vowels
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7. Results and analysis

Table 2 presents mean durations of each of the investigated vowels in two contexts, 
followed by a voiced stop (b_d) and followed by a voiceless stop (b_t), and under 
three conditions, prior to exposure to the model talkers’ speech (baseline) and 
following exposure to the model talkers’ speech (shadowing NM and shadowing 
NNM). The values are given in milliseconds, standard deviation is given in brack-
ets. The probability levels for a non-chance difference between the values were cal-
culated with the use of one-tailed paired-samples t-tests. The results indicate that, 
prior to exposure to the modelled speech, the participants already shortened three 
out of the four investigated vowels in the context of a following voiceless obstruent. 
After exposure to the model talkers’ pronunciation, the subjects shortened all of 
the investigated vowels in the context of a following voiceless stop. Interestingly, 
the participants shortened the vowel in bit after listening to the non-native model 
talker even though he adopted an opposite strategy (Table 1).

Table 2. Participants’ mean vowel durations under three conditions (Zając, 2013b)

baseline shadowing NM shadowing NNM

vowel b_d
N=20

b_t
N=20 p b_d

N=20
b_t

N=20 p b_d
N=20

b_t
N=20 p

æ 202 (46) 162 (38) 0.000** 160 (31) 143 (25) 0.001** 170 (33) 136 (23) 0.000**

e 194 (44) 143 (25) 0.000** 160 (40) 111 (26) 0.000** 164 (29) 119 (19) 0.000**

iː 205 (45) 148 (36) 0.000** 184 (33) 141 (28) 0.000** 162 (34) 132 (30) 0.000**

ɪ 140 (32) 138 (42) 0.423 131 (29) 106 (21) 0.000** 125 (22) 111 (26) 0.031*

Table 3 shows the number of participants who exhibited a given vowel contrast 
under three conditions, prior to exposure to the model talkers’ speech (baseline) 
and following exposure to the model talkers’ speech (shadowing NM and shadow-
ing NNM). Whether a particular subject maintained a given contrast or not was 
determined by examining the participants’ vowel plots. The first and the second 
formants were measured at the midpoint of the vowel and a Praat (Boersma and 
Weenik 2014) script was subsequently used to compute the vowel plots. The results 
indicate that the majority of the participants failed to realise the four vowels as 
separate categories before listening to the modelled speech. After exposure to 
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the British talker’s speech, the number of participants who maintained the KIT – 
FLEECE contrast increased slightly. However, over half of the subjects still failed 
to differentiate between /ɪ/ and /iː/. On the other hand, after exposure to the Brit-
ish model talker’s speech, the majority of the informants were able to distinguish 
between /æ/ and /e/ and the number of participants who maintained this contrast 
became over three times greater than in the baseline productions. Following ex-
posure to the Polish model talker, the number of participants who distinguished 
between the four vowel categories decreased slightly as compared with the base-
line productions. Generally, the vast majority of the subjects failed to realise /ɪ/ 
and /iː/ and /æ/ and /e/ as separate categories upon exposure to the non-native 
talker’s pronunciation. Overall, it appears that /æ/ and /e/ were differentiated by 
a greater number of informants than /ɪ/ and /iː/. 

Table 3. The number of participants who maintained a given vowel contrast under three conditions

vowel contrast baseline shadowing NM shadowing NNM 

KIT – FLEECE 6  9 5

TRAP – DRESS 5 16 2

8. Discussion

The results of the study indicate that the participants adjusted vowel length in 
their productions after exposure to the model talkers’ speech. The subjects short-
ened all of the investigated vowels in the context of a following voiceless obstru-
ent in the imitation (shadowing) task, which can be interpreted as convergence 
towards the native English speaker and divergence from the native Polish speaker. 
As argued in Zając (2013b), it is possible that the participants failed to accommo-
date towards the non-native model talker out of a desire to sound more native-like. 
This interpretation seems plausible in view of the finding that some L2 speakers 
tend to favour native pronunciation over foreign-accented speech (Chiba et al. 
1995; Dalton-Puffer et al. 1997; Forde 1995). Additionally, the informants were 
accompanied by the author of the study throughout the whole experimental pro-
cedure. The subjects, first-year students of English studies, most probably believed 
the author to be a member of the university staff.  This, coupled with the formal 
context of the experiment, could mean that the subjects felt they should try to 
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diverge from the non-native model talker to create a favourable impression. Such 
a view is corroborated by Bell’s (1984) theory of audience design, according to 
which speakers may sometimes accommodate to persons in their surroundings 
with whom they are not in direct interaction at a particular moment.

An important observation is that the subjects in the current study were found 
to differentiate vowel length in most of the investigated word pairs even before 
exposure to the native model talker’s speech, which implies that this particular 
feature of English phonology may not be as difficult to acquire for Polish learn-
ers as previously expected. Indeed, Slowiaczek and Dinnsen (1985) observed that 
some vowel length differences before voiced and voiceless obstruents may also ex-
ist in Polish, which could facilitate the acquisition of this feature in English. 

As regards vowel quality, the results of the current study indicate that exposure to 
the model talkers’ speech caused some subjects to modify the spectral characteristics 
of their vowels, although it needs to be emphasised that the participants exhibited 
considerable variability in their accommodation strategies. The majority of the par-
ticipants converged to the native Polish speaker by merging the two vowel contrasts 
after exposure to his speech. Over half of the participants diverged from the native 
English speaker by failing to produce a contrast between /ɪ/ and /iː/ when imitating 
his speech. At the same time, the majority of the subjects accommodated towards 
the native model talker by differentiating the TRAP and DRESS vowels. Overall, 
it would appear that the number of participants who accommodated towards the 
native Polish speaker was greater than the number of participants who imitated the 
native English speaker, especially in the case of the KIT/FLEECE contrast. 

Taken together, the results of the current study suggest that using vowel dura-
tion as a cue for the voicing of the following consonant was a more stable element 
in the participants’ interlanguage than differentiating between the four investi-
gated vowels (the participants used contrasting vowel durations but mostly failed 
to maintain vowel quality contrasts in their baseline productions). It was also 
found that the participants diverged from the non-native model talker on vowel 
duration but mostly converged towards him on vowel quality. This could mean 
that the magnitude of imitation in L2 speech is more sensitive to affective factors 
(e.g. attitude towards foreign-accented speech) when the imitated pronunciation 
feature begins to function as a stable element in the speaker’s interlanguage. If the 
imitated pronunciation feature is not yet a stable element of the interlanguage, it 
seems that the speaker’s convergence strategies are more permeable to transfer 
from the L1 sound system.
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9. Caveats

As referred to in the Results section, the assessment of whether a given inform-
ant distinguished between the four front vowels was made by analysing formant 
plots. In some cases, the selected method proved insufficiently straightforward 
and objective. For instance, one could interpret the vowel plot in Figure 3 to 
mean that speaker 13 maintained contrasts between the two vowel pairs since 
their distributions do not clearly overlap. On the other hand, some of the vow-
els appear to be very close to each other, which could be taken to mean that the 
speaker did not distinguish between FLEECE and KIT and TRAP and DRESS. 
A possible solution to this problem could be to have phonetically trained and/
or native English raters listen to the participants’ realisations of the word pairs 
(e.g. bad and bed) and ask them to decide whether the words are the same or 
different. 

 

Figure 3. Formant plot of speaker 13’s vowels

10. Conclusions

The results of the study indicate that exposure to the speech of different talkers 
may bring about variability in L2 pronunciation. The participants were found to 
imitate the duration and quality of four English front vowels when presented with 
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pre-recorded productions of single words by a native and a non-native speaker of 
English. The findings of the study suggest that, depending on whether or not the 
pronunciation feature under investigation functions as a stable element in the 
learner’s interlanguage, the magnitude of imitation in L2 speech may be more sus-
ceptible to either the L1 sound system or affective factors such as attitude towards 
foreign-accented speech.
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